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fAKT I. fHE RIBOCIM ACTION OF fHXOLS 
X. llfRODUCTIOK 
Although th« oiddatlofi of thiols to disulfides by lu-
©fganle r®ag®iit« li a »«ll-«®tabli«hed reaction In organic 
®h®®lstry^, th® Interaction of a thiol with an organic coni» 
pound to prodMC© a dliylflde and a hydrogenated compound has 
been obsenrcd In only a United number of cases. Prior to 
the preient itudy, the only systesatlc Investigation of the 
latter type of reaction if th# work of (JllBan and Dickey^, 
who found that |»-thloere«ol reduced benaalanlline, benzophe-
none-anll and asobenKene. A few scattered reporti euggeet 
that additional exaaples of the reducing action of thiols may 
have been noted, but saong these the evidence, In souse cases, 
Is rather Inconclusive. 
The success obtained with benaalanlllne and benzophenone-
anll suggested further exanlnatlon of the use of thiols as re-
ductaists for the asofflethlne linkage. With coiipounds like pyri­
dine, qulnollne and isoqulnollne this would be of great prepara­
tive value, because at the present tla© there is no reagent 
I, dllaan, ''Organic Chemistry," 2nd ed,, John Wiley and 
Sons, lew lork (19431, ¥ol. I, pp. 851, 854, 888. 
g, Gilman and Dlclcey, J. Chem. Soc.. 52, 4573 (1930). 
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wliloli 1® taowB to reduce preferentially th© azoaethlne group 
In %hBm eoaipouiids to their 1,2-dlliydro derlirstives, ifhen 
qulnolli!© derivatives are redueed with tin and hydroehlorlo 
aeld, iodluai and alcohol, 3% sodlu® amalgan^ or isydrogen and 
Jk c 
ulekel , l,2,3,4«t®trahydroquliiolli}«B are produced. Heller^ 
has obtained bl-l,24.dlhydroqulnaldliie the reduction of 
qulisaldlne with zlme and ^droohlorle add, but not the mono-
Mer. fhe l,2-dll3gdroquinolin®^ which Mth^ elalaied to have 
goiteij fro® th© condensation of o-toluldln® and «( -chloroacet-
aldehyde dl«thylacttal ha® been contested by Meleenhelner and 
Stota*^, and shown by linlg and Buehela® to have an entirely 
different «trueture» However, l,4»dll:^rdroqulnollne (3*^ yield), 
together with its dl«er and trlmer, has been prepared by the 
g 
electrolytic reduction of qulnollne » There are exaraplee of 
2«.substltuted dlhydro ©offipounds, but these have been prepared 
the addition of organoffletallle eompounds to the aSoroethine 
3. Oulsa and Barattlril, tazz. chin. Ital., 131 (1926) 
£?• 2331 (1926:^ 
4. V, Braun, Bey,. 55. 3779 (1922). 
5. Heller, B£e. , 2106 (l9ll). 
6. Bith, Ber,, SI, 550 (19^). 
7. Melsenhelwer 8n<! Stotz, Ber., §8, 2330 (1925). 
8. KBnig and Buehel®, Ber.. 58. 2^8 (1925). 
9. Levchenko, J. fen. Che®. (0.S.S.R.). n, 686 (1941) 
/5- i-. M. 39 Ti9A2}J 
linkage^®», rather thftn by the actio*} of a redueing agent, 
Unfortunately, under our eondltlons the Bliaple syateroa did 
not undergo reduction, hut aeridln# gave fairly good yields of 
blaerldan, and In one #xp«rl»ent aerldan wai isolated. From 
the reaction with qulnoxallne, a high neltlng coapound was ob­
tained which could not b© identified. 
A unlqti« reaction was obtained with 2-fiityrylqulnollne 
and with 4«styrylqul»ollne where the carbon-carbon double bond 
wa® laydrogenated In practically quantltatiire yields to 2-( ^ -phe 
nyleti^l) »quinollne and 4-( ^ -ph«nyl®thyl)-qulnollne, respec­
tively. Rtduetlona were also attempted with coiepounds analo­
gous to aerldine and 2-.ityrylquln©llne, but lacking the azo-
fflethln# groups in an atteapt to throw so®® light on the fflinimuro 
itructural nugulreaentf and ®echanl8iH of the reaction. 
10. Sllfflan, Towle and Spatz, £. to, Chea. 8oc.. 68. 2017 (1946) 
11. 9«l®»»anj, et al,, J. Org# Ohea., 11« 741 U946). 
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II. HISTORICAL 
An imusual reaction has been described by Oilman and 
2 Dickey in which benzalaniline was reduced to benzylaniline 
by £-thiocresol in refluxing xylene, with the thiol concom­
itantly oxidized to di-£-tolyl disulfide. Although the thiol 
was added in excess (a 3:1 mole ratio), the reduced anil was 
E £-CH3C6H4SH+ CgHgCH NCgHg > 
CgHgCHgNHCgHg + a-CHjsCgH^SSCgH^CHj-i 
isolated in 76% yield with traces of aniline present. Like­
wise, benzophenone-anil was reduced to benzohydrylaniline, 
the latter isolated as both the free compoxind and combined 
as a molecular complex with unreacted benzophenone-anil (I). 
C.HK H H C.H-
° ^^C-HCgHg . ^ ®^C=HCgi% 
Azobenzene was reduced in good yield to aniline and hy-
drazobanzene. The authors are of the opinion that hydrazobenzene 
was formed at first and that this underwent decomposition, 
due to the forced conditions, to aniline and azobenzene. The 
azobenzene thus formed was then reduced by the same process 
«5-
1 H 
4 CgHgl-SCgHg —^ CgHgI?=liC6H5 + 2 CgH^NHg 
to aniline hf the exmss thiol pp@s®iit. 
Curious to discover whether henzophenon© and nitroben-
z®m would he redue«d under the same forced conditions, they 
treated these compounds with £-thiocr@sol, but were able to 
recover the unreacted thiol in practically quantitative 
amounts, indicating that a reduction had not taken place. 
In an early study, Bongartz^^ treated various aldehydes 
and Isetones with thioglycollc acid to get the expected mer-
captals and mercaptoles. With quinone an entirely different 
reaction toolc place. Instead of an addition product, he ob­
tained hydroqnlnone and bisthioglycollc acid. 
0 
+ 2HSCHgC00H 
0 
Similarly, anthra(|uinone and thioglycollc acid heated with 
zinc chloride at EOO® gave him 9,10«dlhydro3cyanthracen©. 
Another early evidence of the reducing action of thiols is 
|h- (-SCH2C00H)2 
IB. Bongartz, ler., Sk* 485 <1888). 
-6-
reported hf Tartoonrleeb.^^, who ototalned hydroquinone (isolated 
as %li« ©oaplex qulnhydroa#) by heatlns quinone with ethyl mer-
eaptan In a bofflto at 3.40®. He suggested, without presenting 
&mf experlaeatal ei?ld«iie®, that the oxidation product was 
thio&eetaldehyde. 
Mueh later, Snell and Welssberger^^ investigated the 
quinone-thloglyeolio acid reaetlon. In addition to !::Qrdroqul-
none "they isolated quinon#-<<-®©reaptoacetle aeld. Their in­
terpretation of this result is Illustrated by the following 
reaetions: 
(1) 
( 2 )  
+ HSCHgCOOH 
OH 
OCHpCOOH 
OH 
SCHgCOOH 
•Q OH 
I nSCHgCOOH 
In reaetlon (1) the mercaptan probably adds to the quinone by 
1,4-addltion followed by a 1,3-shlft of the proton to give the 
13. farbouriteh, Ball> me, ohim.. (3) 313 (1901). 
14. Snell and Weissberger, J, Chea. floe«, 61, 450 (1939). 
sutoitltutM hydroqulnone, Ixcess qyinon© tiien oxidizes the 
flyilfMr-eontaialng isydroqulnoBe to tia® substituted qulnone, it 
Itsitlf being reduced to toQrdroqulrjone, fhls postulatlon ex­
plains the forantloio of hydroqui»oi5« on the basis of oxidation 
pottntials, lppar««tly the ®ff®et of the thloglyeollc aeld 
®©lety In tli« ring le iuefe tliat tla© eubetltuted quinone has a 
% 11 
Xow»r pot#«tlal than th® parent qulisoB® 
Sk«11 and "feltsbergtr^^ also were able to reduo® duro-
qulnon© to durohydroqmlnon® with thloglyeollc acid in aqueous 
sodium e&rbonat# solution, I© mention Is mad® of disulfide 
fow&tlon or ©f any other products* Sehubert^^ found that by 
treating qylno®# with thloslyeoll© aold in hot water, a tetra-
iubstltut#d Qulnone was pr©due#d, fh« meohanlsffi undoubtedly 
Involves reactions (I) and (2), with the overall reaction 
15* ®«l51re©tlns group®| a© well as chlorine, raise the oxi­
dation potential, vfereas, ^ -directing groups, in general, exert 
a potential-lowering effect, fleser and fleser, "Organic 
Che®l«try," D. C. Heath and Coiopai^, Boston (1944), p. 729, 
16. Schubert, J, Ohta, Sgc,, 69, 712 (1947). 
0 
0 
(H) 
•8-
represente^ thuss 
4 Quinone-f- 4 HSH ^ (Il)-f^ 3 Hydroquinona 
Two different reactions, than, may result from quinones 
and tMolsi ik), oxidation of th# tMol to a disulfide with 
th© reduction of the qtainone to th@ hydroq-uinonej (B), addi­
tion of the thiol to the quinone and the subsequent oxida­
tion of the adduct by th@ parent qiiinon© which has a higher 
potential. Although (B) involves th@ reduction of quinone, (B) 
do#s not procead through the formation of disulfide and there­
for#, strictly speaking, does not belong to the same category 
O 
as reaction <ik) and the reactions of Giliuan and Dickey^. 
An interesting example of the reducing action of thiols 
is their physiological action on alloxan. Labes and Freis-
17 burger found that when alloxan is adiainistered to frogs, 
capillary paralysis sets in, the symptoms of which are con­
vulsions, paralysis and intestinal hyperemia. Their contention 
is that capillary paralysis is caused by the oxidizing action 
of alloxan on the mercapto groups present in the tissue pro­
teins, with the alloxan converted to mxrexide. They point out 
that other oxidants (anthraquinon®, methylene ethers of vari­
ous o-dihydroxyphenols and possibly barbituric acid) cause 
similar capillary paralysis in the intestinal walls. 
Closely related to this is the work of d'Ouville, SEyers 
tobes' 'and'' Freisburger. Arch, exp. Path. Pharmakol.. 156. 
gge (1930) / "C. 4., 25, 4046'll93lX7 
wid Cotinur^® nh© att#®pted to prepare som® ajereaptoles fro® 
alloxan aM then oxldizfi the® to th© sulfones. In on© reaction 
with "beniiyl raereaptan, ailjenzyl dliulflde wai Isolated In addi­
tion to the heulmereaptole, 5-ae#t03^«5-(b©n®ylthl0)-barbituric 
aeld* However, the reduetlon product, dialurie aeld (S-liydroxy-
barblturl® aeld), whleh they expected to find, was not present 
a®ong the reaction product®. It Is possible that the reduced 
alloxan had been converted to alloxantln which Is formed very 
readily by the addition of alloxan to dialurie aeid» In sup-
19 
port ©f this, Ciaffileian and Silber reported that alloxantln 
is produeed ffoa the oxidation of ethanol to aoetaldehyde 
alloxan in the presence of sunlight. It should also be 
pointed out that d*Ouville and his collaborators apparently 
ffiSMle n® attempt to exclude air from th© alloxan-benzyl oercap-
tan reaction, which was carried out in a aixture of acetic 
aeid and aceti© anhydride and sub^eeted to a prolonged period 
of refluxing. The dliulflde could thus have arisen fro® air 
oxidation, although, adaittedly, this is not as likely to 
^iappen in an aeld nediu® at in a basic one. In other exper­
iments they found that £-thi0aresol did not react with alloxan 
either in dioxane or acetic acid. Catalysts used unsuccess­
fully to effect a reaction were anhydrous hydrogen chloride, 
eoncentratfd sulfuric acid and zinc chloride, 
|8^9d*0uvllle, lyers and Connor, £. jra. Chem. 3oc,. 2033 
19. Claalelan and Silber, Ber,, 2$, 450 (1939). 
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fk® r«dwetion of alloxan l?y a ©eroapto group is a proper­
ty that one would predict from a knowledge of its role as a 
strong hydrogen aeeeptor. fke oxidation of ethanol toy alloxan 
hai he#n wentioned, and Johnson reported that l^drouracil 
©an toe quantitatively dehydrogenated to uracil with the aid 
of alloxan. Equally pertinent is the ohiervation toy Pelliz-
ffl Earl * that hydrazohenzene i« oxidised to azohenaene by 
alloxan. Iw the light of theie facts it is rather surprising 
that d'Ouville, Myers and 0©nnor^^ were unable to isolate any 
reduction products in any of their reactions. This seems par­
ticularly true when one coapares two of these oxidation-re­
duction systems: the reduction of azobenzene to li^dra^oben-
g 
i«ne by j^-thiocresol and the reduction of alloxan by hydrazo-
21 beniiene . Flroa a theraodynifflic standpoint it would appear 
fro» the above that the difference of potentials between al­
loxan and £-thloeresol is great enough for oxidation to occur. 
However, other factors m&y b© involved. This particular re­
duction fflay be possible only through a certain type of niecha-
nisffl, the conditions for which have not been obtained in any 
of the previously attempted reactions. 
Of especial relevance to this discussion of the reducing 
22 
action of thiols is a reaction described in a patent which 
Jifcurisonl . '''H7 Che«. ioc.. 63« 263 (1941). 
21. FelliMari, faff* chia. ital», 17 , 256 (1888) /Chem. 
»ntr., 1162 TlmnTT^ 
22. WilliwBS and Allen, U. 5. Patent 2,052,268 (ilug. 25, 
2-^36) If, A., 20, 7122 (1936);7. 
11-
appesred Is 1936. It Is ©Islaed that If hydrogen sulfide and 
an iin»aturated hydroearfeon# eontalnlng at least six carbon 
ato®f, are heated above 100®, under superataoapherlc condi­
tion®, a saturated b^droearbon is produced. Two examplee of 
thi« reaction are the production of Iso-octane fro® diieo-
butylene in ?3»1^ and 74€ yieldi. fhe fflechanism which the 
claimants have postulated is as follows: 
Cl) 0|iStn • •> ^ n^tn4>» + ® 
im • itS > , 
(3) CuH«I5 ® ^ ^®n®«n*i^e®» * ®n^an4-« 
fhet® rtactlons are not fully substantiated by the experimental 
evidenee. It is true that in other related reactions aercap-
tans (and thioethers) have been produced^^, but nowhere is the 
actual isolation ©f a disulfide mentioned. Furthermore, the 
authors did not test the validity of reaction (3) by attempt­
ing it under the specified conditions. It reaains, however, 
an intereiting postulate. Aside fro® the findings appearing 
in this dissertation, it is the only recorded instance of the 
reduction of a carbon-carbon double bond by a thiol. Never­
theless it must be eaphasised that In this patent there is no 
rigorous proof of the reducing action of thiols. The pos­
sibility of hydrogen sulfide actirg as a reductant, as illus­
trated in reaction il), should not be overlooked. 
Biological oxidation-reduction systems Involving the 
ffiercapto group and the disulfide llnfe;age are believed to play 
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m Important part i« both anlsal aM plant nietabollsffl. It 
hat b®en suggested®^ tii&t glutatiiloiie, glutaayl-cystelnyl-
glyeiij®, IR the pres«ise« of tn® ©ngyae reductase reduces 
dehydroascorbie add to ascorbic acid, 
Deiiydroaseorbl® aeld • 2 ®SH Ascorbic acid • GH3-.Sa> 
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Kendall and Noinl lia-?® a« Interesting theory regarding 
the th®rfflodyna»le revertlblllty of the -SH and -S-S- fornif of 
glutathione. They believe that a third coraponent le neces­
sary -- a highly unstable osgrgen e^dltlon eoisplex of gluta­
thione without which the syitero would not be reversible. For 
emmplm, m deoxygenated solution of redtjced C-SH) glutathione 
will not reduce Indigo caralne. If oxygen Is Introduced, a 
copplex is forsed which reduces Indigo caralne Immediately, 
Hydrogen peroxide ©r sodlua sulfide apparently have the same 
effect m oj^gtn. fhelr results Indicate that reduced and 
oxidised foras of glutathione are relatively stable substances 
In which the atOii of sulfur cannot change Its state of oxida­
tion with sufficient ease to Influence a physiological process 
of oxidation and reduction. A siallar active complex eeeras 
to fee necessary for the eystem eyitelne-cystlne. Some of the 
dye® that are reduced by cysteine are dlbrosolndophenol, 
mi ,  M ,  pTTooe, 
84, Kendall and Nord, £, Biol. Chea., 69, 295 (1926), 
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Bmphthtol lModielil©ropli.#Tiol aM methylene tola®. 
An txeesi of another sulfhydryl eoarpound aay reduce a dl-
iulfidt linkage by a asrafs action effeet^^. It ia known that 
BSSB + 2 R» SH —> 2 ESH + B' SSR' 
thioglyooiic aeid reaet# with eystin© in solution to give cys-
teine , A «ifflilar reaetion oeeure between siiople alkyl 
disulfide® and aereaptana^'^. Ihen aixturee of propyl disul­
fide and deeyl mersaptan were heated in sealed tubes, a mole 
for Dole ©xehange of propyl for deeyl mereaptan occurred. 
The authors^"^ believe that the reaction proceeds stepwise with 
the mixed disulfide fo»ed at first. ^-Thiocresol will sin-
ilarly reduce dibenaothiaiolyl disulfide to 2-.ffiercaptobenaio«-
thiaaole®®, du Vigneaud^^ showed that insulin could be de­
activated by cysteine and the reduced form of glutathione, 
fhe deactivation is believed to be due to the rupture of the 
disulfide linkage in the insulin molecule, although various 
atteapts to restore the activity by reoxidiaing the molecule 
resulted in failure, 
"25, Mirs^ and ^«on, Proc, Soc, Exp, Biol. Med,. 28. 170 
(1930). 
WS, §oddard and lichaelis, J, Biol, Chea., 106. 605 (1954), 
27» dorin, Dougherty and Tobolsky, J, Aro, Chess, Soc,, 71. 
3551 (1949), " "T 
28, J. L. fowl®. Unpublished studies, Iowa State College, 
29, du ¥lgneaud, J, Biol, Ohea,. 9^, 233 (1939), 
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III. BWRIMEHfAX. 
fto® safflt 8®t-wp was uied in all of the re-
aotions Involving thiols, this eonslsted of a two-necked 
fla«k with itandard taper Joints equipped with two Lleblg 
condensers, fhe top of on®^condenser was connected to a 
loure® of 03i;ygen-free nitrogen and the top of the second con­
denser was connected to an air trap^^. Before starting a re­
action the ehefflieals were placed In the flask and then the en­
tire apparatus was flushed with nitrogen* This was essential 
to avoid air osEidation of the thiols, particularly at the 
te»p#raturfs eiiployed* 
J>naly«e8 for nitrogen were made toy the niloro Duisas 
««%h©d, fhe neltlng points are uncorrected. 
£-fhiocresal and Qainoline (3tl fflole ratio, in xylene),-
Thirty-nine g* (0.315 sole) of £-thioeresol and 13»5 s. (0*105 
»ol«) of quinoline were dissolved in 200 ml. of jqrlene and re-
fluxed for twenty-five hours^ Jifter the solution was cooled 
to roOffi teiaperatur©. It was erfcracted with 104 sodium hy­
droxide. .Acldlfieation and cooling of the alkaline extract 
in an ice feath caused g-thioeresol to separate as large, 
easily flltersMe ci^stals. Ifhen dry, the thiol weighed 
30, dilaan aid~ffewlett, Bee. trav> ohim., 48, 1124 (1929). 
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38,0 g,, ptpresenting a 95^ recovtry. It laelted at 45-46® 
iea did not aeprcss th® meltltig point of an authentic safflple 
C®,p. 45-46®), 
fh® aylene wss distilled off and % portion of the liquid 
whioh reaialnfid wat« eonverted to the pierste. The melting 
point it02®) i^reed with the imported value for qulnoline pic-
r&t© and its sharpness indicated the absence of possible eon-
tafflinant® such as dihjdroquinoline, 
£-Thioeresol and Quinoline (without solvent).-A mixture 
of 13.5 g» i0»105 fflolt) of qulnoline and 26,0 g, (0,21 mole) 
of £-thloereaol was heated without a solirent (hath temperature 
g(^®) for twenty-four hours, fhe reaction was worked up in 
the usual way by dissolving the fixture in ether» extracting 
with sodium hydroaiid® (951? thiol recovered), removing the 
ether by evaporation and converting the base to the picr»te, 
fh# latter melted sharply at 202-203®, thus serving as an in­
dication that eontafflinsnts which might have been forsed by a 
reduction were not present. There was no depression in melt­
ing point when aixed with an authentic saaple (a.p, 202-203®), 
£n view of the good recovery of thiol and the apparent lack of 
contafflinatioB of recovered base by reduced products, a search 
for disulfide was considered ^asnecessary, 
R-fhloeresol and Pyridine,aixture of 8,3 g* (0,105 
®ole) of pyridine and 39,0 g, (0,315 sole) of ^ -thiocresol was 
dissolved in 200 ral, of toluene and refluxed for twenty-five 
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hour*. The solution usi txtraeted with 10< sodlu® hydroxide 
to «rf®et a reeovery of 57.5 S. of thiol. It melted 
at 43-44® aud its identity was eitabllshed by a mixed melting 
point, Bt®at3«e of th« exeellent reoovery of thiol, it wa« 
eoutldered highly iiBprofeable that any reduetion had occurred. 
• ^-Yhloortiol and .IsoqialiiQlintt-Thlrty-nine g, (0,315 mole) 
of £-thloer«i0l and 13*5 g« (0.105 sole) of isoqulnoline were 
refluxed In gOO al, of j^lene for twenty-five hours, 
fhe reaetlon wan worked up In exaetly the saae manner as 
in the atteapted qulnolln® reduction, A recovery of 37,0 g, 
(95^ ©f thiol wai effected. It was identified by a ffilxed 
ffieltlng point determination• 
The neltlns point of the plerate of the residue» after 
the solvent wa# distilled off, was 224® and did not depreaa 
the tteltlng point of an authentic s«iple of isoqulnoline pie-
rate (®,p, 224 •®)\ 
£-fhioereiol tfid Benzothlagole»-A mixture of 60.0 g, 
Co,4S4 »ole) ©f £-thio@re«ol and 15*0 g* (0,114 mole) of benzo-
thla«ole w^ heated for thirty»-«lx hours at 190®, The reaction 
flask WRi oooled and ether added. Extraction with 10< iodli® 
hydroxide effected a practically quantitative (98€) recovery 
of thiol. There was no evidence of any reaction. 
g-Thlocreiol and ^-fhenylgulnollne,-Thirty-nine g, (0,315 
»ole) of g-thloeresol and 21,5 g, (0,105 laole) of 2-phenylqulno-
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mre tieated in 200 al. of xylene under reflux for 
tif«i3ty-flv« Eour«. Tlae reaotion wae worked up in the usual 
banner. Thlrty-elgkit g, (9?,4?C) of thiol wae recovered. 
There w«s no Indieation of reduetion, 
D-Tliioere»ol and 2-Cp-Bl»©tlaylaffllr30phenyl)-7-roethyl-
•— I—finm •IIW Itw i—niMl.iwi I *li IW m I.IWH iwmi in i n II Iiw •H.w H- mmwmnmm •• mm,tm 
qulnoline.«A mixture of 13.T5 g. (0,053 sole) of 2-.(£-diBiethyl-
«aiiioph«r»yl)-7«®etbylqulnolln®^® and 19,5 g. (0.156 mole) of 
£»tMo0r«sol dissolved in 200 »1, of boiling xylene was re-
fluxed for twenty-five houri. 
After ttie reaotion flwsk wat ©ooled, a eryetalline «olld 
teparsted out, fhli waa filtered off and washed with petroleua 
ether Cte.p#, 60-70^), It weighed 10.5 g, and aelted sharply 
at 186-183®, This was reoover«d toat# (ra.p. 187-188®) as flhown 
fcy a Mixed aeltiag point, 
fh© ooffitoined filtrate and washing® were extracted with 
10< sodiuw liydroxidt, Midifieation ©aueed 18,7 g« of thiol 
to pr«oiplt®te, Thii repre«®nts a 96"^ recovery. There waB 
no evidenoe of any reduction, 
1-Thiooresol and Aoridin# (3tl aole ratio, in aylene).-A 
mixture of 39,0 g, (0,315 aole) of jg-thioereiol and 18,8 g, 
(0,105 fflol®) of aerldlne was dlisoived in 200 ml. of xyl®«« 
sad refluxed for twenty-five houra. During the reflux period 
& crystalline iuhstance continually separated. This was 
WI il©gl#r 'and 2ti«er, Mm,* 485. 174 (1931), 
3S. (Jilfflan and Plainer, J. Cheip, 8oe.. 69, 877 (1947), 
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filtered ©ff and washed In twm with xylene end hot ethanol, 
fh0 dried aaterial weighed 6,0 g. Because of ita extre»« in-
iolubility, a%t®apts at purifiefttion through reoryetalliiia-
tion did not lead to «atisfa®t©ry results. The results of 
«l®B«ntal i«salj«te and aelting point C®,p, 260-265®^'' a melt­
ing point toXoek) sugs®«t«d this eoapound aight be the biacri-
dan reported ^  SehlenI: and BergKans^^ and also by Eergmann 
and Blua-B«rg»ann^, 
msX. 0al®d* for C««H«elas <5, $6.66*, H, 5.59; N, 7.42. 
fbundt 0, mAQt 86.T2J H, 5.43, 5.47| N, T.45. 
M Bixed aelting point detemination with a aaffiple of 
B«r®i«nn»s ©oupound failed to establish elearly whether the 
©oupounds were identidal. W heating the bath to 250® and 
then inserting the therraoaeter and sgffliples, the following 
nelting point# were obtained? the eoapound prepared by the 
thiol reduction, s.p. 255-260®? Bergmahn's biaeridan, as.p. 
245-249®} an equal ffiixture of the two eompounds, m.p. 240-250®. 
When the theraoaeter and sasples were Inserted in the 
bath at room temperature the raeltlng points were as follows: 
our eoapound, ffi.p. 24T-255®i BergKann's coapound, a.p. 225-233®; 
a mixture ©f the two eoapounds, a.p. S50-240®. i^parently the 
^§1 Sehlenk and Bergaann, Mn,. 463. 300 (1928). 
34. Bergfflann and Bluffl-Bergffiann, Ber-., 6^, ?57 (1930). 
35. We are grateful to Br. Imst Bergasann for samples of 
biaeridan and 9,9*-dlb«naoylbia®ridan, 
weXtlng p©iT5t is greatly iTsflueneed "by the Bethod used. 
fli# fftllwr# to obtain an appreeisble depression in melt­
ing point retail® the work of Leteitedt and Hundertmark^^ 
wlto#© nethod of preheating the bath was described above. They 
fouiM their eofflpownd Ca.p, 214®), which they believed to be 
biitoridas, and isoaerie with Ber^ann* i coapound (ai.p, 249® 
by the aethod, of L«iw«tedt and Hundertmark), failed to depreae 
the ffitlting point of the latter. In this cafle the Lehmetedt 
and HttMertaark coapound melted at 214® with ditproportiona-
tion and "the aelt which reswlti froa the decomposition prod­
ucts, atridine and aeridan, act® ai a non-di«solving solution 
toward the higher »eltlng isoaer"^^. 
Bebye powder diagr»®^'^ of our eonpound and Bergsann's 
are identical, lielastfdt and Hundertwark also state that their 
biaeridan give« the saae pattern as Bergsann's product. 
The coopownd was finally identified by preparing the di-
bensoyl derivative Cdeseribed in the following experiment). A 
mixed aelting point detemination with a siBople of the eonpound 
obtained by ichlenk and S«r®Bai®n^^ froa the benaoylation of the 
S0dii»*.i^duet of acridine demonstrated the two to be identical. 
Th® yield of biacrid^B was 32<. 
The original filtrate froa which biacridan was separated 
fST l»ehffl«i«At"anl' 'iundertaark, Ber.. 63. 1229 (1930). 
37.^ fe are Indebted to Kr. Bichard Raeuchle for the Del^e 
powder die^rias. 
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WW «xlra®t#tl wltH ioAiuffl hydroxide to reeover 19*5 S* (50<) 
of iiiireaet«d thiol, 
After itandlng over «odl«i8 sulfate, the xylene solution 
Was ®vtp©rst®d to drynefs leaving a crystalline residue. This 
wsf dlisolved In ©thiasol and filtered, A email aaount of un­
identified yellowish material aeltlng shove 300® reaialned on 
the filter. The ethanolle filtrate nas eonpletely evaporated 
md the residue tafcen up In anhydrous ether. Ethanollc hy­
drogen ehlorlde me added to preelpltat® aeridine hydrochlor­
ide. fhli w&® reffloved fey filtration and converted to the 
f^e® hag© tey trituration with aqueoui iodlun hydroxide. The 
dried aaterl&l weighed II.0 s. C58€ recovery). 
After reaoval of the solvent by evaporation, the residue, 
weighing 8.5 g, wag recsr^gtalllied fro® dilute ethanol. It 
was Shown to be dl-g-tolyl disulfide by eompariaon with an 
authentic «®aple. 
It e 
9>9* -glbenaoflblacrldan.-fo 0.04 mole phenylllthluo-^ In 
m ether-xylen# solution was added 3.46 g. (O.l wole) of bl-
aerldan and th® alxtur© was re fluxed for twenty-four hours. 
Mi excess of benzoyl chloride was then added and the refluxing 
continued for an additional tlx hours. The Insoluble material 
w^ filtered off and washed thoroughly with acetone. The 
3^. "4llfflan."zoellner and Seltey. J. M, OheiB, Soc.. 54. 1957 
(1932). 
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er*ia« ppodtiot aelttd at 2T0-290®. After recryatalllzatlon 
f^o» ©iiBi#u« it selted at 503-305®, Sohlenk and Bergasann'^ r©« 
p@r% a ffieltlng point of 305®, A roixture of Borgmaun* cora-
powKd 8®d o'ur preparation B«lt®d at 304-305®, 
£-ffaio®r»iOl sand Aoridip# C3tl aaolfe ratio, without sol-
vjratl.-A »ixiwe ©f 39.0 g. (0,315 aolaj of ^ -thiocreaol and 
18«8 g, (O^IOS wol#) of aoridin® was heated, with the bath 
temperature at 170-180®, for twenty houri. To the cooled 
reaction fla«k wai added 300 ®1. of ether. The crystalline 
asis was easily broken up with a spatula, filtered on a 
sintered gla«i funnel and washed successively with hot eth-
anol and ordinary ether, fhe white ei^stalllne product, 
13.3 i72<} fflelted at 260-265®. It did not depress the 
fflelting point of blacrldan prepared in the previous experiment, 
Unreacted thiol was recovered by extracting the ethereal 
solution with 10< sodium hydroxide and acidifying the cooled 
extract. In this manner, 18,0 g, (46,2«f of the original 
wount) Was recovered, 
^fter drying the ether solution over sodium sulfate and 
then evaporating to dryness, a residue was obtained which was 
transferred to a sintered glass funnel and waahed quickly 
with petroleua ether Cb,p. 28-30®), This treatment dissolved 
everything but di-£-tolyl disulfide which weighed 16,0 g, 
(0.065 asole), I?^aporation of the ether from the filtrate left 
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a fflixtwr® of aerldan and acrldln# weighing 5.2 g. These two 
eoBpounds were eeparated toy weans of aqueous ethanolle hy­
drogen chloride, fh® insoluMe aerldan, weighing 4,0 g, 
(0,022 »ele), was identified by a alxed melting point with an 
authentio speelmen prepared toy the sodlua-affialgaffl reduction 
39 
of aerldin®' , fhe reffialnlng 1.2 g, was unreacted aorldlne, 
hloeresol. and ^crldan«-lii 100 al, of xylene, 11.5 g. 
(0,092? sole) ©f £*thloeresol and 6,7 g. (0,0373 mole) of 
•aerldan were heated under refiusE for twenty-four hours. Dur­
ing the reflux aost of the solvent had distilled off through 
a loot® fitting Joint in the reaction flask. Most of the 
solid remaining was redissolved toy the addition of ether, 
fhe rerj saall aaount whieh did not dissolve was filtered off 
and washed with ether, jpparently it was not biacrldan toe-
«B«se at 300® it did not iielt, farther identification was not 
atteapted, froai this experiaent it appears that toiacridan is 
not formed froo the reaction of g-thlocresol and aoridan, 
Pyrolysis of Biaerldan.^A small amount of toiacridan was 
plated in a test tube, fitted with a condenser, and heated in 
a metal bath under ® nitrogen ataosphere for four hours at 
300-3K!®, Acridine h«^ foiled and sublimed on the upper part 
of the tube. Its identity was established by a mixed melting 
point. There was no indication of acridan, which would be 
3^, '#reabe~and'"cir©, Arm,, 158. 278 (1871). 
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exp®0t@d fTDiB th.® deoo®posltloB of tolaerldan In an Inert 
atiio@pto«re, 
£^fhloereeoI and joridlne (3:1 mole ratio, in xylene, 36 
hrs.)«»A ttixtur# of 78,0 g» iO#63 ®ole) of £-thioer©8ol and 
37#6 s, (0.21 fflol©) of aeridlne dissolved In 300 al, of xylene 
wa« re fluxed for tW.r'^-aix hours. During the re fluxing, tol-
aeridas separated a® fine crystals. It was filtered off and 
Washed with petroleiw ether (b»p, 60-70®), The dried product 
weighed 19,0 g» (50<) and meltea at 260-265®# 
ffott the dark filtrate a iwall ^sount of crystals sepa­
rated which were dissolved in ether and added to the combined 
filtrate and petroleu® ether washlngi, "Extraction with 10< 
iodluffl hydroxide and lubsequent aeidifieatlon and cooling of 
the extract effected a recovery of 38,0 g, (49"^) of £-thlo-
eresol. 
The iolution was dried over aodiuai sulfate and the solvent 
re®oved by distillation. A residue was obtained which was 
diisolved in anhydroui ethtr, Ethanolic hydrogen chloride was 
then-added to preeipitatt greenish crystals. These weighed 
11.0 g, and were shown to be acridlne hydrochloride by con­
verting to the free base with acjueous sodluni hydroxide. The 
green filtrate, froa? which the hydrochloride was separated, 
was evaporated to dryness. The residue was recrystaliized from 
95^ ethanol, A nixture of acridine and di-£-tolyl disulfide, 
weighing 29.0 g,, was obtained. Th® latter was separated from 
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sorldlfje "by ©uspeuding the Jilxture iia petroleun ether (b.p, 
28*38®) aM filtering, fhis treatment dissolved the disulfide 
®nd left 3»? g# of ttorldln© which was insoluble in this sol­
vent. Evaporation of the petroleua ether, and recryetalllza-
tion of the residue trm dilute ethanol yielded S4,0 g, of 
dl-£-tolyl disulfide, fh© identity of each of the compounds 
isolated was established by ® alxed melting point deter-
aslmation. 
a-Thioeresol and ^cridiiie (i{l gole ratio, in xylene),-A 
nixture of 17,9 g» (0,1 »ole) of aeridlne and 12.4 g. (0,1 
Hole) of g-thloeresol, dissolved in 150 mlt of xylene, was re-
flttxed for twenty-four hours. Within thirty minutes after 
the reflux eosffleneed, insoluble blaeridan began to separate, 
fhe ciqrstals were filtered off and washed well with benzene 
and ether* The dried product weighed 8,0 g. (44,6€). It 
a^ted at 260-266®* 
the filtrate was extracted with soaiu® hydroxide whereby 
1*5 g» (12.l€) of £-thloores©l w&s recovered, 
£-fhloereaol ana Acridine (lil mole ratio, without sol-
veht)«*Ji ailxture of 35#8 g.» (0«a3 ®ole) of acrldine and 24,8 
g, (0«20 TOle) of £-thioeresol was heated (bath teraperature, 
too®) for twenty-four hour®. Benzene was added to the cool 
reaction flas'k and the solid aaterial broken up and separated 
filtration* The product was washed thoroughly with benzene 
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afJd wiih aeeton®, dry it weigUed 25.0 g, (70"^) and 
at S60-265®. It did not depress the aelting point of 
toi&eridiin fro® a previous preparation, A recovery of 7.2 g, 
(30€) of the original thiol was ohtained. 
g-aioeresol and 9»(o»-Iodophenyl) - acrid ine.^One g. 
(0.00262 aole) of 9-(0»iodoph©nyl)-aeridine(^^ and 1.0 g. 
(0»0082 ffiole) of |t-thi©er®0Ol were heated together at 200® for 
tw®nty*four hourt, Th© aeridine eoapound (o.p. 261-262®) did 
not dissolve in the molten thiol. A portion of the mixture 
wai reaoved and washed with petroleu® ether (b.p. 60-68®) to 
ditsolve the thiol. The retidu® melted at 262® and was un-
reaettd stapting aaterial, as evidenced by a mixed melting 
point deteraination. 
ttie B»all aisount of retidu# was returned to the reaetion 
flask and a great exeesi of ji-thioeresol (5.0 g.) was al«o 
added to serve as a solvent for the reaction, fhe mixture was 
heated again for twenty-four hours at the same temperature as 
in the fimt attempt. This time the result was a homogeneoue 
lelt, fw@ hundred ml, of petroleum ether (h.p. 60-70®) was 
then added to the tooled flaak to bring everything into solu­
tion. Cooling Caused tan crystals to separate. These were 
filtered off, washed with petrolewi ether isoad dried in the 
desiccator. They weighed 0,95 g. and melted at 258®. A 
to Br, 0, Gardner Swain for a supply of 
9"io-iodophenyI)-aeridine, 
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mixed asltlng point d®t«r»ii3®tlon with 9»(o-lo(3oph©iiyl)-
aerldlis® (!8*p» 562®) w®» 261-^2®, and Indicated that the 
Starting aaterlal was recovered In a practically quantitative 
aw0unt» 
(0»23 «ol#) of £-thioer«»ol In 200 bI, of 3qrlene was added 17.9 
g. 10*10 »ol®) of anthraeen#, Th® alxture was refluxed for 
twenty-four hours, the cooled reaction ralxture was filtered 
and the renMue washed with 3!yl«ne. Extraction of the coaiblned 
filtrate and waihlngs with iodlaia hydroxide and subaequent 
acidification effected a recovery of 27.0 g. (93<) of thiol. 
Of the original anthracene 17*3 g* was recovered. The latter 
wai siibjeeted to a steeai distillation, to determine whether any 
Alli^aroanthraxtne alght be present, j^pparently no reduction h 
had occurred, beeaute dihydroanthracene, which la steaffl-distll-
lable, was not obtained, 
t-thlocreiol and Anthracene (with benzoyl peroxide cata-111 - mil I'll mil I I • I I i III I in n«i iim III III I I 1 I iiKi—iiAni I ^ 
lyst) .•».& solution of 200 ®1. of xylene containing 17.9 g. 
CO.l «ole)'of anthracene, 12.4 g. (0.10 mole) of £-thtocresol 
and 0,5 g. (0.002 mole) of benzoyl peroxide was refluxed for 
twenty-four hours, ifhen cool, anthracene crystallissed from 
the solution. It was separated by filtration and waehea 
thoroughly with toluene and petroleum ether (b.p, 28-38®). 
The filtrate and washings were extracted with 10< sodlua hy­
droxide to recover 11.9 g. (96€) of thiol. The excellent 
ignd Anthracene.-To a solution of 29.1 g 
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rt©0ir«ry of tiilol did not »mm to warrant th« inveatlgation 
of th.® r®cover®d anthraetn® for any reduction products. 
Frcpsratlon of QjuiPoxaXln®««>Q,ulnoxallne wao prepared 
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according to the procedure of Hlniberg . To a euepenaion of 
50.0 g, (0.462 ®ol«) of o-pliei^l#nedlsfflln« in 350 ssl, of 
Water wa« added, with stirring, 145 g. (0,545 mole) of gly-
oxal-iodiuffl tolsulflt© at a t«®p®r&tur® of 50-60®, After ten 
fflinut«8 of stirring, everything was in solution. Solid 
potasfiuo hydroxide pellets were added and an oil separated. 
This wa» talcen up in ether and dried over potaesiua bydroxide 
pellets. The ether was removed hy diitillation and the prod­
uct was collected over a range of 225-230® at atiaospherlc 
pre«8ur©# It weighed 47,6 g, iSOf), 
]R-Thioereaol and Quinoxaline.-A soliation cf 78,0 g, (0,63 
fflole) of g-thiocresol and 13.5 s. (0*104 mole) of quinoxaline 
in too ®1, of xylene was refluxed for thirty-six hours. The 
reaction nixture wa® cooled and filtered, A crystalline sub-
•tane# ws® separated on the filter. This was washed with 
xylene and dried. It weighed 4,1 g, (30,2< hased on quin­
oxaline) and «elted at 280-S83®, Mi elemental qualitative 
analysis showed it to contain nitrogen but no sulfur* The 
©ryetals appeared to he hlack, hut under the aicroscope they 
were seen to he dark green. 
Two analyses showed a nitrogen content of 21*2^ and 
41", '"Mlnsberg, 'Jm'*, 334 (1887). 
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r©®p®0tlvely. fhe ffl0l©6«lar weight (Raat method in 
QmphQr) wai found to he 248, 
fhe filtrate was txtraet«d with lOf sodiuiB hydrox­
ide, jieidifitifttiOB of th« ©xtraet awd cooling precipitated 
62,0 g. (?9#5^) of wrsr#«oted thiol. After evaporating the 
3!;yleise iolntioc to drynei®, the residue was shaken with a mlx-
twre of p«trole«» ether (h.p, 60-70®) and dilute hydrochloric 
acid. In thii lanner unreaeted quinoxaline was separated from 
dl-£-.tolyl disulfide, fhe latter was obtained after the 
petrolewffl ether extract was dried and evaporated. It weighed 
^•2 g, C5»3^) ®®d wae identified by a mixed oeltlng point de-
teralnstlon with an authentic fiample, 
The TOlecylar weight Indicates a bis eoiapound of some 
type or possibly a aoleeular eoraplex of the type Silroan and 
$ 
Diekey obtained from one of their reactions (see p. 4 of this 
thesis), However, the results of the reactions following 
directly not in agreeasent with what one aight e3q)ect from 
either of the types postulated above. This will be treated 
©or© fally in the Blseusilon part of the thesis. 
AtteiBpted oxidation with nitrobenzene,-The qulnox-
®llm«-»£-%hio©re«©l redaction product wa« dissolved in hot 
nltrobensene and refluxed for thirty jBlnutee. Fro® the cold 
solution a brown material separated, A ralxed aeltlng point 
deteralnatlon showed It to be starting material. 
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attempted oxidati0fi with merourlc oxide.-Itae eo®-
pound w&s dliiolwd In aethyi e«llo8ol"'re aM refluxed with 
ffitrewle ©xld® for four houri. fhe hot tolutlon wan eeparated 
froffl the aereyrle oxide filtration, A eubstaisee eryatal-
llsed froa the ©old filtrate. This wai ihowrj to be unreacted 
starting Material, 
Atteaptfd aeetilatloK with aeetle anhydride.-The 
eofflpowud was dltsolved In m exeeat of hot acetic anhydride 
and the solution r«fluxed for two hours. Pyridine was added 
and th© refliixin® eontinwed for an g^dltlonal two hours. 
After eooling the lolution, it was diluted with water. A 
crystalline substance aeparated. It was demonstrated to be 
the original cofflpound by a nixed seltlng point determination. 
P-fhiocresol and Qulnoxaline (without solvent).-A nixture 
Smf "I "" iMl niniliiiiwi iii»»ii|i||i—»n*i».wp»i<>»*i»*«i>PJW.iini ii>firnm» 'iw iiw n — i  n mi' mn m i m i n iwi »iii« iW wtm 
Of 10.0 g. (0.0T7 »ol#) of qulnoxaline and 40.0 g. (0.328 
»ol#) of £-thloere«ol was heated (bath temperature at 190-
200®) for twenty^four hours. The reaction mixture was diluted 
with ether, triturated and filtered, the ether-inioluble 
black eryttal# were thoroughly washed with acetone. A yield 
©f 3*0 g, (50^) wa« obtained. The melting point wa« 281-285®. 
M aixed ffielting point detenainstlon with the product obtained 
when :^lene was uaed as a solvent was not depressed. 
Preparation of l.2.3.4-fetr^Ydroquinoxaline,-fhe pro­
cedure that was followed for the reduction is essentially that 
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of Mursg; AUd f© a solution of 6.0 g, (0,046 aole) of 
quinoxalln® In 250 «1. of ©thanol, was added 34.0 g, (1.48 g, 
fttosBi) of todiuffl in Sfflftll pimm. When the reaction was over, 
the entire alxture solidified. The eolor ehangea during the 
reduetlos were fro® dark tolue to tan. 
The mss wae dlteolved in a mlnlnum amount of ethanol« 
diluted with water, maAe aeldle with aulfurle aeid and heated. 
A blue eoloration developed, ^fter continued heating, a tan 
material settled out. Thii wa« filtered off and the filtrate 
Was ®ade t>»8i© ^d ©xtraoted with ether, js^fter drying over 
sodiuffl iulfate, the iolvent wa® rewoved. The residue was re-
ei^italllssed from petroleu® ether (h,p. 60-70®). The product, 
orange platelets» atlted at 93-95® and weighed 0.7 g, (11.61^. 
X.2.3.4'>fetratodroquifioxallne and Qulnoxaline.-In order 
to deterrolne whether the produet fro® -the g-thloereiol-quln-
oxallne reaetlon alght toe a uoleeular compound formed from 
one iBoleeule of tetrahydroqulnoxaline and one of qulnoxaline, 
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the fflethod of Alleeandrl , which he used to prepare other 
similar oottplexei of this type, was utilized in esi attempt to 
obtain m authentic specinen. 
M sixti^pe of 0.7 g, (0,0054 mole) of 1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-
quinoxaline g®id 0.7 g. (0.0054 aole) of qulnoxaline was 
fS; Meri ''^d lis> jer.. W)., 1196 (1887). 
43. illeesndrl, Suit chiis, Ital.. §1, 1. 75 (1921) 
25, 4046 (1931)JC^ 
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4t««0lT«A 20 ffll. 0f atofiolute ethanol and reflux«d fop 
twffuiy.fottjp hour®# At n© tiasi® wai any preelpltate noticed. 
Sin@e the prod'uet whose id»ntifixation was being sought is 
insolwlble mmti in boiXiug ©thanol, it was eertain it oould not 
haire been forned in the above attempted reaction, 
Preparation of 2-gtyg^lqaiBoliiie.»jl mixture of 66.0 g, 
(0.623 ffiol#) of freshly distilled benzaldehyde, 89,2 g, (0.623 
sole) ©f quinaldine and 63.5 B* (0,623 ®ol«) of aeetie an­
hydride wai heated under reflux for ten hours, ®ie tempera­
ture dropped fro» 155® t© 145® during this tinie. The reaction 
ffiixture Was added to twiee its volume of water, aade basic 
With aiiiioniua hydroxide and stirred until the gummy-product 
crystallised. It was stirred for an additional hour, filtered, 
and wa»h«d thoroughly with water. Trituration with 95< 
ethanol, filtering and washing the product with petroleum ether 
(b.p, 60-70®) reisoved practically all of the impurities. The 
product was reerystallisied fro® 95% ethanol to give 105 g» 
Wi) of white crystals aelting at 99-100®^^. 
l>-yhioera«ol and a-gtyrylguinoline.-^, mixture of 20,0 g, 
(0,0865 fflole) of 2-8tyrylQulnollne and 25,0 g, (0,205 raole) 
of g-thioer«sol was heated fQv twenty-four hours, with the 
bath teaperature at 200®, Standing at room temperature and 
then cooling in an Ice bath failed to effect crystallization. 
i¥^; S$ri^™anl~lSSS, Ber., 59. 1013 (1926). 
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melt was disiolved In ttlner sM extraettd witb lOi sodiua 
liyaroxid®. Aeldifleatlon aad csoollng of the extract cauied 
3.5 g. (0.028 MOl®) ®f th# thiol to separate. This is almost 
equal to the excesf (0,032 itole) of thiol used in the reaction, 
fhe ethereal solution wa« dried over sodiu® sulfate and 
evaporated to a viscous residue that resisted every att©opt 
at erystalllEation. A portion of this residue was dissolved 
In ether and hydrogen chloride gas Introduced, A red guisBiy 
iiaterlal separated, fh© clear supernatant solution was de­
canted and evaporatedrfto a deposit of .white erystals. These 
melted at 45-46®, and a alxed aeltlng point demonstrated the 
erystals t® be dl»E-tolyl disulfide. 
The remainder of the viscous aaterial was dissolved in 
anhydrous teensene and saturated with hydrogen chloride gas. 
Two layers fowied which soon becaae homogeneous. Cooling 
overnight in the refrigerator caused a red nass of crystals 
to separate. This supposedly was the hydrochloride of the 
reduction product, After filtering and washing with dry ben­
zene, the crystalline product, being sosewhat hygroscopic, 
Was not considered pure enough for analysis or a melting point 
detefwlnatlon, There.fore, it was dissolved in 95"^ ethanol and 
converted to the plerate by adding an ethanollc solution of 
picric acid. The yellow plerate which crystallized upon cool­
ing Belted at 135-136®, The results of a nitrogen analysis 
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correspondtd to a aonoplcrat# of reduced 2-8tyrylqulnolliie. 
iflie p.l0r®t« of 2-®tyrylquliiollne aeltf at 230-232®)* 
Mml» Calcd, for CtsHw I4O7! W, 12,10. found: N, 12.39. 
To deteMlH# If the reduction product ralght be a 1,2-
dlhydro cowpouud, 8,0 g. of the plcrate wa« converted to the 
free bate by refluxing with 150 ffll, of 5€ iodlu® hydroxide 
for two houri. The red aqueous aolutlon was cooled and ex­
tracted with ether. .After drying over sodluro sulfate, the 
extract wai evaporated to an oily residue which failed to 
crystallise at 0®, It was heatel with nltrobenaene, dissolved 
In 95*^ ethanol and treated with picric acid. The plcrate that 
separated iselted at 134-135®, and did not depress the melting 
point of the original plcrate. Thus, the reduction product 
was not a 1,2-dlhydro derivative. The other logical possi­
bility Was that It ®lght be 2-i ^ -phenylethyl)-qulnollne. 
£-fhloereaol and g-Styrylqulnollne.-A. wlxture of 20.0 g. 
Co,0^5 ®ol®) of 2-etyrylqulnollne and 25,0 g. (0.205 mole) of 
£-thl©cres©l was heated (bath teoperature at 200-205®) for 
twenty-four hours. The nelt was dissolved In ether and the 
solution extracted with lOlC sodlu® hydroxide. Acidification 
of the extract and cooling caused the separation of 2.4 g. 
Co. 194 fflole)' of unreacted thiol. 
Drying of the ethereal solution over sodium sulfate and 
subsequent evaporation of the solvent left a residue which 
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was taktn up in dry bensen®^ Hydrogen chloride gas was intro-
due®4 while th® btnsieiie solution was kept iaiTiiersecl 1?! an lee 
water bath» The flask was then placed in the refrigerator 
overnight and the red crystalline precipitate^ which had 
formed, was filtered off and washed with benzene. The crystals 
weighed 20.0 g. and represented a yield of 86.5'^, If they are 
afisuaed to fee pure 2-( -phenylethyl)-qulnollne hydrochloride. 
The residue, which reaiained after distilling off the ben« 
sen®, was extracted with petroleum ether (b.p. 60-70®). Re-
®®vai of the petroleum ether by evaporation left a white crys­
talline solid weighing 20,0 g. laid aeltlng at 44-45®. It was 
shown to be dl-£-t©lyl disulfide by a ffilxed roeltlng point de-
terffllnatlon. 
The hydrochloride was suspended in benzene, and then am-
Bonluffi hydroxide was added. The bennene layer containing the 
free base was washed with water and dried over sodiua sulfate. 
After remoTftl of the solvent by distillation, the product was 
distilled over at 160-165®/0.1 iiiffl. Several days in the re­
frigerator ©aused the oil to crystallize. It melted at 27®. 
The plerat© aelted at 134-135®. 
Preparation of g-(fi-Phenylethyp-c^uliiollne (by hydrogen 
iodide reduction of 2-styrylq.ulnoliBe) .-This method of prep­
aration Is essentially In accoMsnce with the directions of 
Heyaann and Koenlgs^^. 
HiyiiaRn and 'loenlgs, Ber#, 21, 1427 (1888), 
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To ® solution of 50.0 g, of glacial acetic add saturated 
with. 39,0 g, of aisiyrdrous hydrogen iodide (at 0®), was added 
1.6 s» phosptooruf and 8.0 g. (0,035 aiole) of 2-Btyryl-
qulnollii# dissolved in 32 al. of glacial acetic add. The 
ffllntur# was refiuxed for tw®l¥« hours. Considerable hydrogen 
Iodide was evolved. A white solid subliised in the condenser 
whleh ffllght have been phosphonluffl iodide. It reacted with 
wster, giving off a gas with a garlic odor, probably phos-
phlne. 
The reaction aixture was diluted with water, and sodium 
bisulfite wa® added to decorapose any periodlde that aight have 
forwed, fh# solution was aa^e basic with lyBiBonium hydroxide, 
and then extracted with ether, 
After the ether was reaoved fron the extract by distil­
lation, a portion of the residue was dissolved in 95^ ethanol 
and treated with an ethanolic solution of picric acid. The 
first crop of crystals whleh separated was a-styiylqulnollne 
piorate (»lxed ffltltlng point deteralnation). Iffliuedlately after 
filtering off the first crop, a second crop of crystals pre-
Olpltated. fhls melted at 133-134®, and was shown to be the 
saro® ©oupound as the picrate of the thiol reduction product of 
S-styrylqulnollne by the method of Mixed melting points. 
Preparation of -ghenylethyl)»qulnollne (by reaction 
of qulisaldyllithiua with bengylchlorlde).-The raethod of 
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preparstion follows in ©sstntlal details that of 2i«gler and 
2elas®i»^^, 
To an ethereal solution of phenylllthlum, prepared frons 
31,4 g, (0»2 mole) of broaohenzene »nd 2.76 g, (0.4 g, atom) 
of llthlua, wai added 28,6 g. (0,2 mole) of qulnaldlne. The 
iolution wa» itlrred for on® hour and then 25.0 g. (0,2 mole) 
of freihlj distilled benisyl chloride, diiaolved In 100 ml, of 
ether, was added slowly, A white precipitate of llthlura 
Chloride ieparated during the addition of the beniyl ohlorlde. 
The reaction was hydrolyssed and the ether layer aeparated and 
dried owr todiua sulfate, 
Jkfter reaoval of the sol'^ent by distillation, the product 
Wft« dietilled Qfev a rang® of 163-175® at 0.1 to 0,2 min. It 
weighed 30.0 g. (70^), The pierate melted at 134-135® and 
did not depress the aelting point of the pierate of the re­
duction product of 2-styrylqulnollne prepared with £-thlocre-
sol. 
Thiophenol and g-Styyylguinoline.-A nixture of 5.0 g. 
(0.022 wole) of 2-styrylciulnoline and 5,0 g. (0,044 mole) of 
thiophenol was heated (bath teaperature at 190-200®)for 
twenty-four hour®. The aelt was dissolved In dry benzene 
and the solution saturated with anhydrous hydrogen chloride. 
It was then placed in the refrigerator overnight, A crys­
talline precipitate aeparated out. This was filtered off, 
washed with benzene and dissolved in 95€ ethanol. The 
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©tlianolie solutlan wai treated with hot ethanolic picric acid. 
After s«¥®ral hours a red gwa separated, which crystallized 
to yellow needles wpon standing in the cold. These were fil­
tered off «Rd washed with 95^ ethanol. The pierate melted at 
134-135® and did not depress the aelting point of the pierate 
of 2«.( P-phenylethyl)-quinoline, 
Preparation of 4-8tyrylquinoline..The procedure followed 
i® eisentially that of Kaslow and Staynor^^. A ®ixture of 
68,5 g* (0,48 ffiole) of lepidine, 90,0 g. (0.85 mole) of fresh­
ly distilled henaaldehyd# and 8,0 g. of freshly fused zinc 
chloride was heated at 160® for eighteen hours. It was essen­
tial to allow ®offl€ of the water foriaed in the reaction to es­
cape as Yapor in order to saintain the desired reaction tem­
perature. The hot reaction mixture was poured into 180 ml. 
of Warm 1^4 sodium ^droxide solution, cooled, and the super­
natant oil separated and dissolved in 125 nl. of concentrated 
hydrochloric acid. Dilution of the acid solution with 400 ml. 
of water precipitated a yellow solid which was filtered off 
and suspended in 100 ml, of water. The suspension wss made 
alkaline with dilute sodiu® hydroxide and then filtered . 
After diT-ing and reerystalli«ation from benzene-petroleum 
ether Ch.p, 60-70®), the product melted at 91-92®. The yield 
was 6S^. 
itaslow and ^ ^iayhor, J. Ghem. Soc.. 62, 1716 (1945). 
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£»ftiioei'eeQl and 4*Siyrylqulnollrie.-After heating 15.0 
g. i0.065 fflol®) of 4-8tyrylq«lnolliie and 19,0 g. (0,153 mole) 
of £-tliioer©iOl for twenty-three hours (h®th temperature at 
190-200®), the melt was cooled, dissolwd In hensene and ex­
tracted with 10< iodluffl hydroaslde to rewove exeesR thiol, 1!%ie 
feenzene lolutlon was dried over anhydrous ©odiuro sulfate and 
then Saturated with gaseous hydrogen ehlorlde. After thorough 
cooling, the yellow, crystalline hydrochloride, which separated, 
W(SMi filtered off and washed with dry benzene. The hydrochlor­
ide Was dissolved in 95^ ethanol and neutralized with affiffionium 
hydroxide, After the addition of an excess of water, an oil 
separated out. This was dissolved in hot dilute ethanol and 
cooled. The whit® crystals which precipitated raelted at 101-
103® and did not depress the oeltlng point of an authentic 
specimen of -ph©nyl©tfc^l)-qulnollne. 
The picrste nelted at 188*. It did not depress the raelt-
ing point of the plcrate of 4-((* -phenylethyl) -quinoline pre­
pared by the hydrogen iodide reduction of 4-styrylqutnollne. 
Anal. Calcd, for CggHi. N^Oy j K, 12,1, Founds H, 12,2. 
Preparation of 4-((^ -Fhenylethyl)-quinoline.-This compound 
45 Was prepared by the method of Hey»ann and Koenigs , 
In a solution of 30 ml, of glacial acetic acid, saturated 
at 0® with 21,0 g. of hydrogen iodide, was dissolved 5,0 g. of 
4-styrylQulnoline, One g. of red phosphorus was added and the 
solution was refluxed for ten hours, cooled, and added to an 
©xo®8S ©f Wat®!*, A anoufit of sodiuro blsulfite wai 
®aa«d, followed by waonlu® iiydroxld© until th© tolutlon wai 
basic to lltBu®, fh® white iubstanee that separated was re-
6*Titallized fro® 95"^ ethanol. It weighed 4.5 g. (90'^) and 
iieltad at 100-101®, 
^-Thloereeol and StyreHe.->A alxture of 20.0 g. (0.19 
sole) of styrene and %7.7 g. (0.38 mole) of £-thiocresol was 
heated at 190-200® for twenty-four hours. Though th® boiling 
points of the reaetants are considerably below the reaction 
temperature, there wai no reflux, thus indicating a rapid re­
action. 
The cooled reaction fixture wa® dlesolved in ether and 
extracted with 10€ godiuis hydroxide. Upon acidification, 
22,8 g. (0«.18% mole, 96i) of thiol wai recovered. 
After drying th« ether solution over sodium sulfate, the 
iolvent waa rewoved by distillation. The residue, which was 
the ityrene-2-thi©ercfl0l adduct, was characterized by oxi­
dation to the sulfone in the manner described below. 
Oxidation of B--ga.iocreeol-Styrene Mduct to s-Tolyl 
-Phenylethyl Salfone,-To a wixture of 22,5 ol. of acetic 
anhydride and 22.5 al» of glacial acetic acid was added 10.3 
g. (0.045 fflOle) of aiduct ijgi-tolyl -phenylethyl sulfide). 
Thi® wa® treated with 12 asl, of 30^ hydrogen peroxide (35< 
excess). During the addition of the peroxide, the flask was 
laaersed in an ice bath. An oily layer separated out on top 
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After allowing th® reaetlon to itand for twenty-
four hours at rooa tefflperature, the solution beeaae homogeneous. 
It w®,i th©n thrown into lee water and a erystalline precipi­
tate separated ©ut. This mm recrystalllzed from 95< ethanol. 
It fflelted at T2-T3® aM did not depress the aeltlng point of 
an ftuthentl© «8®ple of g-tolylP* -phenylethyl sulfone prepared 
fey another ®#thod (following ©xperlment), 
Anal. Calftd, for Cj.kH3,«;0sSs S, 12,3. Found: 9, 12,1. 
!Riis eoffipound li not described In the literature. 
Preparation of ti-folyl (3-Phenylethyl Sulfone.-To a solu­
tion of 20,5 g« (0,1 sole) of -phenylethyl bromide In 200 ml. 
of abtoltit# ethaiiol was added 17.8 g, (O.l raole) of sodlua 
£-.t©lu#ttef«lflnate, Th® mixture was refluxed for four hours, 
cooled and then filtered, fhe iodlua bromide cake was washed 
with hot ethanol and ® saall fwount of water was added to the 
ethanolle solution, fhe sulfone soon separated as white crys­
tals, After recrystalllzatlon froa 95^ ethanol, the product 
Belted at T2-T3®. 
E-fhlocresol and itilbene,,^ mixture of 9,0 g, 10.05 
»ol«) of tratta-atllbene and 13.4 g, (O.l mole) of g-thlocresol 
was heated at 190-195® for twenty-four hours, The cooled mix­
ture was dissolved in ether and extracted with 10'< sodluffi 
hydroxide. Subsequent to acidification with hydrochloric acid 
and cooling, 12.5 g, of thiol was recovered. If the sajall 
SBsount of thiol that volatiliied into the condenser is taken 
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into aecoimt, tii@a th© reeoirtry can To® considered practically 
fuantitatiTa. Ther® was bo ©"^idenc® of addition or radxiction. 
j.-Thiocresylmagn#8i-aa Broaid® and B-styrylguinollne.-To 
1.68 g. (0.07 g. atom) of magnesium turnings suspended in 100 ml. 
of anliycirotis ether was added dropwisa 7.6 g. (0.07 mole) of 
etl^l bromide dissolved in E© ml. of ether. A solution of 
8.7 g. (0.07 mole) of £-tliioeresol in 100 ml. of ether was 
added slowly to the ethylaagnesiiaa bromide. A refltix accom­
panied the addition, and after one-half of the thiol had been 
added, a white precipitate appeared. Sixteen g. (0.07 mole) 
of S-styrylqminoline dissolved in ether was then added. There 
was no refliix. At the end of five hos rs of stirring, 250 ml. 
of dry xylene was added and tlw mixture refluxed for two hours. 
It was hydrolyzed and acidified with hydrochloric acid. A 
yellow precipitate separated. This was filtered off and 
washed thoroughly with petroleum ether (b.p. 28-38°). The 
combined washings and filtrate were extracted with 10^ sodiim 
hydroxide. Subsequent to acidification, 8.0 g. (91^) of thiol 
was recoirered. 
The yellow precipitate which separated was apparently a 
l^roehloride. It was converted to 2-styrylq\iinoline picrate 
and the identity of the latter was established by a melting 
point determination. 
Experiments on the separation and Identification of 
2-Styrylqminoline and g-( <?^-Phenylethyl)-qiiinoline»-A mixture 
of 3.0 g. of 2-itjri'lqulnolliie and 3*0 g» of 2-(^-phenyl-
ell3iyl)-qulnolliie nm dlssolvtd in 75 ffiX, of dry benzen© and 
iaturattd with aniijdpous totydrogtn efctlorlde. After cooling 
overniglit In th« refrigerator, the precipitated hydrochlor­
ides were filtered off, wathed with dry benzene and then dia-
solired in boiling 95'^ ethanol, to ethanolie solution of pic-
rie aeid wai added and a precipitate separated immediately, 
After allowing the solution to cool to rooo teaperature, the 
preeipitat® was filtered off. It aelted at 242-245®, and did 
not depress the melting point of a sample of 2-8tyrylquinoline 
piorate. 
The filtrate was allowed to stand for several hours and 
a second crop separated, fhis nelted at 134-135® and was 
shown to be 2-i (»-phenylethyl)-quinoline pierate by a aiixed 
aelting point determination. 
The above procedure was repeated with a mixture of equal 
weights of 2-styrylquinolin«, 2-( -phenylethyD-quinoline and 
di-£-tolyl disulfide. The results were the same. The pres­
ence of the disulfide did not affect the precipitation of the 
mixture of hydrochlorides frm the benzene, solution and their 
subsequent identification through their respective picrates. 
£-Thioeresol and 2-Styrylquiiioline (with hydroquinone),-
In 8,05 g. (0«065 aole) of £-thi©cresol heated to 170® was 
dissolved 0,5 g. (0,0045 aole) of hydroquinone. To this was 
®4ded 15.0 g. (0.065 sole) of S-styrylquinoline, and the nix-
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tare heated for twenty-four houra at 200®. Tht mixture was 
dissolved in fesnzene aud «xtraetM with lOf sodiua hydroxid®. 
AeidifioatioB of the ®3ctraet failed to precipitate any fr«e 
thiol, Jift®r drying the hmzme solution over sodiura sulfate, 
th« solvent was removed hy distillation in a nitrogen atao-
sphere« An additional 8,05 S» (O.C^S aole) of g-thioeresol 
wtti added and again the nlxtur® was heated for twenty-four^ 
hours at tOO®, After dissolving the melt in benzene, the 
solution was extracted with sodiuo hydrojdde. Ho thiol was 
reeovered fro® the extraet after aeldifleation.. 
The solution was allowed to stand over sodiuBo sulfate 
and then saturated with anhydrous hydrogen chloride. A erys-
tftllin© precipitate separated after several days in the re­
frigerator* This was filtered off, dissolved in 95lC ethanol 
and' treated with an ethanolie solution of picric aeid* 'Phe 
yellow needles whieh separated melted at 132-134®, and did not 
depress the oelting point of P -phenylethyl)-quinoline pie-
rate* 
p-fhioeresol and 2-Styrylquinoline ilil mole ratioK-A 
fflixture of 10*0 g, (0*043 aole) of 2-«tyrylqulnolln© and 5*3 
g, (0*043 sole) of g-thioeresal was heated at 190-200® for 
twenty-four hours. The aelt was dissolved in henzene, ex­
tracted with lOf sodium hydroxide and dried over sodium sul­
fate. The extract was aeldifled with t^droehloric acid and 
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th#tj eo©l«a iw ®i3 le® feattoi. There was no precipitate of thiol. 
After filtering off the drying agent, the henzene solution wae 
istaratet with dry hydrogen ehloride. A precipitate separated 
whith was reaoved toy filtration, washed with henzene and then 
distolifed in ethanol, ethanolic solution of picric 
aeid was added to cause a dense yellow precipitate to appear, 
^Biis wai filtered off and found to he 2-»styrylquinoline pic-
rat# 243-245®) hy & aixed aelting point deteroination, 
A second and a third crop were also the picrates of S-styryl-
Quinoline, There was no indication of reduced coaipound. 
^-^BiiecrteoX and 2-8tyrylquinoline (Itl aole ratio) 
aixture of 23»l g. CO.l sole) of 2-styrylquinolin© and 12.4 
g, (0.1 sole) of g-thiocresol was heated at 190-200® for 
twenty-four houri. It was then dissolved in benzene and ex­
tracted with IQi sodii® hydroxide* Jicidificatlon of the ex­
tract did not produce any thiol. The solution wes dried over 
sodiuiB sulfate and then saturated with anhydrous hydrogen 
chloride, A precipitate separated. This was filtered off and 
Washed with henasene. The filtrate was made basic with ara-
aoniuss hydroxide and then extracted with 10< sodiira hydroxide. 
Acidification again aid not precipitate any thiol. After dry­
ing over sodluas sulfate, the filtrate was evaporatively dis­
tilled to dryness In a nitrogen ataosphere. The residue was 
tafeen up in ether and treated with concentrated hydrochloric 
sold. 1 mall a®ount of red gun separated. The supernatant 
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iolution was deeauted smd evaporated to dryness. A residue 
Wat ototaised wialeti wigtied 11.2 g. and oelted at 44®, It was 
identified a« di-£-tolyl disulfide toy a mixed melting point 
witli an aiitlaentle eaapl® (a.p. 45-46®), The yield of diaul-
fide wai 
fht erystalline preeipitate ototained fro® the benzene 
solution the hydrogen ehlorid© treatment was ditaolved in 
totot 93i ethwol and treated with a boiling ethanolie solution 
of pierit atld, A swall precipitate separated iisffledlately, 
fhls »«lt®d at 242*»245® and was shown to be 2-8tyrylqulnollne 
pierate by th® aethod of Mixed aelting points. A eecond, a 
third and a fourth crop of crystals ©aae down which, before 
melting at 245*, softened sosBiwhat at 155-157®. They were 
different in crystal structure from the first crop C2-»tyryl-
quinoline pier ate), and apparently were aiore soluble in 
ethanol. The crystal® which softened at 155-157® were dis­
solved in nitrobenzene, heated on the steaa bath, and then 
allowed to crystalliz© after the addition of cold ethanol. 
After this treataent they melted at 243-245®, without a prior 
softening in the vicinity of 155®. lUrtheraore, their crys­
tal structure appeared to resemble that of 2-atyrylquinoline 
picrate, and a aljced aelting point with the latter compound 
Was 245®. (See Biscussion for the possible structure of this 
coapound), 
Anal. Saled. for CtsHi^N*07S K, 12.10. Found: N, 11.84, 
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I¥, BISCOSSIOW 
A. R«a[y®tioi3 of Pyridine, Quinoline and Beriva-
tiv©i, lioquinolln® and B®nzothia»ol®» 
In eontrast to th® snooth reaetions obtained with ben-
2 lalanilin® and ben«oph«non®-®nil , the siEpl© heterooyclee 
ehoatn for ®ti2^y were not reduced under any of the conditions 
which were ©aployed. fwo raethods were used to determine if 
a reaction had occurred. Mrst, the recovery of thiol was 
excellent evidence of the failure of a eoinpound to undergo 
reduction. Par thii purpose jg-thiocresol served nicely, be­
cause of the ease with which it could be extracted with di­
lute sodlua laydroxlde, and then precipitated as water-insol-
uble crystals by the addition ©f acid. Second, if a reaction 
had taken place, the presence of the reduction product, even 
in A Sfflall «©unt, would aost likely lower the melting point 
of the recovered starting Material. 
fh© reduction of quinoline wm attempted under different 
conditions, fh® first attempt was patterned after ailiaan and 
2 
Dickey's reaction®, Quinoline and an excess of thiol were 
re fluxed in jsylen© for the usual period. The excellent re­
covery of thiol and the aeltlng point of the picrate indicated 
that & reaction had not taken place, lore drastic conditions 
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were tried by heating the reactants without a solvent at 
an elevated temperature. Again the results were negative. 
Pyridine, isoquinoline and henzothiazole also were not 
aeted tipon by j,-thlocr@sol. In an effort to deteimine 
whether a sutostituent in the E-position sight render the 
ajsoaethln# gromp acre susceptible to reduction, 
2-phenyiquinoline and 8-(jB,-dlaetl3^1aminophenyl)-7-
methylquinoliae were treated with £-thiocresol. However, 
as with the unsubstitnted eompomds, there was no eviaence 
that reduction had occurred. The increased inertness of 
the agoaethin# group la pyridine and quinoline can be 
correlated with the heightened resonance effect of a 
cyclic systea. fhis is reflected in the failure of the 
siapler closed anils to react with ^ -thiocresol. 
B. The Reactions of £-Thiocresol with Acridine 
Acridine reacted with ^ ,-thiocresol in an unexpected 
aanner to give biacridan (III) and di-j^-tolyl disulfide. 
In one experiment, in addition to biacridan, acridan (IV) 
was also obtained, but in a much lower yield. The extent 
of th® reaction wM influenced by the experimental conditions. 
4 £-CH3CeH4SH + 
48-
It appaaps that the time taetor is important, the yield 
being proportioaal to tia®. Heating the reactants with­
out a solv«nt also iacreaseti th® yioMs. The effect of 
th© mol® ratios of the reactants is somewhat imexpected. 
When the reaction was carried out in xylene, a Itl mole 
ratio of reactants prc^tieed a greater aiaoxint of biacridan 
than when a 3:1 mole ratio of thiol to acridin© was used. 
HoweTer, when the reactants were heated without a solvent, 
the yield of biacridan was Independent of the mole ratio. 
A question arose as to the origin of the acridan 
which was obtained from the fusion reaction where a 3:1 
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molQ ratio of £«tliioer@sol to acridiae was used. ?vas 
acridiae reduced directly to acrldan, or did the latter 
arise from the disproportionation of 'biacridan to acridan 
and acriditt®? An attempt was made to answer this question 
heating Maeridan in a nitrogen ataosi^ere to determine 
if it would disproportionate into acridine and acridan. 
47 fhe onli' product Isolated was acridin®. On® might argue 
that in the original reaction, where acridan was isolated, 
an excess of thiol was present and consequently the con­
ditions were not the sam for the two reactions. In 
answer to this argument are the results of the fusion 
reaction where the reactants were added in a 1:1 mole 
ratio. Her® no acridan was produced, and yet an excess 
of thiol was always present as evidenced by a recovery 
of unreacted thiol. From the available evidence it was 
assumed that the acridan was formed as a result of the 
hydrogenatiott of acridine rather than through dispro-
portionation. 
The possibility that acridan was in some manner a 
precursor of biacridan was given attention in one 
471 Tills is "in 'Msagreement "with Lehmstedt and Mrth, 
Ber., £044 (1988), who reported that biacridan de­
composed upon heating into acridine and acridan. It is 
possible that our temperature was too high and decomposed 
acridan as well. 
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experiment. Acridan and ^ -tliiocresol were heated to­
gether under th# usual conditions, lw.t no product could 
he isolattd which had th# characteristics of biacridan. 
The iMportanc© of tha steric factor in th@ reactions 
of acridine derivatives with £-thiocr©sol hecam© apparent 
in an attempted reduction of 9-(£-iodoph@nyl)-acridin0. 
This reaction was mndertaken as a result of a study laade 
43 by Llngane, Swain, and Fields. They tried to reduce 
9-(o-iodoph©nyl)-acridln® to 9-(o-iodophenyl)-9,10-
dihydroaeridine, and found that ©very chemical agent 
strong enough to hydrogenate the acridin® nucleus also 
removed th® iodine, to form 9-(phenyl)-9,10-
dihydroacridin®. The desired compound was finally ob­
tained in a very small amount by a cathodic reduction with 
the aercury electrode. In view of the results obtained 
with acridin©, it was considered worthwhile to determine 
if j^-thiocresol wotild preferentially reduce the acridine 
ring and leave th© o-iodoph@nyl group intact. It was 
reasoned that the presence of the large blocking group 
would hinder the fomation of a biacridan type and instead 
favor reduction to the acridan compound. However, even 
drastic conditions, such as fusing the components at gOO® 
4Sl Lindane. Swain and Fields. J. Am. Chem. Soc.. 65. 
1348 (1943). 
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for twenty-four fctovirs, failed to effect any reaction. The 
9-(o-iodoph9nyl)-acridin@ was recovered in quantitative 
aaoimt. 
The bond struetur® of anthracene resembles that of 
acridine, yet jg--thioer@sol has no effect whatever on 
anthracene. This points out the iaoortance of the azo-
methin® group and that it is somehow intimately connected 
with the reducing action of jg-thioeresol. 
49 50 
The findings of Kharaseh and other workers suggest 
that thiols add to unsaturated systems through a free radi­
cal aechaniSB. In some reactiojis it was shown that the 
presence of a peroxide catalyst, which initiates the chain 
reaction, caused the addition to go to completion in three 
to five minutes, whereas under rigid antioxidant condi­
tions, addition was coapletely inhibited. Therefore, the 
anthrac@n«-j£-thioeresol reaction was repeated with benzoyl 
peroxide catalyst, to see if the latter might induce th® 
1,4- addition of thiol to anthracene. Again the thiol was 
recovered in 96^ yield, indicating that no addition had 
occurred. 
The original biacridan was obtained by Schlenk and 
49. Kharasch. Read' a^ Mayo'. Chem. and Ind.. 16, 752 
^ » — 
50. Jones and Bead, £• |^. Chem. Soc.. 60. 2452 (1938). 
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33 Bergmauaa from th® ethanolysis of th© sodium-adduct of 
acridine. In additiOR to the hiaeridan (a.p. 260-^65**), 
some acridan was also formed. When the sodium-adduct was 
treated with benzoyl chloride, a compound melting at 505° 
aM corresponding to 9,9«-dibenEoylblacridan was obtained. 
Carbonation of th® adduct gave biacridan and 9-
•acridanearboxylic acid. From these facts it appears that 
th® sodium addtd to acridin® in two ways, giving (?) and 
(fl). 9,10-i)iiodioaeridan (¥) was undoubtedly fomed 
Na 
N 
Na 
Na 
(V) (VI) 
through a.1,4- addition of sodium to acridine. The other 
product•(fI) was probably formed by th© dimerization of 
two radicals, which came into being as the result of the 
addition of an atom of sodium to the nitrogen of the acri­
dine. 
A little lator, Lehastedt and Wirth^*'' reported that a 
53' 
blacridan melting at was obtained as a by-product in 
the preparation of 9-cyaaoacridan. Reduction of 9,9'-
biacrldyl with zinc and acetic acid produced the same com­
pound (a.p. 814®). However, tb.@ biacridan forjaad by th© 
redvyBtion ©f 9-eyanoacridan with sodium-amalgam melted at 
S49®. 
34 
Bergmann and Blua - BergMum w®r® unabl® to repeat 
47 itohmstedt and Wirth's preparation of biacridan from 9-
eyanoacridan and stated that the product which Lehmstedt 
and lirth obtained frc» the zinc-acetic acid reduction of 
biacridyl, melted at ggO® and not at 814® as Lehmstedt and 
Wirth had reported, furtheraore, the product melting at 
EBO® waa not tl^ lower melting biacridan, biit a mixture 
of unreacted biacridyl and higher melting biacridan (260-
gSS®). The latter was also synthesifed by Bergmann and 
34 
Blum - Beriisiaim tty treating 9,9'-biacridyl with sodium 
and subsequently hydrolyzing the adduct. 
In order to resolve the confusion originating in the 
inconsistencies of th® melting points, a detailed st-t;.dy 
of the two biaeridans (Lehmstedt and Wirth's melting at 
214® and Schlenk and Bergmann's melting at 260-S65®) was 
tjodertaken by Lehmstedt and Hundertmark. In the first 
place, they disagreed with th® melting point of 260-g65® 
for the Schlenk and Bergaann compound. By their method 
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of preheating the melting point "bath they obtained 249°, 
k mixture of tooth substances gave no noticeable depression. 
It started to melt at E14®, whereupon the second component 
(a.p. S49®) did not begin to melt until a higher tempera-
0 
tur& - abofe 240 - was reached. It was assumed that the 
absence of a aelting point depression could be traced back 
to the fact that th© salt which resiilted from the decompo­
sition products of the lower melting compound, acridine 
and acridan, acted as a non-dissolTing madiiia towards the 
higher melting coapo\-nd. When both saaples were crystal­
lised together from benzonitrile, the following melting 
points were ©bserfedi a 111 mlKtum melted at E15°; a 
mixture consisting of two parts of the compound melting 
at 814° and on© part of the higher melting compound melt­
ed at 19§°. From the aelting point data they strongly 
siisp0cted the two samples of biaeridan were isomers, al­
though crystallographically there was no detectable 
n 
difference, aM their Rontgen diagrams were also alike. 
11 
In ¥iew of the identical Rontgen diagrams, Lehmstedt and 
Hundertmark felt that stereoisomerism wouM have to lie 
in th© different arrangements of the hydrogen atoms. They 
felt that X-ray® would not be of any assistance in this 
respect because of the absence of sufficient scattering 
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51 power in hydrogen atom®. 
36 
The difficulty that Lehastedt and his workers ex­
perienced in attempting to identify their biacridan by the 
aethod of mixed melting points was also encountered in the 
identification of the thiol-produaed Maeridan. A decision 
could not be laade with the aid of th® mixed Halting point 
method and the probl« wa® finally solved preparing the 
dibenzoyl derivative. As described earlier, Schlei^ and 
Bergmann benzoylatsd th® sodiua-acridine adduct to get 
9v9*-diban2oylacridan. A sample for a mixed melting point 
was synthesized by treating biaeridan with a great excess 
of phanyllithiim and adding benzoyl chloride to the N,Ii»-
dilithiobiaeridan thtas formed. The phenyllithiiua was used 
in great excess in order to avoid having any \mreacted 
biacridan. Any benzophenona and triphenylcarbinol formed 
from th© bensoylation of excess phenyllithiiim could easily 
b© washed mt with acetone, but the presence of insoluble 
biaeridan would have been a great problem in the subsequent 
purification of the dibanzoyl derivative. 
It is quit® probable that isomerism does not exist 
51. i)r, idbert S. Riindl® has ventured the opinion that 
any isomtrisa due to the relative positions of the hydro­
gen atoms alone would probably change the shape of the 
molecule sufficiently to give rise to a somewhat different 
aoleci:lar packing, which would alter the X-ray diffraction 
pattern. 
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in the farious specimens of 9,9'-blacridan that have been 
prepared. The different melting points that are reported 
maf be due to two factors. In the first place, these melt­
ing points are not true melting points, but are decompo­
sition points and probably more sensitive to catalytic 
traces of impurities. Secondly, biacridan itself is ex­
tremely insoluble m practically all solvents and there­
fore is not amenable to purification through recrystal-
li^ation. Since these C'ompounds were, prepared by differ­
ent methods, in all probability they would be contaminated 
by different substances, each contaminant having a dif­
ferent effect on the decomposition point. Another signif­
icant point is the variation of the melting point with its 
method of determination. In this laboratory a change of 
5® was observed by using, two different "methods. 
On® mechanism that is suggested and which is entirely 
conjectural is based on the'dimerization of free radicals: 
H 
•St. 
(3) 2 
(4) £-CH3C5H4SH-|-
H. H 
-V-
(IV) 
C. The Reactions of j^-Thiocresol with Quinoxalin®. 
At th® present time no structural formula can be 
written for the compound isolated from th# quinoxaline-j^-
thiocrtsol reaction which is coapatibl# with th® axpari-
aental facts. Th® high a@ltlng, high aolecular weight 
(M.W. 848) product indicatod a bis coapoixad of som® type 
or a molecwlar complex similar to th© on® Oilman and 
o 
Dickty obtained from th® thiol reduction of benzophenone-
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anil. An atttmpt was mad® to prepare such a complex by 
heating qainoxallne and l,2,3,4-t@trahydroquinoxaHne in 
43 
ethanol according to the Mthod of Allesandri. Since 
the compound in qt.iestion is insoluble in alcohol and no 
alcohol-insolTible stabstane® was produced, it was concluded 
that the possibility of it being a complex was lanlikely. 
Two postulated bis types are (VII) and (VIII). 
leither of these compounds is reported, but certain of 
H H 
N 
(VII) (VIII) 
their properties can be predicted from the striictures and 
frw a comparison with analogous compounds which are known. 
One would expect, for instance, that both molecules would 
be subject to mild oxidation with reagents like nitro-
benBene and aercuric oxide. Experiments demonstrated, 
however, that the unlmown product was unaffected by both 
oxidizing agents, fh® presence of a secondary aaiino group 
W'Ould indicate the possibility of acetylation. As in the 
other reactions, the starting naterial was recovered un-
-m-
changed from one attempt to prapar® an acetyl derivative 
with acetie aahytoid®. 
D. The Eeaetloas of j^-TMocresol with S-Styrylqtiinoline 
aM 4«'Styryl<iuiiiolijae. 
From the standpoint of stoiehiometry, the 8-
styrylfu-lnolin® rt&etioa is »or@ aaenatol© to iaterpreta-
tioja ttoB. th® aeridin® rediictioa. Th@r© is good reason 
to h@li®v« that th® reactioa gom to compl®tio» when a £;1 
2 j)-CH3CgH4SH -V 
CH^CHCgHg 
(IX) 
j^CHgCHgCgHg. +- (£-CH3C5H4S-) 
(X) 
mol® ratio of thiol to 8-atyrylqiiinoline is added. In 
one experiment, whsr^e th« thiol was added above the 
theoretical anount, the ®xcms was recovered almost 
quantitatively. A Mt^or difficulty is th® separation of 
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-phenyl®thyD-quinoiija® (X) from dl-jf-tolyl disul-
flcie. fh@ method that was us®d In this work was to pre­
cipitate the insoluhl® hydrochloride from an anhydrous 
benaaae solution. In this asimer, an 86.5^ yield of 2-((^ 
phej^lethyD-quinoline hydrochloride was isolated froa one 
reaction. With an improved technique the yield could 
probably be increased. 
2-Styryl<3uiaoline contains a carbon-carbon double 
bond conjugated with two aromatic systems - a qainoline 
nucleus and a benzene ring. The addition of thiols to 
olefinic compounds has been observed ia a number of in­
stances and» therefore, the possibility of reduction pro­
ceeding through a prior addition to the olefinic bond in 
B-styrylquiaoline was considered. Styrene, and especially 
stilbene, have conjugated systems analogous to S-
styrylquinoline and at least styrene is known to form 
49 
adducts with thiols. A forced reaction between an ad-
daet and a thiol would be interesting on two accounts. 
First, a reaction of this type has never been reported 
and therefore the possibility of obtaining reauction was 
still open to questionj second, it might throw some light 
on the role of the aaomethine group in the reduction of 
E-styrylquinoline. Accordingly, j£-thioeresol and styrene, 
in a EJI *ole ratio, were heated for twenty-four hours 
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TaMisi* tii# usual eonditloas. There was no Indication of 
interaction 'between th@ adtoet foratd and j£-thiocresol. 
fh® @xc®s8 of the latter was racov©r®d in 96^ yield, and 
characterization of the sulfide was accomplished hy oxi-
dialng it to the aulfon® with hydrogen peroxide, followed 
by a mixed aelting point determination with the identical 
smlfone prepared from ^  -phenyletl^l hromide and sodium 
£-toluenesuiflnate. It is interesting to note that the 
addition of jg^-thiocresol to styrene was in a manner con­
trary to larJcoTOlkoffnil®, and in agreement with the 
49 50 findings of Kharasch and other inyestigators. 
With stilhene, neither addition nor reduction was 
oteerved. It is clear froa these two reactions that the 
azoaethine group is essential for reduction. ¥t?hether 
conjugation of the aaomethia# group with the olefinic 
Ijond is absolutely necessary has never been proved. The 
viaylog of g-styryltuinoline, 4-styrylqiiinoline, was 
li^drogenated by thiocresol t® 4-C -phenylethyD-
fuinoline. In this connection it is unfortunate that 3-
styryl^inoline, which is not conjugated in the sense 
mentioned above, is not available for sti-dy. 
49 
Keeping in mind Kharaseh's demonstration that the 
reversed addition (and in certain cases the normal addi­
tion as well) eomld be suppressed by the presence of an 
•6£-
antioxliiaiit, th® rMuetioa of S-styrylquiaolin® was 
attempted im th® prefsne# of hydroquinoae. Th® reaction 
appartntly was not affected by th® antioxidant. This 
pi9c® of ©Tidanc© does not s®®» to agre® with th® postu-
lation of an intermediately fowaed adtect. 
Comparisons, have frequently b#®n mad® of -
i:nsat-urat@«l kttonss in th® aq\20 system with thos® in th® 
aaaoao systsa, «.g., S-styrylquinolin®. Th® rasaiablances 
betw«®n th®s# tw© classes of eoapoimds ar® striking. Th® 
preparation of bsnzalaeetophenon®, for instance, involves 
th® Claisea condensation ©f benzaldehyd® with acetophenon®. 
QuiaaMin® tmdergoes a similar reaction with benzaMehyde 
to foM £-'Styrylquinolia@. Srignard reagents undergo 
52 
nxjclear-lateral addition to g-styrylquinolln® ; they also 
53 
add 1,4- to benzalacetaphenoa®. Of particular interest 
is the reversibility of the addition reactions of benzal-
acetophenon® and S-styrylquinolia®. The investigations 
of licolet indicate that ia the reaction shown below, 
the equilibritm is shifted far to the left in the presence 
of a bas®. 
fuson, farlow and Evans, £. Am, Chem. Soc.. 55. 
BOOO (1933). 
53. lohler, M* SBS* !•» 5^.1 (1907). 
64. licolat, g, Chea. Soc.. 53, 3066 (1931). 
•SS*" 
£-C%C6H4SH -f CgHgCH-CHCOCeHs ^ CgHgCHCHgCOCgHs 
i-C6H4C%-ja 
I 
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Fusob treated E^jt-ctilorostyrylquinolina with benzene and 
alimlnua chlorld# in a topical Friedei-Crafts reaction and 
obtain@d btngohydryltuinaldin®. This is interpreted by the 
following refersible reaction. 
Aid 
;HpCH(C;:H.)(CcH.Cl) 
+ CeHgCl 
N' 
Jch=chc5H5 -i- CeHe 
AlCl. 
:H2CH(C6H5)2 
In view of these reiaarkabl® similarities, it is 
interesting to ccsapar® the reactions of thiols with both 
claaae# of eoapeund#. A sole per mole reaction of thiol 
with'benzalacetophenon®, for instance, results in addition 
56 
across the olefinic bond to fom a stilfide.' If an excess 
S5» JPvison, et «f jr« • §2£'» 1§. ^'''98 (19S3) 
56. Posner, Ber.. 55. 799 <190£). 
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of thiol is used» a laercaptole is formecl after the first 
mole of tiiiol has added to th© carbon-carbon double bond. 
Tliis elimination of tii© carbonyl group, tiirough mercaptole 
formation, aay acco^mt for ttm fact that redtiction by 
thiols has nmm b©en observed with o(, ^ -mnsaturated com­
pounds in th# aquo system, as th#y har© b@©n in the ajamono 
sf3tm. 
Several attempts were mad# to prepare a ^ -thiocresol 
adduet of S-stjryl%iiinolln®, with th@ object of studying 
it as a possibl® iatersediat® in th® reduction reaction. 
57 fh@ addition of RBlgX coapminds, by Oilman and King , to 
b®n«alae@tophenon® and th® 1,4- nuclear-lateral addition 
of RMgX coapo ^nds to S-atyrylituinolin®,^^ suggasttd that 
j|.-thioer«syl»agn®sltia broaid® might also add 1,4- to 2-
styrylqtiinolin® to giv®, substqment to hydrolysis, the 
dtsirtd eoapoand. Aft«r reflming a mixture of £-
thioeresylaagntiitaa bromid© and th# quinoline compoxmd in 
an @th«r-xyl@n« mediw for two hours, it was found that 
addition had not occurred. 
Another att€BEpt to prepare th® adduct was made by 
heating together eepiaolar aaaints of thiol and 2-
styarylquinoline. Although no thiol was recovered, the 
first, second and third crops of picrate which separated 
Wr, Glliaan and'King. J. ikm. "^hea. Soc.. 47. 1136 (1985). 
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wQ.re those of th« tmreduced styryl eompotaM. There was 
no iiidicatioa of any reduced eoapound. This was difficult 
to ©xi5laia hQcaus© with artificial mixtures, it was shown 
that g-styrylquiaoline could b@ ®ff«ctiir®ly separated from 
-phenylethyl)-quinolin# through th® fractional crys­
tallization of th@ picratss. Therefor®, th« reaction was 
repeated and much greater care was takm in working it up. 
This tin® di-£-tolyl dimilfid® was Isolated in 90^ yield. 
In addition to 2-styrylquinolin® picrat® (m.p. 245°), 
thr«0 succ®ssiw crops of crystals were obtained, which, 
althotagh malting at 245®, first soft®n@d somewhat at 155-
157®* These crystals differed in erystallin® structure 
from S-styrylfuinolin® picrat®. &ft®r treating them with 
nitrobenaen®, they melted at 245® without a preliminary 
softening at 155-15?®, and had the appearance of £-
styrylquinoline picrat®. Ho picrat® of B-{^> -phenyletl^l)-
quinoliae was isolated. From thes® facts, it appears that 
th® compound softening at 15S-157® aight be the picrat® 
of a dihydro co®pound, or that of a diaer formed through 
a bimolecular reduction. Th® softening at 155-157®, and 
tl» Chang® in crystallin® stractor® and absence of soft®n-
ing after nitrobenzen® treatment, can be attributed to an 
unstable compound that can b® concerted to g-styrylquinolin® 
picrat® by the application of heat or by mild oxidation. 
mt mm%0i ©r tii# wm amilatol® 
f©r & mQl&ml&r tlT« assmptiou ot 
siicti a cmp&uttd s#«w to b® tii@ ojbIj way Im which th® 
©f tii® ©f g-((^ -
pii#ttyi#thyl)-^,|i»lifii©" caa tot a«e«iii.t@4 for. It is quit^ 
posiifel# that tfets imitabl® nmp&mS. is m .iatt,i»®<4iste 
ia tM rMmtlm of to S-<-0 -phaiiylathyl)-
It *1.11 1m mmll&Q. tim% la tii® exj^jpiaiint ishara 
ms aMM# tli« rmctlm was earrlsd out st@p-
wi«®. Fi3?it, ««1# €Wt mm M<i«i and tti®ja another. 
sia«# m thiol waa &t tli« iMmmptlm of th# 
Tme%im$ it sast li4V« t® tb® disiilfid#. 
fli# atiitlds, ^  til® ml» Qt tMal my !m¥@ 
tlMi fu.ptliw t® ^ •plisi^lstliyD-qmiiiolii^. 
2 
jj<^CH=CHC5H5 + 2 ArSH ^ 
CHgCHCeHs 
ArSSAr 
(XI) 
.67-
(XI) -t- 2 ArSH 
CH^CHgCgHs 
-f ArSSAr 
(XI)+Picric Acid >(XI)'Picric Acid 
(XD'Picric Acid 
(IX)'Picric Acid 
CgHgNdg^ (IX)'Picric Acid 
63 
?. SUMMART 
1. k g@n@»l refiew has been given of th® reactions in 
which thiols act as redii.cing agents. 
g. Several uas cc®ssf«l attempts have be®n mad© to re­
duce pyridine, qulnolin© and derivatives, isoquinoline 
and bemothiazole with j^-thiocresol, 
3. Acridia© wm Mmolseularly reduced to biacridan by 
j£-thioeresol, with the latter oxidized to di-jg.-tolyl 
distaUrid®. Aerldan also was isolated in on© experi­
ment. 
4. g-styrylquinoline and 4-styryl<|ulnolin© were hydro-
genated to E-<(^-phenyl®thyD-quinollne and 4-(ii-
phenylethyl) -qtjlaolin©, respectively • 
5. fhe iaportance of the aisom© thine liiflcag© was demon­
strated by th© failmre to obtain reduction under 
forced conditions, with anthracene, styrene and 
atilben®. 
6. M unidentified product was obtained from quinoxaline. 
7. fhere are indications that the hydrogenation of £-
styrylquinoline proceeds through th© foraation of an 
unstable intermediate, possibly of a bimolecular 
structure. 
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PABT II. THE SMTHESSS OF SOME HfDROXIL-COKTAINIIiG 
ffiTSROCTCLBS 
I. IITRODtJCTIOI 
Th«r@ axists a larg® army of chemicals, both 
opganle and inorganic, that possess antiseptic action. 
Of tha synthdtie organic eompoimds, tha greatest suc-
cassss hav® "bem obtained with phenols, cartooxylic acids, 
dj@s, quaternary compounds and th© sulfonamides. 0ns 
of the otsjectivei of this work was to study further a 
class of phenolic eompotinds in which only a slight be­
ginning has been laade. These are the hydroxystyryl 
heterocycles. 
fhe in¥©stlgation itself is more or less of an 
exploratory nature, with the object of xincovering any 
latent possibilities which might lead to synthetic 
deTelopaents of even greater promise. As a working 
foundation, however, the solecules have been designed 
so that they contain several groups which, separately, 
have been shown to possess strong antibacterial action. 
Phenols and alkylated phenols have been used as anti­
septic agents for over three-quarters of a century. 
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Bpownlng and Ms coworkers^®* hav© demonstrated 
tl-iat stjrylpyridlnes and styrilqulnollnas, as well as 
their anil analogs, possess marked antiseptic and 
trypanocidal actiT|.ty. Therefore <, the incorporation of 
these groups Into one structure ought to prove interest­
ing. 
On the basis of recent theories regarding th© mod® 
of action of S-hydroxjqtaimolin® as a ha<it«riostatie 
agtnt, th® @ynth®s@s of several metal-chelating agents 
was undertaken. Some of these new derivatives are built 
around the structures of known and proven compounds; 
others are departures from the accustomed architectural 
types. The further application of 8-hydroxyquinoline 
and its derivatives as analytical reagents has elicited 
continued interest. The fact tlmt a greater selectivity 
for the metals with which itecomplexis is obtained when 
this reagent is substituted in th® S-position, suggests 
that other innovations in the structure of the molecule 
might augment this property to an even greater extent. 
58^, Ashley, Browning I Cohen,"and Sulbranson, Proc. Roy. 
SOC.. MM* 293 (1933) A'. MI» S363 (1933)17^ 
59. Browning, Ellingsworth, and Gulbransoh, J. Path, 
lact., £7, 181 (1984) /£. A., 18, g019 (1984ly: 
60. Browning, Cohen, Ellingsworth, and (Julbranson, Brit. 
Med. 386 (1923) A'» M.> (1924)J7. 
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It might I)® of intsrsst, therefor®, to test th® metal-
chalatiag compounds that were prepared, for analytical 
purposes as well as for antiseptic properties. 
Incidental to th© preparatory work, some new reac­
tions were attempted with the object of improving general 
technitues in this field of synthesis. Since all of the 
coiBpounds synthesized contain phenolic hydroxyl groups, 
a brief survey of the antiseptic properties of phenol 
derivatives is included in the Historical section. The 
Claisen reaction, which was used extensively in the 
preparation of the methoxystyryl intermediates, is re­
viewed rather thorouglily. 
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II. HISTORICAL 
Phenol was recognized as possessing valuable baeteri-
61 
cldal properties by Lister in 1365 who used it with 
marked success as an antiseptic agent in surgery. In 1906 
th® investigation of other phenolic compounds was under-
go 
taken by Ehrlich and his co-workers. They found that 
the introduction of halogen atoms or methyl groups in­
creased Materially the effectiveness of phenol and also 
of 0 -naphthol. Further interest in the relationship be­
tween structure and bactericidal activity was stimilated 
63 by the work of Johnson and Lane on the 4-alkyl-
resorcinols. Since 19E1, literally hundreds of papers 
and patents have appeared dealing with new phenolic com­
pounds and their mode of action. 
64 
A. Phenol Derivatives. 
1. Alkyl Phenols. The antibacterial activity of a 
series of alkylphenols was found to increase with the 
ill Bunker. J. Chea. Sd.". 15. 58 (1938). 
6S. Beehold and Ehrlieh, 2. physiol. chgm., 173 
(1906). "" 
63, Johnson and Lane, J. to. Chem. Soc.. 43. 348 (1921). 
64. For a more•detailed review of this subject see Suter, 
Chem. Revs... 88. 269 (1941). 
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lengtla of tha chain, the maximm activity being reached 
with the j^-as^l gro^p (phenol coeffiei^it 104, B. 
. 6i 
typhostis). It appears that th© position of the alkyl 
group is of no importance, fhe three cresols are S.5 
times as effective as phenol. Branching of the chain re­
duces th® activity; a primry alkyl group has more effect 
than a secondary or tertiary alkyl group of the same weight. 
An aralkyl group improves the activity of the parent 
67 
phenol as Table 1 indicates. 
The introduction of two alkyl groups in the phenol 
66 
nucleus yields effective compounds, but water solu­
bility is decreased. For the lower molecular weight 
65lfhe phenol coefficient represents the ratio of the 
highest dilution of the agent, in whose subculture no 
growth occurs» to the eorrespoMing figure for phenol 
after definite time intervals of exposure. With the 
efficiency of phenol arbitrarily chosen as 1.0, a phenol 
coefficient of 6.0, for example, indicates that under 
similar conditions a compound is six times as powerful as 
phenol. Since a figure aay vary greatly with the type of 
organism, usually the recorded values are accompanied by 
the name of the organism. The bacteria most commonly used 
for testing purposes arei typhosus. Staph, aureus. j|. 
typhi, strep, hemolyticus. l,. coli. B. parodvsenteriae and 
Mvcob. smegmatis. A procedire adopted by the tJnited States 
Food and Drug Administration is commonly employed, tf. S. 
Dept. of Agriculture Circular Ho. 198 (1931). 
For other methods of testing antiseptics and disin­
fectants see Porter, "Bacterial Chemistry and Physiology," 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., Hew York, 1946, pp. 225-229. 
66. Coulthard, et^., £. Chem. Soc., 280 (1950). 
St. Ilarman, Chem. Soc.. 4^, 791, 2358 (1926). 
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coapoiinds, a graater activity is achieved when a given 
niiittber of earfeon atoms is present in one chain than when 
distributed among two or more chains. This is reversed 
67 
fafele I 
Activities of Aralkyl Compounds 
jg.-Ben£ylphenol 
4-B@n2jlrasorcinol 
4-^-Phenylethylresorcinol 
4- V-phei^lpropylresorcinol 
4.6 
B2 phenol coefficients 
determined against 
40 B. typhosus 
31 
66 in some cases, with the higher alkyl groups. Coudthard 
found the most satisfactory method of preparing the n-
alkylphenols was a Clenaenson reduction of the respec­
tive ketone. Of the different methods he -asad to pre­
pare the ketone, the Fries rearrangement of the aryl 
ester led to the best results. 
g. Polyhydroxy Phenols. Inexplicably, the simple 
polyhydroxyphenols show little or no activity, although 
hydroquinone exhibits anomalous behavior in that its 
activity is high against typhosus (phenol coefficient, 
68 18) and low against Staph, aureus (0.4). Pyragallol is 
practically inactive and resorcinol has a phenol 
ml Klaman." J. Am.'Chem. Soc.. E98, 1S04 (1932). 
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coefflcient of 0.4. Catechol Is inferior to phenol against 
both g. typhos'as and Staph, aureus. Phloroglucinol does 
63 
not possess gamicidal properties. 
3. Alkyl Polyhydroxy Phenols. 4-Alkyl resorcinols 
and pyrogallols are generally strong antibacterial agents 
69 
with the phenol coefficients ranging between 15 and 50. 
The effectiveness of the hi^er aBcyl polybydroxyphenols 
against g.. typfaostis is practically nil, but against Staph. 
aureus an aaa^ing mlue of 980 is attained with 4-n-
nonylresoreinol. 
The syntheses of the primary 4-alkylresorcinol8, 
both normal and branched chain, are readily accomplished 
by the lencki condensation, which consists of heating the 
phenol with tim proper fatty acid in the presence of zinc 
70 *71 
chloride, * * and then followed by a Clemmenson reduction. 
Th© secondary and tertiary compounds are derived directly 
by condensing olefins, alkyl halides or alcohols with 
resorcinol.*^'^* Substitution in the and 
69. Pohae'J. 'jM, "ShemSo'cTT 48, 1688 (1926). 
70. Dotme, r. S. Patent 1,649,678, iov. 15, 1928 /"C. A. 
481 (19g8). 
71. Johnson, £. Chem. Soc.. 55. 1014 (1915). 
72. liederl, latelson and Beetaaan, ibid.. 2571 (1933). 
73. Bobinson and Hester, ll. S. Patent S,008,337, July 16, 
1935/C. E9, 5926 (1935)J7. 
74. Russell, j;, Chem. Soc.. 68. 1441 (1940). 
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*7R 
5-'^ positions is rather involved and requires a long 
series of reactions. 
The activities of the dialkylresorcinols are not 
consistent. 4,6-Di-n-but|rlr®sorcinol is eq\ial in activity 
to the 4-n-butyl coapomd, but the 4,6-<il-n-hexyl deriva­
tive is less than one-half as active as 4-n-hexyl-
gg 
resorciaol,' 
76 
Pi-sec- and di-Jgrt-alkylpyrogallols have been 
prepared by condensing the respective alcohols with 
pyrogallol in the presence of isinc chloride. The struc-
turas are not definitely established. Their activities 
are iisimlly high, ranging from 100 (di-tert-amyl deriva­
tive) to gl5 (di-l-methylbutyl). The tert-butyl and 
isoanyl derivatives are less effective (5 aM 11, 
respectively). Among the g-alkylpyrogallols the maxlmuffl 
value was obtained with the di-jnt-heptyl compoiand (360, 
typhosus). 
4. tologen Derivatives. The presence of a halogen 
atom invariably increases the bactericidal property of a 
phenolic coapotind. This increase is greater for the 
75.'" "Stite'r. J." 'Am.' Chem.' SocTT 56. S470 (1934). 
76. Rawlins and Hamilton, U. S. Patent S,107,307, Feb. 
8, 1938 /-C. A., 38, S69g (1938)J?'. 
77. Klanaan, g. Bact.. 17, 440 (19B9). 
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para position than for th© ortho» In general, bromin® is 
more effective than chlorine aM very little is known 
about the effect of iodine. 
The enhancing effect of halogens is less for 
resorcinol than it is for phenol. Resorcinol, 4-
chlororesorcinol, 4,$-dichlororesorcinol and 2,4,5-
trichlororesorcinol have phenol coefficients of 0.4, 0.7, 
3.E and 5.0, respectively, while the values of halogenated 
77 phenols vary from 4 to 24. 
Since alkyl groups and halogen atoms separately in­
crease the bactericidal power of a phenol, it is interest­
ing to note that the presence of both groups in a molecule 
produces a cuiaulative effect. In a series of ji-alkyl-g.-
78 
chlorophenols, which Klarman prepared, the hexyl or 
heptyl compounds showed the highest activity depending 
on the organism employed for testing. The maximam 
values were obtained with Staph, aureus (1500), Strep. 
hemolyticus (2EgO) and Mycobium smeaaatia (1E50). Against 
typhi they were less effective (83-150). 
7@ 
For the preparation of the normal alkyl chloro­
phenols, two methods were employed. One was the Friedel-
Crafts condensation of the alkyl chloride, and the other 
was an alminum chloride catalyzed rearrangement of the 
Klarman, "shternov and' Gates, J. Chem. Soc.. 56. 
g576 (1934). 
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aryl esters, followed by a reduetloa of the respective 
ketone. Branched chain derivatives were synthesized by 
the condensation of a primary alcohol in the presence 
of concentrated sulfiiric acid. 
79 
Ih# ji-alkyl-o-halophanols were not as active as 
the previously described isomers. For example, 
hexyl-j0-bromophenol is Jiast one-half as active as the 
isomer with the bromine in the para position. 
An increase in th© number of alkyl groups in the 
halophenols did not materially improve the bactericidal 
activity. Perhaps the expected increase was compensated 
by a decrease in water solubility. 
5. Hydroxyaryl Ethers and sulfides. The inclusion 
of an oxygen atom between the phenol nucleus and an alkyl 
group reduces the antibacterial activity, k parallel 
effect is incurred by the presence of oxygen as an 
alcohol or ether group in the side chain. In contrast, 
a sulfur atoa between th® aryl and alkyl group increases 
SO 
the germicidal action. 
As in the ease of the alkyl chlorophenols, the para 
ffiQta isomers give markedly higher values than th© 
Blicke and Stockhaus, J. Pharm. Assoc., §B, 1090 
C1933). 
80. Suter, et al., J. Am. Ghea. Soc., 54, 4100 (1932). 
' wi—mm mmmm ~ ^SnmmmmmSK mmmmnmm ' tmrnrntm'  ^
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Tabl© 11®^ 
Ph@iiol Coefficients Against typhos-us 
Substitiient Sulfide Ether 
methyl 4 1 
ethyl IB 1.5 
n-propyl 85 4.1 
n-butyl 60 9.3 
a-hexyl 150 30 
H-heptyl goo 100 . 
ortho isomers. This lower activity of the ortho isomers 
may be due to hydrogen boMing between tha hydrogen of 
th® phenolic group and ths alectronegative chlorine and 
oxygen atoms 
fabl® III®®* 
Fhenol Coefficients of E^droxyphenyl Ethers 
Against Staph* aureus 
para meta ortho 
fi-amyl 30 S6 83 
a-hexyl 100 12Q 28 
a-heptyl 200 330 37 
S-octyl S60 580 37 
a-nonyl 360 600 37 
81. Klarmn, Gatyas and Shternov, J. Chem. Soc., 53, 
3399 (1938). 
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6. Sydrojcy Derivatives of Diphenyl Methane. Table 
is a list of coapounds prepared by Klarman. Here, 
again, the necessity of taking into accomt the type of 
organism is strikingly illustrated. 
Table 
Oiphenyl Methane Derivatives 
Substituted hydroxy coapound Streo. hemolyticus 
3-Chlor0-4- 36 165 
3-Chloro-2- 24 94 
5-Chloro-E- 74 S45 
4»'-Chlor©-4- 83 165 
3-BPoa©"-4-» 57 175 
5-Bromo-g- 19 185 
3,4».0ichloro-4- 26 310 
3,S-I)ichlor0-g- 41 175 
5-Ghlor0-4»•broao-4~ E2 S50 
S-Chloro-S-methyl-g- 17 565 
4* -Chl0ro-3-aetl^l-B- 16 300 
S-Chlor©"-4*aetli^l-2'- 16 260 
S- Chlor©-4, S'-dime thyl- £ - 17 455 
4»-apomo-4,S-dimethyl-2- 31 785 
5-Chlor0-3-is ©propyl-6-methy1-a- 16 38 
If the methylene grotip is replaced by a longer 
©•* 
aliphatie chain, enhanced bactericidal activity results. 
Branching of th© chain, as has been observed with other 
series, lowers the activity below the normal straight 
chain compounds. Ihen the compound contains no other 
88." Klaratan, 'jr. Am. mm. Soc.. 54. 3315 (1932). 
85. Heineman, g. Lab. Clin. Med.. £i, 254 (1944). 
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group tout hydroxyl, than th# position of th@ latter does 
not influenc® the activity to any extent. Ehrlich and 
his co-workera discovered that when two toenzena rings, 
one hearing a hydroj?yl group, wer@ separated by the 
ketone, stilfoae or earhinol grouping, th® antibacterial 
activity was lower than the diphenylmethan® analog. 
7, Other Phenols. All three nitrophenols are 
QA 
stronger bactericides than phenol. £-Aminoph0nol and 
its n«alkyl derivatives have been reported to be active 
germicidal agents, but they have not been investigated 
extensively. Phenolsulfonic acids are of doubtfxil 
germicidal value, although Ires ore inolsulfonic 
36 
acid has been patented as a germicidal agent. 
8. Heterocycles Containing Phenolic Hydroxyl 
Groups. A series of hydroxystilbazoles were prepared by 
87 
Chiang and Haxtung with the intention of augmenting tha 
antiseptic activity of the quaternary pyridiniua salts 
with th® hydros^ystyryl and th® hydroxyphenylethyl groups. 
Maggettl. Boll.' SQC. ital. biol. sper.. 3, 1198 
a9g8):JMd^.^C^otTl^ /XA.. M, 37? (1930)j 
85. Ostroaislensky, U. S. Patent 2,040,183, May 12, 
•3.936 /JC. A., 4$g9 (1936)J7. 
86. Ikigerlotz, Austrian Patent 151,971, Dec. E7, 1937 
O- Am (1938)^. 
87. Chiang and Hartung, £, Org. Chem.. 10. SI (1945). 
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The prtlialnary t®sts. ^liave not shown great activity. 
Other related types have h@an prepared such as 2-(jbl-
diaethylaminostyryD-S-hydroxyQuinolin®®® and 4-
siihstitiitefd derivatives of S-<3* ,'^*-dihydroxystyryl)-6-
aethojyqulBoliae. Reports on their activity have not, 
as yet, hmn puhlishad. 
S-i|ydroxyguinolin« has been as®d as an antiseptic 
for ov«r a half c@ntiaiy, tent it appears, from recent 
investigations, that its nod® of action is entirely 
different from other phenolic compounds. In the follow­
ing section on lode of Action, a discussion of this com­
pound and its derivatives will he given somewhat in 
detaU. 
B. Mode of Action. 
In the light of present knowledge, it is generally 
agreed that the mode of action of antiseptic compounds is 
due to a coaMnation of the physico-chemical properties 
of the aolecmle as a whole, and to the specific action of 
90 
certain functionsJ. groups. A theory that has gained 
88. • Irohaachaii' and Btioliacharjee, J. Ind. Chem. Soc., 
X, 5gt <li^). 
S9. Benfrew, g. Chem. Soc.. m, 711 (1946). 
90. Stearn and Stearn, j;. Bact.. 9, 491 (19£4). 
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wide acceptance is based fundamentally on some very 
aimpl© chemical reactions. The basic or acidic groups 
in the cell protein coiaMn« with th@ oppoait® groups 
(acidic or basic) of th© antiseptic to form un-ionized 
complexes. This interferes with the vital ©nzyaic 
processes to ca se metabolic disturbances in the 
organism and eventually its death. The posttalates of 
this theory divide antiseptics into two categories — 
cationic and anionic. The cationic antiseptics are the 
neiitral sal fen of bases of high aoleeilar weight, and 
include all the basic dyes such as polyphenylmethane 
antiseptics (brilliant green, auramine, crystal 
violet) and the acridine antiseptics (proflavine, 
acriflavine) as well as higher aliphatic aaines 
(••2ephiraa»). The eq\iilibri\im between cation and 
protein is represented by the following reaction; 
P-COOH i- 01'^=^ P-COOBH + Cl' 
The anionic protein is designated as P-COOH and the 
salt-like un-ionized complex as P-COOIH. It is evident 
from the equation that a high lagrdrogen ion concentration 
will favor foraation of undissociatecl protein and dis-
sociateci base (amoniua ion). Conversely, an increase 
in hydroxyl ion concentration will produce the opposite 
-84 
©ff®ct. This is aetii&lly reflected in the increasing 
hactericital effectiveness of cationic antiseptics as 
the pH is raised. 
k eorellarsr of this hypothesis was enimciated toy 
90 
Ste&rn and Steam la 19E4, »For closely related 
series of dyes or other basic s'ubstances, the bacterio­
static index shoiild Increase with the basic strength." 
fhis is based on two preaises. First, that the salts of 
stronger bases wouM Xomiz% more readily and thus increase 
Interaction with the protein of the bacteria; secondly, 
the cation of a stronger base would tend to form a com­
plex more resistant to hydrolysis. A correlation of 
basic strength aaong aminoacridines and bacteriostatic 
SI 
property is presented in fable T. 
The uffiismlly high indices for 2-amino-, 2,8-
diamino- and 5-aainoacridines in comparisons with their 
Isomers are directly related to the dissociation con­
stants. fhe striking differences in dissociation con­
stants (or basic strengths) is explicable in terms of a 
heightened resonance effect. Amino groups in the 2-, 5-
and 8- positions permit stabilization of the ion relative 
to the free base becatise of the greater number of limiting 
91. Albert,'lubb© and Soldaere, Hature. 147. 33S, 709 
C1941), 
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structures that contribute to the resonating system. Two 
of the contributing struetures for g-a®isoacridin« ara 
(XII) aai (XIII). If th® amino groups ara in th® 1-, 
3-, 4-, 6-, 7- and 9- positions, however, it is impossible 
to writ® an amin® struct r© comparable to (XIII), and 
coaseq-uently an increased stability of the ion due to 
resonanc® is not possible. 
fh@ anionic antisaptics ar@ the netitral or faintly 
alkalin® sodi«t salts of acids of high molecular weight, 
such as soap, aamoniua aandslate and the neutral «acid 
dyas*, an example of which is acid fuchsin. The mode of 
action is ejcactly analogous to that of the cationic 
antiseptics. This class of antibacterial agents ftanction 
better in slightly acid medim — a condition which is 
illustrated by the reactions 
P-IHg-t- la a' -i- HOH V, ^ R.S%A + M?" -^r OH-
(XII) (XIII) 
••86a-
Tabla 
Correlation of Bacterlostasis aM Basic Strength 
Amoiig AmiJioacrliiass 
Medium j 10^ serua-toroth 
(pH 7,B) 
Substance 
5-Ajaiao 
aerldin© 
2,8»Diamino-
acriclija© 
(Proflavin©) 
2-ilffiiiio-
aerldln® 
4-Amiiio-
acridin© 
5-Amiao-
acrldlna 
Acrldine 
1-Aalno-
aeridin® 
7 
7 
5 
5 
3 
£ 
6 
4 
2 
1 
5 
3 
1 
1 
1 
5 
4 
1 
0 
0 
4 
8 
3 
0 
0 
1 
Bacterio­
static 
index 
<stim of 
inhibi­
tory dilu­
tions ) 
23 
21 
81 
9 
S 
$ 
Dissocia­
tion 
constant 
at E5°C. 
(x lO-i) 
300 
ISO 
IE 
0,03 
0.01 
0.002 
0.001 
K®!' to dilutions: 1 = Ig;. antiseptic prevents growth 
in SOOO c.ea. of iaadiuiB. Siailarly, g =' 1 in 10,000; 
3 = 1 in £0,000; 4 = 1 in 40,000| up to 7 1 in 320»000. 
0 signifies no inhibition at 1 In 5000. 
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Aaiondc agents are useful in the winary tract where a 
lower pH is present, they are not as important as the 
cationic type heoaus® toaetaria contain an excess of 
acidic groups over fe&sic groups. 
Phenols, due to th® slightly acidic hydroxyl group, 
ha¥0 l|>een regarded at tiMS as of the anionic type. 
Froa a number of studies it was shoim that a rela­
tionship exists between surface activity and bactericidal 
92 
action of phenols. Table ?I shows how the phenol 
coefficient is a function of the surface tension. The 
larger th® alkyl group, the lower is the surface tension 
and the greater is the antiseptic action. There are 
some who hold the opinion that the action of phenols is 
related to the oil/water partition coefficient. This 
latter viewpoint had some support in the much earlier 
woA of lejer who showed in the aliphatic narcotics 
that strength of narcotic action was approximately duo 
to the distribution coefficient, whatever the exact 
nature of the surface action, it in itself cannot be 
responsible for the antibacterial action of phenols. It 
is very likely that the initial action is to render the 
cell proteins »or@ accessible to f\irther chemical action 
9a. grobiaiier. J. lact.. 13, 165 (1927). 
93. Meyer, Arch, exp. Path. Pharmak.. 42, 109, 119 
<li99). 
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Tabl# VI®® 
Relation of Phenol Coefficient to Surt&ce Activity 
in ilkyl Rasorcinols 
STihstance Phenol Goefficient Surface Tension 
(1/10 0 COO dilution) 
(Dynes per cm.) 
(aidAater) 
lesorcinol 0.3 76 
Propylresorcinol 5 73 
Butjlr«sorcinol £8 56 
Amylrtsorcinol 33 60 
Hexylrasorcinol 50 54 
H®ptylr@»o2*cinol 30 43 
hy increasing the perffitaMlity of th® lipoid-protein 
cell iB«s1>ran©. fh® exact nature of this secondary 
chaaical action is still undetermined. Possibly it is 
a®r®ly th® interaction hetwaen th© hydroxyl of the 
ph#nol and a functional group of th® protein, probably 
94 
the amino group. Rid^al®^^ has pointed out that although 
hydroxyl groups ar© not ordinarily classed as highly 
reactive in reactions occurring in th© buUte phase, their 
reactivity may be auch greater when oriented at a surface 
layer. leutral detergents which cannot combine with 
earboxyl or amino groups of cellular proteins ar® non-
bactericidal.®® 
§4 Ride&l aM' Schulffian. Bature. 144. 100 (1939). 
95. Work and Work, *Th® Basis of chemotherapy,« Oliver 
and Boyd Ltd., London, 194S, p. 389. 
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A interesting theory has bean put forward re­
garding th© mod® of action of the class of antibacterial 
compounds related to S-hydroxyguinoline. It has been 
s-!...gg©3t©d that their aetivity is du© to the ability to 
coabia® with metabolically important trace metals on 
the surface of the bacterium. The chemical process it­
self is called chelation and occurs with coapoxinds con­
taining groups which are so placed that they can form 
feebly dissociated cyclic complexes with various metals. 
fh« zinc complex with S-hydroxyquinoline (oxine). for 
example, has the following structure. 
The 2inc atom has replaced hydrogen from the hydroxyl 
group and i® linked to the oxygen by a primary valence 
and to nitrogen by a secondary (coordinate) valence. 
Zenti^er in 1944 suggested that oxine acts on fungi 
fC Zentayer. Science. 100. B94 (1944). 
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97 
tJirough elielatloa wltJi essantial aetals, and Albert 
soon after entertained the same idea regarding its 
93 
action as an antiseptic. When it was discovered®^ that 
l-hjdro:^aeridine, which has all the requisites for metal 
chelation, showed antihaeterial activity in excess of 
that which coald he predicted from its ionization con­
stant, a detailed investigation of this ehtire subject 
was mdertaken. 
99 
Froa experiments with a considerable number of 
compounds, it became clear that although chalation is 
essential, the architecture of the drug molecule as a 
whole is eqtaally important. It appears that the 8-
hydroxy«|ulnoline structure, or aom derivative of it, is 
necessary. £- and 8-Quinolineearboxylic acids chelate 
with metals but neither of them is antibacterial. Por-
thermore, if a group is present which might sterically 
interfere with chelation, then the activity falls off. 
8-Methyl-$-hydro3Eyq>dnolin® is less active than both the 
parent aolecule and its 5-methyl isaaer. 2,3-Benzo-8-
Is^droxyquinolin® (l-hydr©:^acridin©) (XIV) is less active 
than S-hydroxyquinoline giving further proof of the 
97. Albert. Med*"J.' Aust.. 'km (1944). 
98. Albert, Brit. £. Sxpt. Path.. 160 (1945). 
99. Albert, fit ibid., m, 69 (1947). 
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Impoptanc® of tlie sterle factor. How@v©r, the spatially 
mmoma grov.ps in S.^S-ljejazo-S-hydroxyqtiinoliB® (XV) and 
in S-J^droxy-^-phemntlirolin® (XVI) do not exert this 
adverse effect. 
on OH OH 
(XIV) (XV) (XVI) 
Q-Methoxytiiiiaoline is inactive as are all th® seven 
isoaers ©f S-hydroxytiuiaoHne, chelation being impossible 
with any of thea. l»l!^droxyph@na2in® is somewhat activ® 
whil® 3-mereaptofainolint, a strong chelating agent, 
shows hi^ activity. H-'alkylation, as in a qtmternary 
salt, destroys th® chelating power, by making tmavailable 
for coordination the electron pair on th® nitrogen, and 
thus also destroys antibacterial activity. 
fhere is instifficient evidence upon which to base a 
decision as to the identity of the trace metals. Pre-
liminaiy axperiaents indicate that zinc, iron, copper, 
and cobalt are Involved. Regarding the question as to 
whether these chelating agents act by removing th® 
-91 
as8@iitial metals from the growth medium or toy abstract­
ing th®ffi from the t)aet@rial surface, th© fact that mai^ 
compoinwls of eh#lat@ properties ar« non-activ® is rather 
eoafinciag sviianet for th® second alternative. 
100 fh©r® ar@ several theories which have been ad­
vanced to explain bacterial inhibition of the sulfonamides, 
fhe one that correlates best with experimental observations 
is based on th© fact that £-aminobenzoic acid, an essential 
metabolite for bacterial growth, counteracts the anti­
bacterial action of sulfanilamide. It is believed that 
there is a coMpetitioa between these two structurally 
similar compounds for an enzyme surface. In the absence 
of ^ -amiaobeiigoic acid, sulfanilamide reacts temporarily 
with the enzyae but because it is sufficiently unrelated 
to the essential amino acid, it cannot replace the func­
tion of the latter, and instead interferes with the meta­
bolism of the cell and causes inhibition. 
C. The Aldol and Claisen Reactions of Methyl Groups oC-
and Y - to the Azomethine Liiikage of Hitrogen-Containing 
Heterocycles, 
Methyl groups in the «»<-<£-) and V-(4-) positions 
100. See lef. Ch. also H&nry, "The Mode of Action 
of SulfonamidesJosiah Macy, Jr. foundation; New York, 
1944. 
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ia quinolin© aM in pyrldin® raact with aldehydes to form 
aMols. In the majority of cases, usually In the presence 
of a catalyst* a secondary reaction may occur and water 
is split out to fora an unsaturated compound* The over­
all reaction is called the Claisen condensation. A methyl 
iT  ^ H iT  ^
^ O-CCgHg > J CHgCHOHCgH^ > 
^ N ^  CHsCHCgHg + HOH 
grmp in the 0 -C3-) position is incapable of being acti­
vated by the aaomethine grouping and consequently does 
not undergo tb® aldol and Claisen reactions. 
1. Foraation of Carbinols (or Aldols). The simpler 
aliphatic aldehydes, like acetaldehyd©^^^' and pro-
pion&ldehyde, condense with S-picoline to give the 
corresponding carbinols in poor yields. Chloral reacts 
to for® triehloromethyl-E-picolyl methanol in 70^ yield. 
If quinaldiae and chloral are heated on a water bath, 
i'Cii. I.eonigs and feppe.' Ber.. 1343 (190£). 
log. McSlvain and Johnson, £, A®- Chem. Soc., 63, 2813 
<lf41). 
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1 . . ^CHj 4- CI3CCHO > ^ ^^^CHgCfiOHClj 
V-triclJlows-(i-isydroxy-©(-(S-qtiiaolyl)-propane is formed. 
Tills can toe converted hj mild hydrolysis to ^  -(8-
lOS 
quinolyl)-lactic acid or, under more drastic coxiditions, 
to ^-(g-q\ilnolyl)-acrylic aeid.^^^ 
E-Plcolift® foms th@ alkina 2-(C-hydroxy-(>-
phenylethyD-pyridin©^^® if it is heated with benzald®-
hyd® for ten hotirs at 140-160^ in th® prosence of a small 
1 OA 
aaomt of water. Shaw and Wagstaff have shown that 
the aldol raaction is reversihl® toy isolating toenzalde-
hyd® and picolin® after heating piar® stiltoazol© and water 
at 140 ' for ten hours. 
^CH^CHCgHg -f-HOH ^ + OsCCgHg 
^ . H 
WS: ginhom. "iBQr ;; 1^. ^ b4Tl886). 
104. von Miller and Spady, Bar.. 19. 130 (1886). 
105. Bach, Igr., M, S231 (1901).' 
106. Shaw and Wagstaff, J. Chea. Soc.. 77 (1933). 
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Tipsoa iaifestigated th® reversible qtiinaldine-
diffiethylaadaohemaldehfd® reaction for the piirpose of 
©stahlishing the eoBditioai for aaximiai yield. The best 
yield of the styryl deri^atiT®, which he obtained after 
heating for four and one-half hours at 255°, was 44^, 
Whan the rsaetion was Interrupted at the end of two hours 
Q 
at t© remoT# the products, water and styryl compound, 
and then the ujoreacted materials heated for an additional 
two hours at the same taaperature, the yield was increased 
to 86|C* fhus, by removing two of the components of the 
estuilibrium, a greater yield was obtained by forcing the 
reaction to proceed in the desired direction. 
8. Condensing Agents. The carbinols which are 
forffl»d exclusively in some reactions can be converted to 
the alkeae or styiyl compound by several different methods. 
Heating^®® the molten carbinol will usually effect de­
hydration; refltixing with acetic anhydride is even more 
108 
efficient. k trace of acid is all that is necessary 
to lead directly to the styryl derivative in some conden-
sations. Other catalysts that have been successfully 
used in Claisen condensations are sodium hydroxide, sodium 
alkoxides, dietl^laaine, piperidine, zinc chloride, 
id?, fipson. J. ''Mm* Qhm, 30C.. 67. 507 (1945). 
108. Walton, Tipson and Cretcher, ibid.. 67. 1501 (1945). 
Jbiyfiroclilorie acid, sulfuric acid and potassium acid sul-
1 f^O 11 
fates, AlumiiiiB clilorid# tos effective in the con­
densation of f!iinaldla@ .and Michler's ketone. 
A comparison of the relative effectiveness of several 
107 
condensing agents can be found in a study by Tipson. 
In the reaction of quinaldine and ^ -dijiethylaminobenzal-
del:^d®, the following yields of styryl derivatives were 
obtainedJ acetic anhydride, 13^; hydrochloric acid, 51^; 
2lnc chloride, "Brierite" (B hours at 150*^), OjC. 
Ill Giliaan and Eawas, however, found acetic anhydride to 
be superior to zinc chloride in condensations of quin-
112 
aldine, lepidln® a«l picoline. Spallino and Cucchiaroni 
stated that isinc chloride mM hai»ful and caused resinifi-
cation. In the reaction between £-pheayllepidine and 
lis benaaldehyde, John was unable to Isolate any product 
when he used zinc chloride and potassium acid sulfate as 
catalysts. The condensation waa finally accomplished by 
heating in a sealed tube without a catalyst at 200-210°. 
IW: Bergsirom. RevsTTsS. 131 (1944). 
110. lehlitadt, Helv. Ghia. 4cta.. ^  (1945). 
111. Oilman and Karmas, Chem. Soc., 342 (1945). 
118. Spallino and'Cucchiaroni, Gazz. chim. ital.. 42, 
517 Cltl2) £-0. 4.., i, 2419 (19180. 
113. John, ML'* (1926). 
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' 87 Chiang anfi Haptung, in th®ir reactions of picoline and 
hydroxyaMelsydes, foiiM acetic anhydride superior to zinc, 
chloride and i^drochloric acid. 
With more reactive aldehydes, piperidine is sufficient 
as a eoMeiising agent. Quinaldin© and a-nitrohenzaldehyde 
were converted to the corresponding styryl compoimd in a 
yield of 
Occasionally benzylidenediqiiinaldine, CgHgCH(CHgC^HgII)g, 
is obtained as a ^ -pr©d\ict im the preparation of henzal-
• iig 
qminaMiBe. If two aoles of qiiinaldine are used to 
one aole of aldei^de, then the diquinaldiae coapotuad is 
the main product.^®' fipson^^^ found that decreas­
ing the aaount of condensing agent increases th© yield of 
toy-productI for instance, one mole of quinaldine heated 
with one mole of toensaldehyde and one-half mole of zinc 
chloride gives a greater proportion of the diquinaldyl 
toiapouM than tlmt of the styryl derivative. 
3. Qiiaternary Salts, fhe quaternary salts are much 
more reactive tfeaja the free bases. ji-Nitrosodimethylaniline, 
for instance, which is inert towards picoline, condenses 
114. Graef,' 'Fradericksen and Burger, J. Org. Chem.. 11. 
gS7 (1945). 
115. Heme, 70, 1E73 (1957). 
116. Haiaer, J. Chem. Soc.. 183, 256 (19E6). 
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r&rj readily witii the m©thiodid@ iji hoiling ethanol. 
Usually a few drops of plperidini is added as a catalyst. 
Mills and Pope^^® fotmd that j»-diffi@tl:qrlaBiinobenzald®hyd© 
foiffis the corraspoadiag styryl derivative from 2-picoline 
methiodid® ia boiling ethanol. Ordinarily this rather 
weak electrophilie agent requires a condensing agent like 
zinc chloride or aoetie an^dride at elevated temperatures. 
Another example is th« reaction of quinaldine methiodide 
11® 
and ^ -methoxycinnaaaldehyd® in boiling ethanol. The 
methyl ether was subsequently hydrolyzed with hydrobromic 
aeid la glacial acetic acid to give the free hydroxy com­
pound. 
A striking illustration of the increased reactivity 
of the quaternary salts is the condensation of the 
ethlodides of quinaldine, lepidine and S-aethylbenzo-
thlazole isith amaono dialdehyde ethers of the general 
foriwla, R-HCH<C1 Lepidine ethiodide and 
-anilinoacrolein anil (XVIX) react as: follows: 
117. KroAiMuan and ^ fallette. B&r.. 45. 1737 (1912). 
118. Mills and Pop®» Chem. Soc.. 121. 94S (192B)* 
119. Schneider and Potimann, Ber.. 74. 471 (1941). 
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+ 
I" + CgH5NHCH=CHCH=NCgH5 > 
(XVII) 
I" 4- C6H5NH2 
4. l@lativ® Rmctivlty of 2- and 4-Methyl Groups, 
fh® greater reactivity of th@ 8- over the 4-m©thyl 
group has estahlish@t hy a nuah@r of experiments. 
When S»4-lTatldin« was heated with benzaldehyde in the 
pr@senc@ of acetic anhydride, th@ E-styryl compound and 
this 2,4-dlstyryl derimtiT®' were formed in a ratio of 
120 ISl 
two to on®, respectiTsly. lihner heated quinal-
din® and lepidine with henzaldehyde in parallel experi­
ments, aai obtained 7.95 grams of S-styrylquinoline to 
1.0 gra® of 4-styrylquinolin© l^drochloride. 
lh«i an ©xcQSS of fo maldehyde-was heated with 
quinaldine or lepidind, tri0(l^droxym@thyl)quinaldin© 
180. demo aiad Crourlay. J. Ch#m. Soc.. 478 (1938). 
181. Eibner, Bgr., .37, 3i09 <1904). 
CH^^CHCH'CHNHCgHs 
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was formed f.rom the former, only blsChydroxymethjl)-
lapidine froa the latt©?.^^^* Kaslow and Staynor'^^ 
treated 2,4-dimethylqulnolln0 with toenEaldehyde for 
thirty hours at 130®, with one drop of 10^ sodium 
l^droxide catalyst, and obtained a 74^ yield of 2-
styryllepidin®, thus showing the lesser reactivity of 
th® 4-methyl group. 
With a sufficient amount of aldehyda both methyl 
groups in ^ ,6-lutidlna condens® to form distyryl dariva-
1©4 
tives# With j£«nitrohan2sld®hyd® and acetic anhydride, 
a 54^ yield was obtained. ^-Aniaaldehyd® gave a 61^ 
yield of 2»6-di-(£-ii®thoxystyryl)-pyridine.There 
are other examples in th® literature which d^onstrate 
the equivalence of the netful gi'oups in E,6-lutidine 
and present, therefore; strong evidence against a static 
bond structare. 
5. Other Heteroeycles in the Claisen Reaction. 
The aldol and Claisen reactions are not limited to the 
homologues of quinoline and pyridine. 1-Methyliso-
quinolin© condenses with benzaldeh^de in the presence 
Koenigs. Ber.. 34. 4lgF'<1901). 
1E5. Methner, Ber.. £7. 8689 (1894). 
1£4. Boyer, £. Chem. Soc.. 560 (1947). 
1^5. Lee and Freudenberg, £, Orf. Chea.. 9, 537 (1944). 
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O 
of jsinc chloride at 100 to give a good yield of 1-
12S 
styrylisoqw-inoliB®. The aldol reaction does not 
occur with ths isomeric ^ -aethylisoquinoline.^^® S-
Meti^lhenzothiazol® is also readily condensed; for 
example, when it is heated with j^-dimethylaminohenz-
aldehyde, at 100® for sixteen hours with concentrated 
hydrochloric acid, it gives a f&'i yield of the styryl 
1P7 derivative. Likewise, henzaldehyd® and 2-methyl-
henjgothiagol® with zinc chloride gives E-styrylhenzo-
1£S 
thiazole* g-lenzylbenzothlazole condenses with both 
benzaldehyde and ^-nitrosodiaetl^laniline, the latter 
44 forming the anil. Only one of the methyl groups in 
£,5-dlmet!^lben2imidaEol0 reacts with aldefc^des, 
while g-benzylbenziittidazol® forms £<-phenylstyryl-
benzimidajEOle. 
It is interesting, to note the activating effect of 
the phenyl grouping in these reactions. E-Methyl- and 
g-Qthy3:b@n£0xaz0le do not react with benzaldehyde, but 
g-benzylbenzoxazole condenses with both benzaldehyde and 
126. Mills and Smith. J. Chea. Soc., 181. 8726 (1922). 
127. Irooker and Sprague» J. Am. Chem. Soe.. 63. 3203 
(1941). — 
128. Ochiai and liziEawa, J. Ph&na. Soc. Japan. 60. 
132 (1940 ) 2~£. A., 5082 (ISWJ^ 
129. Bamberger and Berle, 4nn.. 873. 277 (1093). 
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44 the mach lass r@acti¥® ^-nitrosodljaethylanlline. 
S-Methylacridin© with benzaldel^d® forms the 9-styryl 
derlTatlYej when the meti^l groi-ping is replaced with 
44 ©thyl, no reaction occtirs. 
130 
Bennett and Willis* mad® a study of the reactions 
of S-aetl^lquinoxaline and 2,3-dim@thylquinoxaline.-
They used an excess of acetic anhydride as a condensing 
agent, and generally heated the reactants for a four-
hmr peried at the reflex temperature. Some of the" 
yields were as low as IC^ and in several instances, when 
dimethylquinoxaline was tised, a mixture of the mono- and 
di-suljstltuted products were obtained. 
6, Aldehydes with other Functional Groups. 
Aldelxsrdes containing reactive centers other than 
the aldehyde group condense with varying degrees of 
facility. ^-Cyanohenaal'iQhyde^^^ reacts with S-
picoline in the presence of acetic anhydride over a 
ten-hour reflux period to give a 4E^ yield of the 
corresponding £-cyano derivative. Both carbonyl group-
132 
ings of isophthalaldehyde condense with quinaldine 
to form o( t oC •-isophthalylidenediquinaldine. 
isd. Bennett and^'Willis. 3, Chem. Soc.. 1960 {19B&)* 
131. Gregory and Holt, ibid.. ^  (1947). 
1$E. Steinkopf, Leitsmann, M&ller and lilhelm, Ann., 
541, 260 (1939). 
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13S 
Harris and Lenhart h@ated S-picoline and pyridin®-2-
ald^hyd# in a bomte for twenty-four hours with zinc 
chloride to obtain l,2-d3r( <<-pyridyl)-ethan®. A similar 
reaction occurs in th® quinoline series. Kaplan and 
134 lindwall coneiensed ^uinaldine and quinoline-S-
aldehyd® by refl'.ixing fop six hours in ethanol. Th© 
corresponding carbinol was isolated in yield, and 
then g^antitatively dehydrated to th® ©thane with acetic 
anhydride. Qiiinaldin® condenses with q,.inoline-4-
aldehyde, and lepidin® reacts with the S-aldehyci©, but 
not with the 4-aldel^de, 
lonig and Treichel have remarked that ji-
aainoben^aldahyde condensed readily with quinaldine 
m®thiodidt, but the ortho isoaer is not as raactive. 
Th@ inclusion of a vinyi grouping, as occirs in 
cinnamaldehyds, doss not seen to interfere in most 
1 'X|» 
reactions. ^-litrocinnasaldehyde reacts with 
quinaldine in 9'0% yield, wh«n acetic anhydride is used 
as a catalyst, in contrast to this smooth reaction, 
1P7 however, Brook©r and Sprague reported that they 
Harries and Lenhart. Ann.. 410. 95 (1915). 
134. Kaplan and Lindwall, g. Cham. Soc.. 65. 
9g7 (1943). 
135. Konig and Treichel, J. prakt. Ghem.. /"2 7 108. 
80 C19E1). 
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obtained OEtly a 9^ yield of product froa quinaldine 
and jg^-dimethylamiiiociimMMildebyde with hydrochloric 
acid catalyst. 
Hydroxyaldahydes were coM©ns@d with picoline for 
a 8ti;dy of th© antiseptic action of hydroxystilbazoles 
Qiy 
and their quaternary salts. Chiang and Hartung found 
that acetie anhydride gave better yields and cleaner 
products, although saponification with soditim hydroxide 
was necessary to free the hydroxy compound from its 
aeetoxy derivative. The condensation of hydro:^alde-
137 hydes goes even smoother with the quaternary salts. 
7. Heteroeycles Containing Functional Groups. 
The presence of other active groups in quinaldine and 
lepidine generally does not interfere in aldol conden­
sations. 2a the case of the 4-toydroxyquinaldin0 type 
13S 
there are two contradictory reports. Myer and Maurin 
state that this compound will not coMense with benzal-
dehyde, but the quaternary salt, in the presence of 
piperidine, forms a colored styryl derivative. £-
litrosodijiethylaniline fails to react with the quaternary 
'salt of 4-hydroxyquinaldine, but does condense with the 
136. Mathair and Robinson, j. Chem. soc.. 1520 (1934). 
137. phillips, g, Or&. Chem.. 12. 333 (1947). 
138. Myer and Maurin, Coaot. rend.. BOO. 931 (1935). 
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salt of th® methoxyl derivative. In disagreement with 
39 
th@ findings of l^er aM laurin is the work of Renfrew, 
who obtaiaid a 50^ yield of 2-(3*,4•-dioxymethylen0Sty^yl)-
4-i^dpo3i3f-6-metlloxyQtlinolin® from the condensation of 
4-hydroxy-6-B©th03qfq'uiaaldln@ and piparonaldehyda, 
II 
using acetic anhydride as a condensing agent. Troger 
1 %Q 
aM Dwiiker were also successful in reacting 4-
hydroxyquinaldine with various aldehydes. They used 
line chloride and obtained a crystalline product from 
the reaction with benssaldehyd®, but the o-hydroxy-, 
£-meth03Ey- and ^ -methoxy-styryl derivatives were 
amorphous, high melting compounds. 
Ther-e are several other examples of condensations 
of hydroxy derivatives of quimldine and lepidine. 
Clapp and fipson^'^^ obtained 4-(^-diffiethylaiainostyryl)-
6-C P -hydroxy®thoxy)-quinoIine in low yield from 6-
( -hydroxyethoxy)-lepidin® and the respective aldehyde. 
6-Hydro35yquiaaldine and ^ .-dise thylaminobenzaldehyde were 
condensed by boiling for ten minutes in ethanol without 
88 
a catalyst. fhe following aldehydes were condensed by 
Phillips and his collaborators^^^ with 8-hydroxyquinaldine; 
139. Tr&er and Ito&er'.'' 3".' prakt. Chen.. 109. 88 (1985). 
140. Clapp and Tipson, £. Chem. Soc.. 68, 133£ (1946). 
141. Phillips, Elbinger and Merritt, ibid.. 71, 3986 
(1949). 
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btnzaMeliyfie, a-t©luaMe!iyde, ^ -anlsaldehyde and 
piperonaldthyde. The yields iraried from 30^ to 50^. 
S-Hydroxyqulnaldin® and salicylaMahyde gave an 
amorphotas product, and th® product from the condensa­
tion of anisaldehydd and "benzaldehyde waa also amorphous 
139 
and resisted all attempts at crystallization. 
In an attempt to react E-m®thoxyl©pidine with 
« 1S9 
sromtic aldehydes Troger and Dui&®p found that, 
instead of the axpected aldol condensation, demethyla-
tion occurred to giv© S-lsqfdroxylepidin®. As an alter­
native method, they reacted the free hydroxy compound 
witii various aldahydes, using 2inc chloride catalyst, 
and w@ra abl©. to effect th© d@sir©d condensations. 
Products obtained by this asthod were th© following 
derivatives of £-hydroxyquinolin@5 4<-o-hydroxybanEal-, 
j^-methoxybsnzal-, and 3-ffl©thoxy-4-hydroxyb0nzal-, all 
of them amorphous powders malting abov® 360°. 
fh# reactivity of th® metfcyl group in S-hydroxy-
lepidin® is rather surprising in view of the fact that 
the halogen in g-laydroxy-4-chloroquinoline is un-
reactivt. For instance, aniline and 4-chloroquinolina, 
when heated, yield 4-anilino(iuinolin0. 2,4-
Mchloroquinoline gives £,4-dianilinoquinoline. 
Sphraim.' Ber..' 85.. (1898); Ber., E6, 2227 
(1893). 
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£-Hyd3poxy-4-chloroqainoliiie does not react with anilin® 
to give g-hydroxy-4-aniliiioquinoliiie, nor with boiling 
alcoholic solutions of sodiim alJcoxides to give the 4-
14,S 
ethers. Thus, the hydroxyl grouping in the 8-
positlon deactivates the 4- halogen, this daactivation 
109 has b©@n attributed by Bergstrom to the resonance of 
the mpsrtxirbed form (Xflll), which stabilizes the 
aoleciils so that tha reaction is hindered. 
CI CI 
(XVIII) 
An "uimsual reaction between 4-ia@thoxy(iuinaldine 
and anisaldehyd® has b@@n reported by Trog®r and 
144 
Dunker. If the condensation is carrisd out vacuo, 
th® normal product is obtained, but if it is attempted 
under pressure at 185-190®, a rearrangement occurs to 
give E'-'£-metho3£ysty3^1-I-m@thyl-4-quinolon® (XIX)* The 
noriBitl product can be converted to (XIX) by heating it 
in the molten state with methyl iodide. 
frledlander and Muller. Ber.. m, 2009 (1887). 
144. Troger and DuiflEer, £, prakt» Ghem.. 112. 196 (1926). 
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CH~CHCgH40CH3-£ 
tes 
(XIX) 
6«let.h0xyquiiiaHiii«-4-cartooxylic acld^^® and 6-
aetboxyquiiiaMine-4-S'u.lfoiiic both condense with 
toenealdehyd® in fairly good yields. Other compounds con­
taining aeidie groupings which undergo the aldol reaction 
are S-acetajaidoqtiinaldine,^^''' 4-aeetamidoquinaldine,^'^® 
147 4-stalfonajiidopli@nylaain0-6-a@thoxyqtiinaldine and 4-
149 
chloro-§-ace tamidofuiimldin® • 
Many aldol and Claisen condensations have been 
suceessftilly carried out with basic nitrogen groups in 
the molecule of fuinaldine. If acetic anhydride is used 
lifl Swis^Patei'126,0^4 (Sept. 7, 19£S) /£, A., 
8§1 
146. Hubtzoir and. Arendarok. J. Gen. Che®. (U.S.S.R.). 
li, gl§ C1M6) A. 4., 41. lis Tfe47l^  
147. Clemo and Swan, Chen. iSoc.. 867 (1945). 
148. British Patent ESS,143 (Sept. 11, 1926) /"c. 1., 
(1928)27. 
149. Rubtiiov and Burrina, g. Gen. Cheat. (2..S.^.1.), i4» 
lisa (1944) ife. 4., i£, 7194 (19460^  
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as a eondenslng agent aM a primary or secondary amino 
group is present, then a secondary proc©ss of acttyla-
tion will occiir. Amino coapounds that hav© been r©-
148 ported to concltns# ar® 4-aiiino- and 4-hydrazino-
quinaldiae, 4- (1-aethyl-4-di#tfc^laiilnobutylaiaino) -
6-mathoxyqminaldine,4-amino-6-m@thoxyquinaldin®®® 
14t*7 
and S-dimethylaminoqtiinaldine. Faist, Awe and 
150 
Kiaklinski studiad th@ reactions of aminopicolines, 
and their rasults are not in accord with what one might 
expect from the atoo-re reported reactions. 6-Methylamino-
and 6-dimethylaaino-e<-pieoline did not react with 
henisaldehyde. 6-Amino-oC-plcoline condensed to form 
an anil rather than the atyryl derifative. 
H3C«,„^BHg+ HCOgHg »H3Ci:. N 
Active halogeiu in the quinoXlne nucleus are not 
151 
^affected by the aldol reaction. 3,4-Dibroaoqminaldine 
1 go 
and 4-chloro-6-iaetho3E:yQuinaldiiie were condensed with 
ISO'. Feist, A« and Stiklinski, Arch. Pharm., 274. 419 
(1936). 
151. Kaslow and March, £. Org. Chem.. 18. 456 (1947). 
158. Eislet, German Patent 540,699 (Dec. 7, 19^9) 
r&.' A-. Sk. 8199 (1938)_7. 
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benzaldehyd® and cljmaaaldeliyde, respectively. 
8. Meehandsa. The mtchaaism of the aldol and 
Claistn reactions of the «<- and V-nethyl groiaps in 
asosethin© compounds has received various interpreta­
tions. Analogous r®actions occur with th© rfthyl ke­
tones in th@ aquo system and with certain aromatic 
compounds like 2,4-dlnltrotol-a©n@. It is from th® 
activating tffect of these slectronegative grotips, 
a2oa®thin«, carbonyl and nitro, that ths js^thyl groups 
derive their rsactivity. 
Certain reactions of astl^l ketones are related to 
the formation of enols. ' According to modern 
theory,the base catalysed condensations of acetone 
involve the addition of one polarized molecule of 
acetone to the conjugate base (carbanion) of another, 
the latter foriaed by th© removal of a proton by the 
catalyst. 
The condensation of £,4-dinitrotoluene with 
1 
benzaldehyde, as depicted by Hemick, is a 
1^5. ' Lapworth.' J. Chem.' Soc«. 8§;, 30 (1904). 
154. Diiaroth, Igr.. 40, 2404 (1907). 
155. lamett, "Physical Organic Chemistry", McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., Sew York, 1940, p. M4. 
15i. Eemick, "Slectronl.c Interpretations of Organic 
Chemistry", John Wiley and Sons, Inc., Hew Tork, 1943, 
p. 130. 
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jQticl@ophilic attack on th® positiveli- charged carbon of 
the polarized carhonyl group. the nitro groups 
activate the methyl group in the following manner: 
CHp 
NOr 
H _ 
C.HkC=0 
0" 
CHoiHCgHg 
TNOg 
-ht-> 
CI^CHCeHs 
NOo 
NOo NOp 
By similar reasoning, the activation in azomethine 
heterocycles is due to a -I effect of the nitrogen atom, 
„ J'SHg+CgHgl^O ^ l ^ JcHgCOHCgHs 
which is brought into play hy the approach of a nucleo-
philic condensing agent (piperidine). 
Obviously, this effect can be relayed (principle 
of vinylogy) to the V-position in pyridine and 
quinoline but not to the ^-position. Similarly, only 
the 1-ffisthyl group is active in isoquinoline, the S-
methyl in 2,4-diMethylthia«ole and only one of the methyl 
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1E9 
groups in dimethylTBeaEimidaEol®. 
This San® principle explains th® failur® of £-
nitrosofiiaethi'lanlline to coMsns® with g-picoline, in 
contrast to its smooth reaction with th« quaternary 
salt. Picoliaa, itself, is too weakly nuclQophilic to 
attack the positive pola of the nitroso nitrogen, be-• 
cause of th« partial ntutr&lization of th® latter by 
the con;}-tigativ® relay of electrons fro® the dlMthyl-
aiaino group. Th® positi¥@ charge, conferred on th© 
h@t@ro atoa through salt foraation, increasss its 
electronegativity and renfi#rs the reaction possible. 
-VHpO 
Th# enhanced @lectron®gativity of the hataro 
nitrogen by salt formation probably accounts for th® 
readiness of th® interimedlately formtd aldol to b® de­
hydrated in th© presenc® of acids. H@r@, the positively 
charged nitrogen inducts d«hydration by a process which 
can b® thought of at a type of -elimination. 
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Several iavestigators^®'''* have suggested 
that quinaldlna, lepldins and related active methyl 
eoapouBd® react with aldehydes ia their isomeric enamic 
forms. Although no direct proof for the existence of 
these modification has been obtained by experiment, 
the methylene bases derived from quaternary salts have, 
in a few cases actually been isolated. With one of 
these, (XX), derivea from -naphthaquinaldine ethio-
dide, Mills was able to show with convincing evidence 
the nature of the condensation of qwternary salts 
with aldehydes. 
From the interaction of this methylene base and jg-
dimethylaminobenzaldehyde, he isolated an oxygen-free 
compound that corresponded to structure (XXI). When 
this coapotind was treated with hydriodic acid, he ob­
tained ^ -dimethylaainobenzal- ^-naphthoq'uinaldine 
Is?: Ghichlba^in. Bar.. SOTTSO? (1927). 
158. Mills and Raper, Chem. Soc.. 187. 8466 (1925). 
159. Sidgwick, Taylor and Baker, "The Orgatnic Chemistry 
of litrogen". The Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1937, p. 
561. 
ai3' 
fMs jproduct wa® identical with the om ols-
tailed from th® coMeftsatton of th@ and -
imphthaqiii»aMia« sthledid# ia thu p,r©8@ii€® of plptri-
dlae. Ftai*th.#»or@, eospouiid (XXI) was shoim to reaov® 
faftoi€Nlic add from pipwidlat Jiydroiodid® to form 
(xm). 
:Hr>-|-PICC5H4N(CH^) 
6H^ch. 
(XX) 
C=CHC6H4N(CH3)2 
HgCH^ 
(XXI) 
HI 
^ ^CH=CHC5H4N(CH2)g 
® ^HgCHj /"l_7" 
(XXII) 
Froo t!i0i« obs#riratlc»ns, tb$ ®@r|v,„#iie# of reactions 
wMeh occur in a condansation of a qmt9riiar:f salt in 
thB pm$mm of pi,p«ridi.i» can faraulataa in tli« 
following aanners at firit, th« abstraction of iiydrogan 
ioiid« frai tha qmat«raai7 salt hf pipsridin® to for® 
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th® methylene has©; aQXt, the reaction of th® meti^len® 
has© and the aldehyde to gi^e the alien® compound; and 
thirdly, the interaction of pip®riiia® hydroiodide and 
th® alien© to give th® styryl coapound and r@gan©rat@d 
piperidin®. 
With the striking experiments of Mills^^ in mind, 
Sidgwick, Taylor and haw s iggested that th© 
rol© of acid condensing agents as hydrochloric acid and 
ginc chloride my well h® to first form a quaternary 
compound, and, then, at «l@irat©d t®iaparatur®s th® 
latt#r los© hydrogen chlorit# to giv® th® rsactiv® 
methylene has®. This point of view formulates a 
mechanism almost identical with that for the reactions 
of th® quaternary salts. 
ZnCl 
CHg+HCl 
ZnCl 
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III. SXPSRIMEimi 
Preparation of 8«Styrylbeii2othlazole»- A mixture 
of 14.9 g. (0.1 mol®) of S-methylbenzothiazole, 10.6 g. 
(0.1 mole) of l3®nzald@hyde and 10.E g. (0.1 mole) of 
acetic aiih^dride was refli.xad for eigfeteen hours. The 
reaction Mixture was diluted with 100 ml. of 50^ ethanol 
and stirred very thoroughly. After filtration, the 
product was washed with dilute ethanol, dilute ajaiaonium 
hydroxide and then water. The crude mterial weighed 
gO.O g. (84.5^) and melted at 109-110^. Recrystalliza-
tion from ethanol increased the laslting point to IIS-
Action of Hydriodic Acid on 8-styrylben2othiazole.-
To 30 al. of 47^ hydriodie acid {stabilized with 4-4.5^ 
hypophosphorous acid) and 30 al. of glacial acetic acid 
was added 5.0 g. of S-styrylbenzothiazole. The mixture 
was refluxed for twenty-four hours, diluted with water 
and mde basic with aamoaiua hydroxide. A white pre­
cipitate separated which weighed 4.7 g. when dry and 
aelted at llS-113®. Apparently the compound wa® un­
affected by the hydrolytic agents under these forced 
160. Mills and Whi'tworth. J. Chem. Soc.. Et38 (1987), 
report a melting point of llg-HP'', 
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eonditioas. 
a-Ca-gethoxystji^l)-benzothiagol# (with plperldlne)« 
A aixtiir® of 14.9 g. (0.1 aol®) of g-mathylhengotMazola 
and 13.6 g. (0.1 boI®) of j^-ani a aldehyde, with tan drops 
of pipdridlne as a catalyst, was heatad at 170-180° for 
ten hours in a nitrogen atmosph«r®, fh@ mixture was 
siitjjeeted to a distillation at O.S nam. Except for a 
sjaall Mount (1.0 g.), th© entire mixtura distilled at 
T5-88®. Apparently a condensation had not occurred to 
any appreciable extent, because the product would cer­
tainly be a solid at room teap®ratar® or at least not 
distillable at 75-82®. fh® residiae ms recrystalli^ed 
froa 95^ ethanol to aelt at 142-143®. A mixed melting 
point determination with the product obtained from the 
reaction, where acetic anhydride was used as the con­
densing agent (following experiment), showed the saiall 
residue to be 2-(ji-»eth0xystyryl)-b@n20thlaz0le. The 
yield was 3^. 
^-(^-MethoxystyryD-bQnjSOthiasQle (with acetic ^ 
anhydride).- k Mixture of 14.9 g. (0.1 mole) of £-
aethylben£othiaisol®, 13.6 g. (0.1 mole) of ^ -anisalde-
hyd© and 10.£ g. (0.1 mole) of acetic anhydride was rw-
fluxed for twelve hoars in a nitrogen atmosphere, ihen 
cool, the reaction mixture crystallized. An attempt was 
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made to ptirify it distillatloa. At a bath tempora-
tiip« of 175° and a prossur© of 1.0 , only a vejry 
siaall amount of material was distilled ovar. It had 
the odor of acetic aahydrid®. In order to avoid any 
possible decoffiposition d"ae to higher distillation 
taaperatiares, a different nethod of ptirification was 
\i36d, This eonsistsd of removiug the iap-urities by 
triturating with 9^ ©thanol, filtering and washing with 
80^ ethanol. It ms rdcrystalliztd from ethanol to melt 
at 14E-144®. Th© weight was 15.0 g. (mi). 
Anal. Calcd. for S, 11.95. Found? S, 
18.00. 
B'- (£»Hydroxystyryl) ^hengothiazole.» In a mixture 
of 100 ffll. ©f 47^ hydriodic aeid (stabilized with hypo-
phosphorous aeid) and 100 jal. of glacial acetic acid 
was dissolved 7,5 g. of g-Cji-methoxystyryD-benzothiaaole 
and refluxed for twenty-fow hours. It was then diluted 
with water and made basic with amonium hydroxide. 
Crystals separated (a.p. 211-SlS^) which were filtered 
off and washed with water. The prodi-act was dissolved 
in 5^ sodium hydroxide, treated with *iorlte" and fil­
tered. Acidification with acetic acid caused precipi­
tation. After recrystalligation from ethanal, the melt­
ing point was 21E-S13®. The weight was 6.0 g. (84.5^). 
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fli® light yellow crystals did not give a positive ferric 
chloride test for th® phenolic hydroxyl group. 
Anal, Calcd. for S, IS.65.. Found; S, 
12.68. 
B-(8* ..5*->I>iiaethoxy8tyryl)-benzQthiazolQ.- A mix-
tiire of 14.9 g. (0.1 sol©) of g-methylbenzothiazole, 
16.6 g. (0.1 mol®) of SjS-dimethoxy'bQnzaldehyde and 
10.g g. <0.1 mole) of acetic anhydrid® was rafluxed for 
twenty-four hours. It was diluted with 75 ml. of 50^ 
ethanol and cooled, fh® product which crystallized was 
separated hy filtration and washed with SOjC ethanol. 
The crude yield was S6.0 g, i&B%) and melted at 85-87®, 
Hecrystallization from aqueous methanol raised the 
aelting point to 90-91®. 
Anal, Calcd. for Cj^^H^glOgSs S, 10.80, Founds 
S, 10,64, 
B-(E«.3 *-PihydroxystFryl)-hengothiazole.- To a 
solution of 150 ml. glacial acetic acid and 75 ml, of 
hydriodic acid (d, = 1,5) was added 10,0 g, of S-(£», 
S'-diaethoxystyryD-henEothiazol©. The mixture was 
refluxed for twenty-four hours, diluted with an equal 
volume of water and iiade basic with aMaonium hydroxide. 
An amorphoui substance separated, this was filtered 
off, washed with water and dried. The weight was 8,0 g* 
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It wai purified by dissolving in hot glacial acetic acid, 
treating witla "lucliar** and adding to water. The product 
precipitated as a yellow aaorpfeous powder which weighed 
5.5 g. (5^) and melted with deeoaposition at 185-190°. 
Anal. Calcd. for S, 11.S9. Found: 
S| 11 .'SS* 
2-(5' .4>-BiaethoCTstyryP-'benzQthiaisole.- A mix­
ture of 10.0 g. (Q.06 aole) of 3,4-diaathoxybenzalde-
9.0 g. (0.06 aole) of E-aethyltsenzothiaEole aiid 
6.1 g. (0.06 mole) of acetic anhydride was heated for 
twenty hours with the bath temperature at 185-BlO®. The 
molten reaction mixture ms poured into a crystallizing 
dish, whereby it soon solidified. The crystalline mass 
was broken up and triturated with cold ethanol. 
After filtering, the product was washed with 50jC 
ethanol ant recrystalliaed from 95^ ethanol. It weighed 
Ig.o g. iSli) and melted at 150-151®. 
Anal. Calcd. for Cj^YHj^glOgSs S, 10.75. FoundJ 
S, 11.00. 
g.(3« .4*-DihydroxystyryP-benzothiazQle.- To a 
solution of 100 ml. of i^drlodic acid (d. 1.5) and 150 
ml. of glacial acetic acid was added 8.0 g. of S-(3',4»-
diaethoxystyryD-benzothiazole. The clear solution was 
refluxed for thirty-six hours at the end of which time a 
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r@d-orang© p-pecipitata had formed. After dilution with 
water, aamonimm hydroxidt was added in slight excess# 
fhe precipitate whieh separated was filtered off and 
washed with water. It was purified hy dissolving in hot 
glacial acetic acid, treating with «luchar* and adding 
to an excess of water. A crystalline product separated 
which weighed 5.0 g. ($^) aM melted with decomposi­
tion at ggO-230®. 
Aiml. Caled. for 11.89. Fo\and, S» 
11.St. 
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Preparation of g,.$-gi-(:&-aeth03qystyryl)-pyridlne 
A mixture of SI.4 g. (0.2 mole) of S,6-lutidine, 54.4 g. 
(0.4 mole) of ^ -anisaldei^de and 40.8 g. (0.4 mole) of 
acetic anhydride was refluxed for eighteen hours. The 
viscous mass was triturated with 50^ ethanol and this 
effected crystallisation. A thick crop of crystals was 
filtered off. After thorough washing with 50^ ethanol, 
the product was recrystallized from a benzene-petroleum 
ether (h.p. 60-?0®) mixture. The white crystals melted 
at 183-lSS^ and weighed 30.0 g. (43.8^). 
g,$-Pi-(£-hydro;xystyryl)-pyridine.- To a mixture 
of 100 ml. of l^ydriodic acid (d. = 1.5) and 200 ml. of 
glaeial aeetic acid was added 10.0 g. of 2,6-di-(£-
aethoxystyryl)-pyridine. After refluxing for twenty-foupp 
-ISI-
hours, water was added and then aamonim hydroxide in 
slight excess. A r©d-orange precipitate separated, 
which weighed 10.0 g. when dry. The material ms 
triturated with IC^ sodi\a hydroxide and filtered leav­
ing a reaidtie weighing 1.3 g. The latter was probably 
mnreacted diaethoxy coapofGnd. For further purification, 
the product wa® dissolved in hot methyl cellosolve, 
treated with activated carbon and filtered. The addi­
tion of water cai;sed a floccmlent suspension to appear, 
which did not settle out very readily. Therefore, the 
suspension was centrifaged, and after decanting the 
supernatant solution, more water was added and again 
decanted after centrifugation. The amorphous residue 
wat removed mechanically from the centrifuge tubes and 
placed on a porous plate to dry. The final yield was 
5.0 g. (47^) and melted with decc»position at 236-240°. 
Anal. Calcd. for K, 4.45. Founds K, 
4.31. 
8.6-M- <2 >. 3' -diaethoxvstyryl) -pyridine. - A mix­
ture of £1.4 g. (O.S mole) of g,6-lutidlne, 66.4 g. 
(0.4 mole) of 8,3-diaethoxyben2aldehyde, and 40.8 g. 
<0.4 mole) of acetic anl^dride was refliixed for twenty-
four hours. It was diluted to three times the original 
volume with 5C^ ethanol and cooled. A crystalline 
precipitate s®parated, which, was filtered off and washed 
with 50^ ethanol and theo with ©thanol. Tha weight 
of cnad# product, malting at 135-1S7®, was 40.S g. (50^). 
It was purified fey suspending it ia hot 7^ ethanol^and 
filteriag rapidly. Th« residu®, i^ich w®ighad 36.0 g., 
was recrystallizsd to a constant »lting point from a 
b®ni!@ne-petrolto« sthsr (to.p. 60-70^) mixtur®, m.p. 140-
141®. 
Anal. Galcd. for €3^^5104! I, 3.48. Founds H, 
3.6g. 
2..6»Di»(2» .5* "dihMroxys^tyryl)"Pyridine (attempted). 
To a mixture of 50 al. of hydriodic acid (d. ss-i.e) and 
t5 ml. of glacial acetic acid was added 5.0 g. of 2,6-
di-(S», 3»-diaethoxystyryl) -pyridine. The mixture was 
reflimed for twenty-four hours, cooled, diluted with 
water and then made basic with aamonim Is^droxide. A 
precipitate formed which was filtered off, washed with 
water and dried. The purification was carried out pre­
cisely in the same manner as for £,3«di-(^-hydroxy• 
styryD-qtiinoxaline. After drying in the AMerhalden 
apparatus, the product was analyzed. 
Anal. Calcd. for Cgj^HjL HO^j I, 4.05. Founds H, 
3.21, 4.83. Apparently the mterial was non-homogeneous 
and not the desired product. 
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8.6-Dl- (5 * -ai®tliQ:g:y-4«-hydroxys tyryP-pyrMlne. - A 
mixture of 15.S g. (0.1 mol®) of vanillin, 5.35 g. 
<0.05 molt) of B,6-ltitidine and 15 ml. of ac@tic anhy­
dride was r©fl^ix«d for twenty-fomr hours. Aft@r cooling, 
the reaction mixtur® solidifiad. It was dissolved in 
10^ sodita® hydroxide and filtered. Th@ filtrate was 
acidified with dilut© acetic acid wher^Tay a precipitate 
separated. It was filtered off, washed thoroughly with 
water and dried in the desiccator to a constant weight 
of 9.5 g. (39,5jC). the dark yellow powd@r was ra-
crystallized from 95^ ©thanol. It meltOid at 173-175®. 
Anal. Calcd. for Cg5H£2,TO4: H, 3.73. Foundi H, 
4.00. 
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Preparation of S,3-l3i-(jg,-ffiethoxystyryl)-qpmQxallne .-
A mixture of 7.4 g. (0.05 mol@) of g.S-dimethcrlqiiinoxaline, 
13.S g. <0.1 mole) of jg.-anisald@hyd® and 10.6 g. (0.1 
BOle) of acetic anhydrid® was refltixed for twenty-four 
hours. Th© contents of th® flask w@r® poured into a 
beaker and allowed to crystallig®. The crystalline cb}s:& 
was broken mp and after trituration with 5C^ ethanol, 
it was filtered and washed with 95^ ethanol. Th® crude 
•product weighed 17.0 g. A small portion was re-
crystallized from benzene. It aelted at 163-164®. 
The remainder of th® product was digested in boiling 
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m@thanol to separate it from th@ more soliitol® £-ffl®tl3yl-
3-(jf-aetho3:y8tyryX)-quiaoxaline, and then filtered. 
Til® portion that did not dissolT® in tJi@ methanol weighed 
14.0 g. and salted at 163®. 
Bt S-Bi- (,a»hydroxystyrjl)-qminoxaling. - To a solu­
tion of 50 ml. of hydriodic acid (d. = 1.5) and 75 ml. 
of glacial acetic acid was add@d 5.0 g. of £,3-di-Cji-
methox|'st3rryl)-quinoxalin0 and rafluxed for eleven hours. 
After dilution with water, th® solution was mada basic 
with amonium hydroxide. The precipitat® which formed 
was filtered off, washed with water and redissolved in 
IC^ sodiu» hydroxide. Th© solution was treated with 
activated carhon, filtered and neutralized with acetic 
acid. A gelatinous precipitate formed which did not 
settle out after twenty-four hours. Therefore, it was 
centrifuged, and after decanting the supernatant solu­
tion, fresh water was added to the residue and again 
centrifuged. This process of washing the precipitate 
was repeated two more time® and then the precipitate 
was removed and placed in the desiccator to dry. In 
this manner an amorphous, dark tan product was obtained 
161. B, 3-Bi- (^-methoxys tyryl) -quinoxaline^^ was re­
ported in 1<^ yield (a.p. lS3®)j the Mthanol soluble 
B-aethyl-S-Co-methoiystyryD-tuinoxaline was also ob­
tained in 10% yield (n.p. lSg.5®). 
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whlcii weighed g.5 g, (50^) aM melted with decomposi­
tion at 8gO-2g5®. 
Anal. Calcd. for Cg4H2^@llgOg5 I, 7.65. Foundi 
I, 7.8S. 
Preparation of 8.5-Si-(5V.4*-dim©thQxy9tyryl)-
qmaoxalin#^^^.- A idxtur© of 7.4 g. (0.05 mole) of 
E,3-dla0thylquino3Ealln@, 16.S g. (0.1 mola) of 3,4-
dlaetho3qrtoen«ald®hydt and 10.6 g. (0.1 mole) of acetic 
ani^drid® was rsfluxed tmntf-fGur hours. Th® addition 
of SO^ ethanol caus@d the reaction mixtur® to crystal- ^ 
lis®. It was th«n hrol.®n up with a spatula and tri­
turated with additional 5<^ ©thsnol. Aft@r the pro­
duct was separated Isy filtration, it was washed with 75^^ 
©thanol. Rtcrystallization from toenzene and petroleum 
ether (I6».p. 60-70®) resulted in yellow crystals iaselting 
at 196-197®. The weight was IS.5 g. (64^). 
Because this compound was reported to melt at SOS^ 
•fey Bemiett and Willis,who obtained it in 10^ yield, 
our product was analyzed to determine if it might be 
2-me thy1-3-(3«,4'-dia©thoxys tyry1)-quinoxaline which is 
not reported. 
Anal. Calcd. for Cg@%6%04! M, 6.17. fotmd? B, 
6.39. Calcd. for CxffiisHgOgS I, 9.15. Founds ®, 
6.39 * 
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from th© analysis it appears that th@ product is 
not th0 monosubatituted compound tout rather the diaub-
stituted compound. It is possible that the reported 
value is a typographical error. 
g,. 5>M' (5* .4* -dihFdrox.ystyrirD-'Quinoxallne 
(attemptedIn a solution of 100 ml, of hydriodic 
acid and 150 ml. of glacial acetic acid was dissolved 
5.5 g. of 2,3*di-'(3» ,'^'-dl®tethoxystyryl)-quinoxaline 
aM refluxed for twenty-four hours. The clear solution 
was' diluted with water and neutralized with amaonim 
hydroxide. The precipitate was filtered off, washed 
isith. water and dried. It weighed 4,Z g. and gave a 
positive ferric chloride test. 
It could not be crystallized frcm any of the sol­
vents that were tried and was therefore dissolved in 
sodiua hydroxide, treated with "Buchar", and filtered. 
Acidification with acetic acid caused a gelatinous pre­
cipitate to appear. This was eentrifuged and washed in 
the previously described manner and then spread on a 
porous plate to dry. The material changed to a black 
powder which did not analyze correctly and was appar­
ently non-homogeneous. 
Anal. Calcd. ^ *03? Cg^^gSgO^; H, 7.05. Found; K, 
7.39, 5.3S. 
-IS? 
6-MethQxyotiinaiaijaQ.» To 250 ml. of an ather solu­
tion of metbyllithium, prepared from 3.05 g. (0,44 g. 
atom) of lithium ant 31.2 g. (0.82 mole) of methyl 
io<ii«l«, was aMed at room temperatur@, 20.0 g. (0.126 
aol@) of 6-methoxyqtiiiiolin@ in 50 ml. of ethar. Th« 
addition was accompanied by a steady reflux and a dark 
yellow precipitate began to separate. The reaction 
mixture was stirrad overnight and then hydrolyzed with 
water. After th® ether layer was separated, it was 
dried ov«r sodium sulfate and then evaporatively dis-
tilltd. The oily residue was dissolved in ©thanol and 
oxidized by heating on the steam plat® overnight with 
an equivalent amount of mcrcurie oxid®. Th® amalgam-
like mixture of mercury and mercuric oxid© was separated 
by filtration, and the ©thanolic filtrate was concen­
trated by evaporation os the steam place. The residua 
weighed 11.0 g. (50^) and was an oil which crystallized 
when cooled. It melted at It was used as such 
without further purification. 
Preparation of 4->Hvdroxy-6-methoxyquinaldine.-
fhis procedure is an adaptation of the method described 
16S by Reynolds and Bauser* for the preparation of 
'l6.S."''' 'Bubtsovt ' J. 0en.'' Chem.' Ctl.S.S.R.) i 13» 5©3 (1943) 
Z~£» A* * Clt45)^ reportsi a "crude melting point 
of 58®. 
163. Beynolds and Hauser, Or£. Svn.. 89. 70, 
1E8-
4 -jb^droxy qu inal dine. 
To E50 ml. of refluxing dlphenyl ether, contained 
in a one-liter, threa-neckad flask ©quipped with a drop­
ping funnel, mechanical stirrer and air condenser, was 
added rapidly 100 g. of molten ethyl -anisidino 
1 AA 
crotonate, the latter diluted with a little diphenyl 
ether, fh# mixture was stirred under reflux for fifteen 
aimites and then allowed to cool. It was diluted with 
300 ffil. of petroleum ether (b.p. eo-TO®) and the yellow 
crystalline solid was separated on the filter. Thorough 
washing with EOO ml. of petroleum ether (h.p. 60-70°) 
was followed by air drying. The product was purified 
hy dissolving in 5^ hydrochloric acid, treating with 
charcoal and precipitating with aauaonim hydroxide, k 
Sg^ yield was obtained. It melted with decomposition 
at 304-308° and was characterized by converting a por­
tion to the 4-chl0ro derivative, a.p. 98-100°,^®® Slater^®^ 
reported a lower melting point, S96-£98°, for 4-hydroxy-
6-iiethoxy quinaldine. 
Preparation of 6-Methoxvquinaldine.- The procedure 
followed is. that of Hubtsov.^®^ 
164» Coffey, et a^., Gheis.# Soc., S56 (1@3@). 
165. Conrad and Limpach, Ber.. 81. 1651 (1888). 
166. Slater, £. Chem. Soc.. 107 (1931). 
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Twenty-fiv® g. (O.IS iaol@) of 4-cliloro-6-m@th.oxy-
qtiinaldln®^^® was added to a mixture of 850 ml. of con-
eeatrated hydrochloric acid and 330 ml. of water, 
fhirty-thr©© g. (0,878 g. atom) of tin was addad, and 
the flask was heated for t@n hours at 90-95®. The flask 
was cooled and th® yellow coffiplM which crystallized 
out was filtered off, washed with ethanol and dried. It 
weighed 35.0 g. and melted at 158-159®.. 
The complex was converted to the free base toy heat­
ing it on the steam plate with 30.0 g. of sodium hydrox­
ide and 70 ml, of watar. Extraction with ether and 
evaporation of the latter left a residue which weighed 
13.0 g. (6ES^). This soen crystallized and melted at 
58®. 
g- (^-Methoxys tyryl) -6-ffiethoxyqulnoline. - A mixture 
of 11.0 g. (0.0$35 mole) of S-methoxyqulaaldine, 8.7 g. 
(0.0S35 aole) of j£-anisaldehyde and 6.5 g. (0.0635 mole) 
of acetie anl^rdride was refluxed for twenty-four hours. 
At room temperature the mixture had solidified to a 
crystalline mass. It was recrystallized from 95^ ethan-
ol to give 14.0 g. (7$%) of yellow crystals melting at 161-
o 
16e . Beerystallization from a mixture of benzene and 
petroleum ether (b.p. 60-70®) raised the melting point 
to 16g-163®. 
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Anal. Caled. for CigHxfMOg: K, 4.88. Founds K, 
5.00. 
g- Cj^-Hydgoxjstyry 1)-S-hydrostyqulnollne. - To a mix­
ture of ?5 ml, of hydriodie acid (d. = 1.5) and 300 ml. 
of glacial a0®tie aeid was added 5.0 g. of 2-(ja>-
ffietlioxystyryl)-6-methoxyquinoliiie. After r@fluxing for 
twenty-four hours, the reaction mixture was diluted with 
water and neutralised with ajamoniua hydroxide. The pro-
duet which precipitated was filtered off and washed with 
water. It was purified by dissolving in dilute sodiiam 
hydroxide and precipitating with dilute acetic acid. The 
weight was 3.0 g. (58^), a.p. B70-275® (dec.). 
Anal. Calcd. for Ci7%3l0g; N, 5.35. Founds N, 
5.15. 
mixture of 13.0 g. <0.075 »ole) of S-methoxyquimldiiie, 
Ig.S g. <0.075 mole) of 3,4-dimethoxyhenzaldehyde and 
10.a g. CO.l aole) of acetic anhydride was refluxed for 
thirty-six hours. The mlxtwe was diluted with 75 ml. 
of 51^ ethanol and left in the refrigerator for two days. 
A crystalline precipitate appeared which was collected 
on the filter and washed, with 95^ ethanol. It weighed 
18.0 g.^ (75^) and was recrystalllsed to a constant 
melting point fr<M aqueous ethanol. The light tan 
-131-
crystals B0lt0d at 137-13S®. 
M&l* Caled. for C3Q%gH05t H, 4,36. FoijM: H, 
4,31. 
(atteagted).- fh® demethylatioii was carried out in 
exactly the saa® aaimdr as described previously for the 
hydroxystyryl compounds. The product, which separated 
upoa aoutralization of th© acidic solution, was a brick-
red aaterial, itoich couM not be crystallized from any 
of th© solvents that were tried. It was soluble in 
dilute sodiua .hydroxide, but the addition of acid caused 
the separation of a dark, almost-black semi-solid sub­
stance. Repeated attempts to work up this product re­
sulted in failures. 
i-(8* ,3* -DimethQCTtyryl)-4''hydro:xy-6-methoxyquino-
line.- A mixture of 18.9 g. (0.1 mole) of 4-hydroxy-6-
aethoxyquinaldine, 16.6 g. (0.1 mole) of 2,3-dimethoxy-
benjsaldehyde and 43.g g. (0.48 mole) of acetic anhydride 
was heated under reflux for twenty-four hours. It was 
then diluted with 100 ml. of 5C^ ethanol and placed in 
the refrigerator overnight. The product which separated 
was collected on the filter and washed with warm 95^ 
ethanol. It weighed gO.O g. (60^) and melted at 275-878°. 
Hecrystallization from methyl cellosolve to a constant 
132-
maltlag point of g78-SS0® yielded yellow crystals, which 
ga¥# a negative color test with ferric chloride. 
Anal. Calcd. for egoHi9l04S i, 4.IS. Fotandi U, 
4.g7. 
.3' -Mhydrosygtyryl)-4«kTdro2dr*6«hydrQxyqiaino-
liae (att,eapt®d).~ Ih® d@methylation was carried out 
in the usual manner. The analysis of th® product did 
not give consistent resialts. It is apparent that de-
coisposition of th® product, which probably occurred dur­
ing purification, was the cause. 
Anal. Galcd. for C17H13IO41 1, 4.75. Fotmds K, 
3.19, g.07. 
E- C8-Quinolylory) -tetrahydrooirran (attempted). -
Th® procedure is similar in essential details to the 
method used by parha® and Anderson^®*'' with aryl- and 
alkyJdbydroxy compounds. 
To 16.8 g. (0,2 aole) of dihydropyran (Du Pont) was 
added four drops of concentrated l^drochloric acid and 
then 14.5 g. (0.1 aole) of S-hydroxyquinoline. There 
was no apparent ©Tolution of: heat. After standing over­
night at rooa temperature, the mixture ms warmed on the 
water bath, whereby coaplet® solution was effected. 
Crystals separated froa the cooled solution. Without 
16t. ' Farhaffi" an<^'Anderson. J. Am. Ghem. Soc., Tg,, 418 
<1948). 
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Sftparating th® ioltitlon and crystals were dls-
BQlmd In £0C ml. ®f ©tli#r. The addition of 100 ml. 
of IC)^ sodita hydroxid® oaused a preeipitat© to separ­
ate ifflwdiately. this was filtered off and washed with 
acetone aM then ether. A portion of the dry material 
(11.0 g.) was ignited, and tba residue, which remined, 
indicated the product to h® the sodiua salt of 8-
hydroxyfuinoline. This was confirmed hy suspending the 
precipitate in water and carefully neutralizing with 
hydrochloric acid. The free hydroxy compound was fil­
tered off, washed with cold water and dried. A mixed 
melting point determination with 8-hydroxyquinoline 
was not depressed. 
An attempt was made to react dihydropyran with 8-
l^^droxyqulnoline hydrochloride. The conditions were 
the same as for the previous reaction. A few drops of 
hydrochloric acid were added to insure the presence of 
an acid catalyst. After neutralization, 0-hydroxyquiao-
line was recovered tinehangid. 
Preparation of §*Methoxyauinelin®.- To 30.0 g. 
(0.g07 mole) of S-hydroxyqulnoline, dissolved in 330 ml. 
of warm water containing S3.1 g. (0.414 mole) of 
potassium hydroxide, was added 32.3 g. (0.207 mole) of 
dimethyl sulfate. The addition was carried out dropwise, 
-134-
and the color of the aolntion changed from dark yellow 
to dark r«d. 
After stirring for an hour, the aqueous solution 
wa# extracted with haniseae. The extract was dried over 
soditjm hydroxide and then the solvent was removed hy 
distillation,. The product was distilled at 110-114°/ 
2 Ml., as a yellow oil, which soon crystallized. A 
yield of 18.0 g. (54.5sC) was obtained. The melting 
point, 45-46i®, was in agreement with the reported 
value. 
B*Cg.-]B^droxyphenyl) - 6-»®thoxyquinoline. - To 0-
lithi0-£-hydroxyphenyllithiuji, prepared from 13.3 g. 
C0.077 mole) of £-hrc®ophenol <in 75 ml. of ether) and 
0.154 mole of ji-biityllithitM^*^*^ (in 167 ml. of ether), 
was added S.O g. (0.05 mole) of 6-aethoxyquinoline dis­
solved in 50 «1. of ether. The addition was accompanied 
hy a reflux and an orange precipitate appeared. After 
stirring for one hour, the reaction mixture was hydrolyzed 
with water. A yellow crystalline precipitate separated 
after twenty-four hours. After filtration a second crop 
1$0. Kaufaann 'and fiothlin.' Ber.. 49, 581 (1916). 
169.. dilaan and Arntzen, J. M. Chem. Soc., 1537 
170. Gilman, Beel, Brannen, Bullock, Dunn and Miller, 
iMd.. 31, 1499 (1949). 
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pr®cipitat®4 in the filtrat®. In ord®r to fre® th« pro­
duct from its llthltim salt, th® latter was dissolved in 
concentrated hydrochloric add and nofutralized with 
aiaaoniia hydroxide. Th« prodtict was filtered off, washed 
thoroughly with water, dri@d, and recrystalliaed from 
tolm®ne. fh® yellow crystals melted at 159-160® and 
waighdd §.0 g. (40^). 
Anal. Calcd. for 5£. Found: K, 
S.iS. 
g* (A-B^dro-xyphanyl) -S-hydro3cyquinoline. - In a mix­
ture of 15 lal. of 47jC hydriodic acid and 16 ml. of 
glacial acetic acid, was dissolved 3.0 g. (0.0118 mol®) 
of g-C£-hydroaEyphenyl)«6-a©thoxyqiiinolin0. Th© solution 
was rafliix«d for twenty-four hours, diluted with water, 
and neutralized with aamoaiua l^droxide. k light orange 
product separated, this was filtered off, washed with 
water and recrystalliaed froa dilute ethanol. The orange 
crystals melted at gOS-2G7'° and weighed E.S g. (77.5?()» 
Anal. Calcd. for M, 5.89. Founds S, 
5.61.. 
(6-Hydroxyphe^yl)-8«'methoxyquiBOline. - To 0-
lithio-j|t-hydro:^'phenyllithim,^®^ prepared from 0.372 
mole of s-hutynithium^'^® and 30.0 g. (0.174 mole) of o-
hroaophenol, was added 18.X3 g. (0.113 mole) of S-
aethoxyqulaoline dissolved in 100 ml. of ether. Th© 
-X56-
reaetioa. was stirred oirernigjit and than hydrolyzed with 
water. Aft®r seireral days, a precipitate separated. This 
was a lithiu® salt? it did not melt at 300° and gave a 
residue upon ignition. Th® weight was 15.0 g. 
th® lithim complex was converted to th® free hydroxy 
compotmd hy dissolTing it in hydrochloric acid and care-
ftilly amitralizing with ammonitm hydroxide. A yellow 
precipitate separated, which weighed 11.0 g, when dry. 
It m&B crystallised fi*om ethanol to a constant melting 
point, m.p. 160-164®. The orange needles, when dissolved 
in dilute ethanol, did not give a ferric chloride test. 
Anal. Calcd. for H, 5.58; active hydro­
gen 1.00. Fomdi I, S.SSj active hydrogen, 1.03. 
k pierate was mde which melted at 23E-E35®. 
Th® active hydrogen was deterained hy the semi-
aicro Zerewitinoff aethod. The solvent -used was dry 
xylene, and the Qrignard reagent was a di-g-hutyl ether 
solution of methylaagnesiim iodide. 
Deaetlayl&tion of B-(£-I^dro3qrphenyl)-8-methQxy<|ttlno-
line (attempted).- To 35 ml. of 48^ (d. = 1.5) hydro-
hroaic acid was added 5.0 g. of g-(o-hydroxyphenyl)-8-
methoxyguinoline, and then refluxed for four hours. Ti^e 
cooled solution was diluted with water and neutralized 
carefully with ajaaonium hydroxide. After the precipitate 
137-
was filtered off, it was washed with water and dried. 
It gave only a slight test with ferric chloride and was 
insoliahle in aodlxim hydroxide. The melting point after 
crystallization from ethanol was 155-160®. A mixed 
melting point with the starting mterial was 155-160°. 
A pierate of the precipitate melted at 225-230^. This 
did not depress the melting point of the picrate of the 
starting laaterial (m.p. 23E-235®). Apparently the ether 
had not been cleaY0d. 
The ether cleavage was attempted again with 2.0 g. 
of the ffletho:^ compomd ia SO ml. of glacial acetic 
acid and 15 ml. of hydriodic acid (d. s: 1.5). After a 
five-homp reflux period, the starting material was re­
covered xmchanged. 
S- Ca-Hydroxyphenyl) -8-hydroxyquinoline. - To a 
aixtmre of 30 ml. of glacial acetic acid and 30 ml. of 
,hydriodic acid was added 5.0 g. of 8-(o-hydroxy-
phenyl)-8-aethoxy<iuinollne. After refltixing for forty-
eight hoars, the solution ms diluted with an equal 
Toliae of water and made hasic with aamonixim hydroxide. 
The product which separated was filtered off and washea 
with water. It weighed 4.g g. (89^). After recrystal-
lizatloa from ethanol, it melted at E19-8£l®. The com­
pound was soluble in dilute sodium hydroxide and gave a 
-138-
positlT® test for th® phenolic hydroxyl group with farric 
chlorid®. 
laal. Calcd. for K, 5.91. Pound: K, 
5.79. 
g-(o-j^droxyphQjayl)*8-hydroxyquinoline (direct 
smtMsis).- To 0-lithio-^-hydroxyph@nyllithim,^^^ pre­
pared from 0.178 mol# of ji-trntylllthitm^'''® and 15.4 g. 
(O.OQf aol#) of £-feroa©phan©l (in 100 al. of anhydrous 
«th#r), was added at ro« temperature 4.2 g. (0.029 
aole) of S-^droxy^tiinoline. During the addition a 
white precipitate separated. Iiaiaediately after addi-
171 tion, Color Test I * was very positive} after nineteen 
hour® of refluxiag, the color test was very faint? after 
forty hoTurs, it was negative. 
The mixture was hydrolyzed with water and left 
overnight without separating the layers. A yellow 
preeipitat® of the lithim salt separated. This was 
filtered off, washed with ether, dried and suspended in 
concentrated hydrochloric acid. Addition of amonium 
hydroxide converted it to an orange powder, which weighed 
2.5 g. C36.5sC) when dry. After recrystallization from 
eth&nol it aelted at 219-Eil°. A aixed melting point 
with the product ototained froa the demetlgrlation of 
itl. ' "Oilffian and Schalze, J. to. Cheia. Soc., SOOS 
(1985). 
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phenyl)-a-B@tho:xyq\iinollna (p. 137) was not 
depressed, 
8~HyAroxymainaldine.- To g5.0 g. (0.1*73 mole) of 
a-l^droxytiGinolin©, dissolved in gOO ml. of ether, was 
added at room temperature 0.346 mole of titrated methyl-
lithium, contained in an ether solution of 375 ml. 
Tol-aae, Mring the addition of the first equivalent of 
aetl^llithi,ua, aethane •ms evolved and a considerable 
reflux accompanied the addition. A gasmy precipitate, 
presunably the lithita salt of S-ii^droxyquinoline, had 
settled out. Color Test was negative. 
The addition of the remainder of the organolithim 
coapound caused the precipitate to slowly disappear and 
the siipeiKBatant solution turned orange. After stirring 
the reaction for twelve hours, the color test was nega­
tive SMid an orange precipitate had appeared. It was 
hydrolyzed in water and allowed to stand overnight. A 
precipitate separated, this was filtered off and washad 
with ether. An ignition test showed it to be a lithiua 
salt. It was converted to the free phenol by dissolving 
in concentrated hydrochloric acid, and carefully 
neutralizing with affimonium Ijqrdroxide. The yellow pro­
duct was recrystalliaed froa ethanol. A yield of 11.0 
g. <37.6^), salting at 78-73®^*^® was obtained. 
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8- (^"Djaetfaylaminophejayl) "S-aQthoxy'S-aalnoqulno-
liiaQ (attemptQd).* f© ll.i g. (0.066 mole) of 0-amlno-
S-a^thioxyquiiioliGe, dissolved in 50 lal. of ether, was 
aMed dropwise O.BO aole (hased on an estimated 80^ 
yield) of |t-dl®ethyla*inophenylllthi«ift, at 0®, over 
a six-miiTttte period, k red amorphous precipitate 
appeared and this was stirred for ten minutes at room 
teaperattire. The reaetion was hydrolyzed with ice 
water and the ether layer separated and dried over 
sodii» stilfate. After removal of the ether by evapora­
tion, the dimethylaniline was distilled over with the 
aid of a vaeum piMp. The residue was converted to 
the hydrochloride by the addition of a small amoimt 
of hydrochloric acid, k yellow crystalline product 
formed, which was filtered off, washed with cold ethan-
ol and dried. The weight was 14.0 g. and it aelted at 
g30®. k mixed melting point with an authentic sample 
of the hydrochloride of 8-amino-6-methoxyquinollne was 
not depressed. Based on the weight of hydrochloride, 
172. lerritt and Walker. Ind. Mg. Chem., Anal. Bd., 
JJ, 38? (1944). 
173. Gilaan, Zoellner and Selby, g. Chem. Soc.. 
IgSE (19S3). 
174. Mlsani and Bogert, g. Org. Ch^.. 10 . 356 (1944), 
report g£8-.g30®. 
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the starting material was recovared in Q5% yield. 
g-Fhenyl-S-aethoxy-SoaaiiiQauinoline (attempted). -
53 
fo 0.15 isol© of a 1.0 molar solution of phenyllithium, 
was &dd«d EE. 5 g. (0.1B9 aol®) of 6-a@thoxy-6-ajflinoquljao-
lia© dissolved in 100 ml. of anhydrous @th«r. Th© solu­
tion turned dark at first, then oraag®-r@d, finally an 
oranga precipitat® separated. Th® addition was accompanied 
hf a reflux. Color Test was negative. Color Test 
jjlTS negative J an olive colored precipitate 
appeared. 
Another 0.15 mole of phenyllithium was added. 
The orange precipitate changed to a very deep red. 
iMaediately after the addition Test could not be 
applied because the precipitate was also insoluble in 
petroleum ether (to.p. 60-70®). lefluxing for forty 
171 
minutes caused Color Test I*^ * to become negative. 
Mditional phenyllitMua <0.15 mole) was added, 
and the mixture was refluxed for one hour and hydrolyzed 
in water. The ether layer TOS separated, dried over 
soditm sulfate, and evaporatively distilled. A residue 
remained, whi«da was shown to be a practically quantita­
tive recovery of S-aethoxy-S-aminoQuinoline. It wa» 
175. Gilman and Swiss. .J. Am.' Chem. aoc.. 6£. 1847 (194G)r 
17i. Silaan and floods, ibid.. 65. 33 (1943$, 
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iiejatified througli the liQrdrochilorid© Cm.p. 830-232°) 
and the picrate (m.p. SOt-209®), Mixed melting points 
war© taken with authentie samples. 
8-ltettel-6-tt®thoxy-8»acetaiEidoauinQline (attempted). 
177 
To lO.B g. <0.08 MOl®) of 6-a©thoxy-8-ac0tamidoq\ainolin0 
suspended in SCO al# of ether was added O.GS mole of 0.7 
molar titrated aethyllithitm. A floceulent white pre­
cipitate formed in the supernatant solution. 'Color Test 
^171 
was negatife. Imsdiately after the addition of 
another O.GS mole of methyllithium, Color Test I was 
positiT®, hut during a one-hour reflux period, the 
color test beoame less intense and finally negative. 
The reaction mixture was hydrolyzed in water. A 
small amount <1.3 g.) of material, which was insoluble 
in both the ether and aqueous layers, was identified 
by the method of mixed melting points, as 6-itethoxy-8-
aeetamidoquinolin®. The ether layer was dried over 
sodiua sulfate and then evaporatively distilled. A few 
crystals separated. The liquid portion was identified as 
fe-methoxy-S-Miinoquinolin® by a mixed aelting point 
determination of the picrate. Without separating the 
crystals, the entire mixture was hydrolyzed by boiling 
with 400 ml» of 10^ sodium hydroxide for twelve hours. 
177. Robinson and Tomlinson, Cheffl. Soc., 15S7 (1934). 
-Ma­
th® basic soltitioii was extracted with ©th@r and after 
drying ov©r sodiiia s^ilfat©, the solvent was removed by 
distillation. Th@ rasidm# ms converted to the picrata 
and identified a® 6-*ethoxy-@-.aminoquinoline. There was 
no indication of a 8-aethyl stabstituted prodtict. 
S- thylaainophenyl) -S^hydroaty guinoline^^^»-
To 14,0 g. (0..0965 mole) of 8-hydroxyqminoline, dissolved 
in 150 ml. of ether, was added £-diethylaminophenyllithi\ffli, 
prepared fro« 50,0 g. C0,E2 mole) of ^ -bromodiethyl-
aniline and 3.4 g. (0,44 g. atom) of lithim. The usml 
precipitate of O-lithio-8-hydroxyquinoline appeared upon 
the addition of the first portion of organolithi\im com­
pound, Further addition of ^ -diethylaminophenyllithium 
caused the precipitate to disappear. The now bright-
orange solution was hydrolyzed with water. The precipi­
tate, which appeared at the ether-water interface, was 
filtered off. This was suspended in water and neutralized 
with hydrochloric acid. After recrystallization froa 
ethanol it weighed 15.0 g, (4^ ) and melted at 94-95°, 
This is also the reported value, 
g-a-Heiiyl-S-Ca-a^thQxyphenyD-pyridine (attempted). -
To an ethereal ioltition of 0.09 mole of _£-iaethoxyphenyl-
lithiua^^^ was added 16.3 g. (0.1 mole) of 2-^-hexyl-
pyridine (Reilly) dissolved in 50 ml. of ether. There was 
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m reflux, precipitation, or any other evidence of 
reaction. Th@ solution was then refluxed for four 
hours, during which time the color of th® mixture changed 
from amber to dark hrown. Color Test was positive 
at the end of the reflux period. The reaction mixture 
was hydro If jsed wil^ water and worked up in the usual 
WSJ. After removing the ether hy distillation, the 
residue was distilled with the aid of a water pmp. 
Everything case over at a temperature not above 1B3° at 
18 ra. Since g-Co-aethoxyphenyl)-pyridine^'^® distills 
at 137*^ 'Under a pressure of 8.0 mm ., it was considered 
unlikely that any of the desired product, which probably 
bolls at a higher temperature, was present in the mix­
ture. An attempt was a&d# to forai a picrate fr<M the 
substances ^ ich were distilled over, but nothing 
separated froa the etimnolic solution 
Qeissaan. et' a'l.. ''«r. Org. Chem.. 11. 741 (1946). 
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IV. Disajssioi 
k, l^&roxjBtyryl Coiapomds 
The preparatloji of hjciroxystyrjl derivatives of 
nitrogen fe@terocycles have b«en aeco®plished hy several 
different aathods. fhe direct condensations of c<- and 
Y«picolinas with th@ appropriat® hyaroxyald«hyd®, in 
th® prasenct of a condensing agent, was \is®d by Chiang 
and Hartung®*'' to prepara o- and hydroxys tilbazolts. 
Th® products wer« obtained in yields ranging from 48^ 
to 7E^, and w©r® crystallin® eoapotmds that could b© 
It 
purified more or less readily from ©thanol, Troger 
IS® 
and Duhk«r utilized th# sam® method to prepare a 
stries of i^droxystyryl derivatives of quinolin©. Zinc 
chlorid® was us@d as a catalyst. Most of th®s@ com­
pounds contained two hydroxy! groups - on® in the styryl 
group and on« in the pyridine ring. They did not form 
crystalline salts, and, with a few exceptions, were 
amorphous powders which were difficult to purify. A 
l*f% 
third method involved the preparation of the nitro-
styryl derivative, which was subsequently reduced to the 
amino coBpoiind with iron and water. This was followed by 
179. Simpson, £. Chem. Soc.. 673 (1946). 
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diaaotlzatlon and hydrolysis, wh@r@l^ the desired 
hydroxystyi^lpyridlne was obtained. o-Hydroxystyryl-
179 
pyridine, which Siapaoa ' synthesized by this scheme, 
telted at 143-144®. Chiang and Hartxing®*'' have reported 
a aelti:^ point ot 130-13S® for the same compound and 
Butreported 131-133*^. The last two melting 
points are of products obtained from the Claisen con­
densation of 2-picoline and salicylaldehyde. The high 
melting point of Simpson's product is not a typographi­
cal error because he mentions the difference in melting 
points, although he offers no explanation for the dis­
crepancy. 
Other reducing agents that have been used to con­
vert the nitrostyryl derivatives to the amino compounds 
are iron and hydrochloric acid in ethanol (SC^ yield), 
stannous chloride and hydrochloric acid,^^^ and hydrogen 
111 
with a nickel or Adams catalyst. k palladium char­
coal catalyst hydrogenates the olefinic bond as well as 
the nitro group. 
A unique synthesis of a dihydroxystyryl compoimd 
was reported by Renfrew. 4-^droxy-6-iBethoxyquinal-
dine and piperonaldei^d® were condensed in 50^ yield to 
form the styryl derivative. Treatment with phosphorous 
180a. Batter, ler.. 3697 (1S9Q) 
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©jcyehlorid® chlorinated both the quinoline nucleus and 
th@ dioxya@thy3Bne group to giv® 2-(3« .'^^-^^ic^o^^io^qr-
aethylsnestyryl) -4-chloro-6-m@tho3qf quinoline . Hydrolysis 
with (iiliit© so dim carbonate opened th© dloxyme thy lane 
ring, to form g-(3»,4*-dihydroxystyryl)-4-chloro-6-
m«th03£yi|ulnolin©. Th® latter was then converted to the 
4-aain© and 4-£-tolylii®rcapto derivatives by reaction 
with aaaonia and j^-thloeresol, respectively. Still 
another method is that of Schneider and Pothnann,^^^ 
who reacted ^ -aethoxycinnaaaldehyde with quinoline 
ethlodide, aM then removed the methyl group with 
hydrogen bromide and glacial acetic acid to get the 
corresponding hydro:xy eoapouad. 
A cursory examination of the four aiethods, that 
have been described, would suggest that the method of 
choice is that of heating together the appropriate 
hydroxy aldehyde i«ith the active methyl compound, and 
thus obtain directly the desired product. l?ith the 
aonohydroxy compounds, thi® sethod, which Chiang and 
Hsrtung used to such advantage, is undoubtedly 
superior froa the point of view of econoffly of mterials 
and time. However, a few preliminary experiments indi­
cated ttot this method waa not entirely suitable for 
th® preparation of polyhydroxy compounds. As Troger 
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and Bunker discovered, their products war© amorphous 
and ©xtremely difficult to purify, and, except for a 
few cas#s, w@r@ not obtained in th® crystalline state. 
Tharafor®, it was d@cid@d to adopt the alternativ® 
method of preparing th® a®thoxy derivatives first, 
and then hydrolyz® th®m to the hydroxy compounds, Th® 
a«thoxystyryl compounds can b# crystallized nicaly 
froa various solvents, and thus ssparated from th@ 
tarry materials, which ar© formed in Claisen conden­
sations, ®v®n under th@ most favorabl® conditions. 
Any unreacted methyl ®ther from the subs©qa@nt 
hydrolysis could b® separated froa th® hydroxy com­
pound through th© solubility of th© latter in sodium 
hydroxide. 
Th® prolonged treatment with hydriodic or hydro-
broaic acids that is required frequently to split 
th® msthoxy group, whtn it is contained in certain 
heterocyclts, raised th# question of what ®ff@ct thes® 
forced conditions might hav® on the rast of th® mole-
107 
cul®. Tips on ©xpostd S-<^-dim@thylaminostyryl)-
quinoline to concentrated li^drochlorie acid at room 
t«aperatur« for fifty-fiv® days, aM than to 3 H. 
i^drochlorie acid at the reflux teaperatur® for thr®® 
hours, and found no evidsnc® of cltavag®. As a 
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precautionary measxire it was decided to treat £-styryl-
ban20thia20le with 4?^ hydriodic acid (stabilized with 
bypophosphorous acid) ia glacial acetic acid to deter­
mine if reduction or any other untoward effects aight 
be produced. The conditions were identical with those 
which were intended to be used in the contemplated 
ether cleavages. Since the starting material was re­
covered unchanged, the proposed syntheses were under­
taken without further concern over side-react!one dur­
ing demethylation. 
In the Claisen condensation of S-metliylbenzo-
thiazole aM j^-anisaldel^fde, a low yield (2^) resulted 
when piperidine was used as a catalyst. Acetic anhy­
dride improved the yield to and gave a nice clean 
product without excessive tar formation. Th© demethyl­
ation was effected by hydriodic acid in glacial acetic 
acid to give an easily crystallizable compound, The 
presence of two hj^drojcyl groups in the styryl group, 
however, presented great difficulties in the purifica­
tion process. B-(8»,3«-Dihydroxystyryl)-benzothiazole 
could not be crystallized from any of the solvents that 
were tried, and was finally analyzed as an amorphous 
yellow powder. 2-(3',4*-DihydroxystyryD-benzothiazole 
was crystallized in an unconventional manner by 
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dissolving It la hot glaeial acttie acid and adding th© 
SQlution to an ©xc@ss of water. 
Several of th# int#rae<iiat© aethoxy coapounds hav® 
h&®n pr@par«d prrsriotisly by other worls:#rs, "but in lower 
jieMi. Bennett and lillis^^ obtained 8,3-di-(S» ,4•-
dim«tho3£|'$tyryl)»tuinoxalln# la 1^ yield using a four 
to six-hour r©fl0X period, and a great ©xoess of ae«tic 
anhydrlda as a condehsing ag®nt. By raducing th® 
amount of acetic anhydride to two moles, nhich is th© 
stolchiom®tric equiTalant ntcessary for dehydration, 
and inertasing th© reaction tia© to twenty-four hours, 
yields as high as 64^ aM 71jC w©r® obtained* It is 
very likely that an excessiY© aaoiant of condensing 
agent lowered the reflux temperature of the reaction, 
and thus gave Bennett and Willis poorer yields. The 
sam authors report 208° as the melting point for 8,3-
di-C3',4*-diaethoxy@tyryl)-<|uinoxaline, which is not 
in agre«ent with the value C196-197*^), obtained in 
this work. Therefore, the product was analyzed to de­
termine if it might he the Bonosuhstituted ce»pound, 
hut the results of the analysis indicated a distyryl 
compound, the recorded value may he a typographical 
error. 
The attempted demethylations of four polymethoxy-
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styrjl compouMs resulted in tha failure to obtain a 
single proiiuct whieli analyzed correctly. This may he 
dua to complete decomposition of the products or the 
presence of foreign materials from which th«y could 
not h© separated. Th® intermadiates involved are 2,6-
di-(g»,3'-dim@thoxystyryl)-pyridine, g,3.di-(3»,4'-
diaethoxystyryl) -quinoxaline, g- ( 3 •, ^' -dimethoxys tyryl) -
6-a8thoxyquinoline, and B-CS* ,5•-diBlethoxystyryl)-4-
hydroxy-©-a@thoxy<luinolins. Since it was shown, hy 
experiaant, that the quinoline nucleus arai the styryl 
group were stable to conditions of ether cleavage, it 
is felt that the difficulty resided in the iMthod of 
purification. Because these compounds could not be 
crystallised from any of the solvents tried, if was 
necessary to separate the® from their parent aethoxy 
compounds by extraction with sodium hydroxide solution. 
Ih© addition of dilute acid then caused th®a to pre­
cipitate as very light Jell-lllce substances, which 
did not settle even after standing for several days. 
When they were finally obtained as dry powders, analyses 
showed them to be non-hoaogeneous. lone of the analyses 
agreed with the calculated values. It is quite possible 
that oxidation of the ortho dihydroaqr compounds to quino-
idal compounds occurred during the sodium hydroxide 
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extraetloa, Th® long exposure of the precipitatecl j@lls 
to air oxidation may also to® rssponsitol® for some da-
composition. 
It is interesting that in conpotrnds where ther© was 
only on« hydroxyl group on the styryl residue decomposi­
tion did not occur. 2,6-Pi-(£-hydroxystyryl)-pyridin# 
and S»3-di-(£,-hydroxystyryl)-quinoxaline ware purified 
through sodiua hydroxide extraction and yet were obtained 
as elaan products which analyzed correctly. 
S-Methoxyquinaldin® was prepared by two different 
methods. The first consisted of adding methyllithiua 
to 6-methoxyquinolin@ in the conventional manner, 
while the second aethod was the reduction of 4-chloro« 
e-aethoiyquinaldine, accoMing to the aethod of 
Buhtsof. Both of these aethods have merit, and 
the question of preference depends largely on the 
amilaMlity of starting materials. 
The synthesis of B-C^-hydroxystyiT'D-e-hydroxy-
quinoline, starting with i-aethosyquinaldine, presented 
no difficulties except that the final product could 
not he cryitallized. It was purified by dissolving in 
sodiua hydroxide and precipitating with acid. 
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B. Reactions of Organolithlija Compounds with Quinolin© 
Derivatives Containing Active Hydrogen. 
The addition of organolithinm compounds to the azo-
methine linkage of 8-hydroxyqtiinoline was first demon­
ic 
strated by Gilman, Towle and Spatz. This was accom­
plished hy adding two moles of RLi compound to one of 
8-hydroxyquinolin®, with the first mole of organometallic 
compound reacting with the hydroxyl groiip and the second 
mole adding to the azomethane linkage. Later, other 
141 investigators applied this method successfully, hut 
the yields were seldom better than 30-35jC, and the 
method was uneconomical with respect to the amoiint of 
organometallic compound used. 
In certain cases, when the organometallic compound 
is expensive or difficult to prepare, it is advantageous 
to hlock off the iiydroxyl group by methylation. For 
this purpose dimethyl sulfate and sodium hydroxide is 
perhaps the best reagent. Although diazomethane is 
being used increasingly as a methylating agent, one 
study made by Marion and Cockburn^®^^ revealed that with 
pyridine compounds it is not very efficient. The best 
yield of E-methyl-S-methoxypyridlne, that was obtained 
from the aethylatlon of 2-methyl-5-hydroxypyridine with 
diazomethane, was 40^. A combination of mettgri iodide 
ISOb'. Marion'' 'and Cockbiirn, J. Chem. Soc., 71, 3402 
(1949). 
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aM potassiiim hydroxid® gave very poor yields of 3-
n 139 
aethoxyquinaMlna, according to frogar and Dunker. 
A novel method of prot@etiiig th© hydroxyl group 
in S-hydroxyquinolin® was suggested by the work of 
Partmia aM Andtrson,^®*^ who treated alcohols and 
phenols with dihydropyran in the presene® of acid 
catalyst to form th® corresponding g-tetrahydropyranyl 
ethers. Subsequent reactions as hydrolysis and meta-
lation were carried out successfully with the adduct 
obtained in this manner. To remove the protecting 
group it was merely necessary to shaJs© the adduct with 
g S. hydrochloric acid, whereby th® fre® alcohol or 
phenol was readily obtained. This method can be 
applied only with reactions which are effected in a 
basic media. 
2 + 
1. Bull 
2. COp 
3- HQ 
4. H"*" COOH 
Two unsuccessful attempts were aade to add 8-
hydroxyquinoline to dihydropyran. In the first attempt, 
the usual few drops of hydrochloric acid were added as a 
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catalyst, "but ainc® no reaction occurred, it was in­
ferred that its catalytic action was Interfered with 
by forming a hydrochloride salt with the basic nitro­
gen of the 8-fc^droj:yquinolin©. Therefore, in the 
following experiment, 8-hydroxyquinoline hydrochloride 
itself was treated with dihydroi^yran and, in addition, 
a few drops of acid were added to insiare the presence 
of the necessaiy catalytic agent. Again, no reaction 
was obserred. As yet, the dihydropyran reaction has 
not been studied very extensively and, therefore, it is 
difficult to ascribe any reason for this anoaialous 
result. Two other compounds that did not form th® 
expected' acetals with dihydropyran, in a study by 
Hofferth,^®^ are 2,4,S-tribroffioph®nol and E,4-dibromo-
1-naphthol. fh® failure to obtain a reaction with 
a-hydroxytuinoline is disappointing, because it would 
have aupaented nicely the us® of organometallic com­
pounds in the syntheses of quinoline derivatives. 
It is interesting to not® that when the l^droxyl 
group is replaced by a primary amino group, anil-
addition does not take plac®, even when an excess of 
organolithiua coapcmnd is used. Phenyllithium and 
^-diffl® thylaiainopheayllithiua failed to add to 
181. Hofferth,'B., Doctoral Dissertation, Iowa State 
College, (1950). 
6-a0thoxy-8'-aBiliioQuinolin© in two QXperi»nts. An H,H-
dilithlo -coiapoTand iws formed» after the second mol® of 
171 phenyllithitjm ms added, as evidenced hy Color Test 1 
feeing negative. Th® only apparent explanation for this 
anomalous "bthavior is that the r®d I.I-dilithio salt is 
so insoluble in th@ @th®r sadiua that further reaction 
with the orgsnolithiua compound is prevented. It should 
he pointed out, however, that in the halogen-metal 
interconversion of £-bromoanilin®, an I,M-dilithio salt, 
1 AO 
I,I-dilithio-j£-broaoaniline, ' does undergo reaction 
with toutylllthium to form S,I-dilithio-£-aBttinophenyl-
lithiu^, ' jp^urther speculation on the failure of organo-
lithium compounds to add to the azomethin® linkage of 
6-methoxy-S-aminoquinolln@ led to a consideration of 
the electrostatic interaction of the negatively charged 
ions. The pher^l earbanion aM the anion, formed as a 
result of the dissociation of I,M-dilithio-6-iBethoxy-
S-aminoquinoline, could exert a »utaal repulsion which 
would prevent their subsequent reaction. This idea, 
however, seems unlikely in the light of several other 
reactions which occur between ions of like charges. 
The halogen-metal exchange reaction of ^ -bromoaniline 
16E. Gilirnn and Stuckwisch, £, M. Chem. Soc., 71. 
S933 (194t). 
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IBS 
and teutyllitiiiiM Ms already been iaentioned# Also 
pertinent are the reactions of the lithixm salts of 
T 
6-iiethoxy-8-acetamidoqtilnoline, S-hydroxyqtainolin© 
xds 
and S-mQthojy-S-CS' -di®tl^laffiiiio)-pr0pylaiaiii0qulii0lin® 
with organolithi-um eompomds. Most important, perhaps, 
is tha addition of 0-llthio-o-hydroxyph@nyllithi\m to 
the lithiijm salt of S-li^drojcyquiiioliiie. Her® a doubly 
charged anion rea-^ts with another anion to form an azo-
aethin® addiact. 
In connection with this theory of ionic repulsion, 
it is of interest to consider th@ coupling reactions of 
diaaoniu® ions with aromatic amines and phenols. These 
184 
are carried out in basic media and Alexander, has 
pointed out tlmt this may be necessary for two reasons. 
First, in an acid or neutral medium the substituted 
aniliniua ion is of a like charge and, hence, would 
tend to repel the diazoniua cationj second, and perhaps 
even more important, the resonance of the anllinium 
ii3n deactivates the aroaatie nucleus and decreases its 
nucleophilic character. The same line of reasoning can 
be used to explain the c-oupling reactions with phenols. 
183. Elderfield. et al.. J. Am. Chem. Soc., 1589 
(1946). "" 
184. Alexander, "Principles of Ionic Organic Heactions", 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., lew fork, 1950, p. 268. 
Th&v% is a greater tendency for th& diazonium ion to 
react with the oppositely charged phenoxid® ion than 
with th@ free phenol. Furthermore, due to the greater 
rssonanc® of th@ phenoxide ion there is an increased 
density of electrons in the ortho and para positions 
w'hich fafors reaction with the electrophilic diazoniuBEi 
ion. Therefore, due to the contributing factor of a 
heightened resonanee effect in a basic laeditia, it is 
difficult to ascribe the greater reactivity of the free 
base and of the phenoxlde ion entirely to a favorable 
interionic interaction. 
ISS 
BlderfieM also was unable to add phenyl-
lithiua to 6-aethoxy-8-aminoquinoline, but he found 
that the secondary aiiino group in 6-metho3cy-8-(3*-
diethylaiilnopropylaffiino)-quinoline (^Plasmocide*') did 
not interfere with addition to the azoaethine liititeage, 
provided a sufficient amount of phenyllithium was used. 
It is very likely that in this case a monolithium salt 
forms, which is soluble enough to react further with 
phenyllithiua in an anil- addition. 
If the amino groap in S-nethoxy-S-aminoquinoline is 
first acetylated and then treated with two moles of 
phenyllithium, reaction occurs to give a 4,7% yield of 
1S3 
g~ph®nyl-6-aethoxy-@-acetamidoquinoline. Here again 
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th© monolithixia salt may soluble enough to permit 
anil-addition. The M-acttyl derivative of "Plasmocide" 
•underwent both anil-addition and daacatjlation when 
183 
tretatad with phenyllithiua. In on© experiment, 
aathyllithium, under the saae conditions* did not form 
the expected B-methyl-S-methoxy-S-acetamidoquinoline. 
This result is soaewhat incongruous, but another attempt 
sh05:iM be made before any final decision is reached on 
the p08sibility of success with this reaction. This is 
particularly true because aethyllithium was added to 8-
hydroxyquinoline in a Sjl mole ratio to give 8-hydroxy-
quinaldine in a 3?.6^ yield, fhis latter reaction is 
another example of tt» advantage of the organometallic 
172 technique over ring closure methods in the syntheses 
of g-substituted quinoline compounds. 8-Hydroxyquinal-
dine has been prepared previously by the cyclization of 
172 
o-aminophenol and erotomldehyde. The subsequent 
Isolation and purification of the product was both 
tedious and time-consuming, with the overall yield less 
than sa^. 
S-Hydroxyquinaldine exhibits properties which pro-
141 
mise its use as an analytical reagent.*^ Possibly, 
because of the steric effect of the methyl group, it 
shows greater selectivity as a chelating agent than does 
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S-layfiroxyquinoline. klumlmm ions, which react with 8-
hyciroxyquinolliie, are not precipitated by the 8-
sufestitutad compoQud. This difference in behavior has 
been utilized to separate zinc from magnesiuia, from 
aliiaim'M and from aagnesi'um and alxiBinum. A solution 
containing zinc and almimm ions, for example, can be 
treated with 8-hydroxyqminaldin@ to precipitat© the 
2inc coaplex salt, which my be weighed directly or 
d®t©rsin@d volumetrically by titration with potassitaa 
broaate. d-Hydroxyqtiinoline is than added to th© fil­
trate, wh«r®by th® complex salt of alwinua is separated. 
fhe obsdrvation that a methyl group in the E-
position prevented the coapltxation of alumin\m, while 
a methyl group in the 3- or 4- position did not ©xert 
this efftct, suggested that th® pres®nc® of graaps of 
larger sis® than methyl might impart evtn greater selec-
141 
tivity. Therefore, Phillips prepared a series of 
@l«V0n variously s\ibstituted 2-aryl- and E-styryl-8-
hydroxyquinolines. Tests with a f#w reprastntativ® 
ions, however,-did not show any improvement in selec­
tivity. 
k variation in structure that may bring about th© 
dasired steric effect is a 8-(o-hydroxyphei^l)-quino-
line with a substituent in th© S- position. Tha o-
161-
iiydroxypheiijrl group is properly situated with raspeet 
to the nitrogen atom to form a six-B^mbered cyclic 
complex with metal ions, and a perl substituent of 
adequat© sissa mj interfere with chelation with the 
larger ions. Th© substituent couM ©ither b© an 
aUcyl or aryl group or an ether prepared from the 
readily available a-l^droxyquinolln©. S-(o«H;ydroxy-
pheiiyl)-a-metho2y"quinolin@, whl«da is described here, 
may well fit these specifications. 
Several new hydroxy coopotmds were prepared with 
aetal-chelating properties. S-<o-Hydroxyphenyl)-6-
hydroxyquinoline was synthesized by adding 0-lithio-jo-
hydrozyphenyllithium to 6-methoxyqt3.inoline, followed 
by hydrolysis of the ether group. It will be interest­
ing to see if this compound, which may be considered 
an "open BOdel« of a derivative of 1-hydroxyacridine, 
possesses antiseptic properties. The presence of the 
phenolic hydroxyl group in the 6- position may augment 
its bactericidal activity. 
S- (jo-Hydroxyphenyl) -8-hydrosgrfuinoline was 
synthesized in two ways. The first method consisted 
of treating S-aethoxyfuinoline with 0-lithio-o-
hydroxyphenyllithium and then removing the methyl group 
by hydriodic acid cleavage. It appears that the presence 
-16£ 
of the jO''l:^<lro3{yph©iiyl group must hinder, in some way, 
the 0th@r cleavage, hecausa it was necessary to reflux 
the sol tion for twenty-four hoiirs, after two previous 
attempts at four and five hours failed to remove the 
141 
methyl group. Phillips found it was not possible to 
cleave the 8-meti»xy group of E-Cpheayl)^, S-(o-
methoxypheEg-l-, S-(a-methoxyphenyl- and S-C^-methoxy-
phei^l)-8-methoxyquinoline with hydriodie aeid, hydro-
hroaic acid or potassium hydroxide and ethylene glycol 
\inder ordinary pressiires. 8-Methoxyqulaoline itself, 
however, has "been reported to have heen hydrolyzed in 
four hours with aqueous hydrobroalc acid^®® (d. = 1.5). 
k more direct synthesis of g-<jo-hydroxyphenyl)-8-
hydroxyqiiinoline was the addition of 0-lithio-^-
hydroxyphenyllithium to the lithium salt of 8-hydroxy-
quinoline* followed by hydrolysis of the adduct. 
—OCXQ 
OU OM OH 
The object of the attempted preparation of S-n-
hexyl-6-methoxyphenyl)-pyridine was to obtain S-g-hexyl 
6-<£-hydro2^phenyl)-pyridine, through the subsequent 
18§. King and Sherred. J. Chem. 3oc.. 415 (194£). 
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hydrolysis of the aiBthyl ether. A molecule with this 
structure potentially possesses characteristics which 
ha^e proved to be valiiahl® in other antiseptic agents. 
The o-hydroxyphenyl group, in con^tinction with the 
nitrogen of the pyridine ring, has chelating properties. 
In addition, the hexyl group should impart a certain 
amount of surface activity to the molecule, which here­
tofore has not been present, as such, in chelate com­
pounds that exhibit antibacterial action.^ 
The failure of the organolithium compoimd to add 
to 2-s,-hexylpyridins is difficult to explain, u iless 
metalation of the group occurred instead. 
Some basis for this assumption is the reported metala-
tion of g-|t-aaylpyridine with phenyllithium by reflux-
ing for two hours. The g-j|-( {X.-lithioamyl)-pyridine, 
thus form^, was treated with acetonitrile to give, subse­
quent to hydrolysis, 3-(2-pyridyl)-2-h©ptanon® in 10^ 
yield. The metalatioa of B-|i-propyl-3,5-diethylpyridin© 
has been accomplished, also with phenyllithium, by 
IS"? 
Haskelberg. The conditions of the experiment were 
not given. It must not be inferred from the above that 
metalation occurs invariably when a 2-alkylpyridine is 
IMl Burger and tJllyot. J. Org. Chem.. 342 (1947). 
187. Haskelberg, Chem. and Ind.. 13, S61 (1935). 
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reacted with an organolithiua eorapcmnd. ivhen S-n-butyl-
pyrldine was treated with n-toatyllithiua anil-addition 
took place to form g,6-di-n-T3(Utylpyridine.^^ Tsxida^®® 
similarly added n-butyllithiim to B-n-propylpyridin©. 
Each of thes© addition reactions was carried out at 
room temperature and then hsated in sealed tubes, pre-
sumbly to split out lithium hydride. 
There was no apparent evidence of reaction, at. 
first, when-o-methoxyphenjllithiuB was added to £-^-
hexylpyridine. An anil-addition almost always entails 
an inmediate color change, a reflux and usually the 
precipitation of the highly colored adduct. Hone of 
these occurrences were observed. But after the mixture 
was refluxed, a gradually darkening color developed, 
reminiscent of picolyllithiua and quinaldyllithiua. 
From the limited evidence, it seems that at room tempera­
ture neither aetalation nor anil-addition was obtained. 
After reflming the solution, however, some metalation 
may have occurred. Ordinarily, the lateral aetalation 
of compounds like picoline and quinaldine with phenyl-
lithium occurs instantaneously. The relative slowness 
with which higher members of the series, such as ji-
acayl- and ^-hexylpyridine, undergo <<-metalation can be 
Tsuda. Ber.. 69. 4E9llf36). 
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attritouted to the electron-repelling effect of th© alkyl 
group. The activating influence of the azomethine link­
age is th\is somewhat ntillified, and this in txirn de­
creases the acidity of th© • '-hydrogen at<M»s. 
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?. sragMRY 
1. The antibacterial activity of phenol derivatives 
has hmn briefly reviewed. 
S. A discussion has been made on the mode of action 
of antiseptic agents. 
3. The aldol and Claisen reactions of heterocycles, 
containing active methyl groips, have been dis-
ctxssed in some detail. 
4. Some mono- and di-hydroxystyryl derivatives of 
pyridine, quinoline, benzothiazole and quinoxaline 
were prepared. 
5. Beactions of organollthiisa compounds with quinoline 
derivatives cont4ining active hydrogen were studied. 
Ihen the hydroxyl group was present in the 8-
position in quinoline, anil-addition took place 
readily. However, a primaiy amino group in the 8-
position prevented addition to the azomethine 
linkage, presumably, because of the great insolu­
bility of the I,»-dillthio salt.. 
6. Several new metal-chelating compounds were prepared• 
These are to be assayed as anti-bacterial agents, 
and also investigated for their possible •utilization 
as reagents for inorganic analysis. 
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7. fwo msucc®ssful attempts w©re made to add 8-
hydroxyqulnoliue to dih^dropyran for the purpose 
of Ijlocklng off the hydroxyl group to prevent its 
interferanea in subsequent anil-addition reactions. 
8. jo-Methoxyphenyllithium was faind not to add to 2-
n-hexylpyridine. It is possible that metalation of 
the side-cba-in occurred instead. 
